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BROOKS AMONG NINE
BACKING DINNER BILL

COUNCIL PLANS M. H. Pellegromf Furnace
PAVING OF TWO

Lansing, Feb. 6 — The burden
attached to bill No. 100 wu dlvided.todav after nine senators whose
Heirt Attack Culminates names begin with "B" Joined as
sponsors of the bill which, by traIllness; Funeral Rites
dition, will qompel them to pay for
a dinner for the other senators.
on Friday
The nine included Sens. Earnest
C. Brooks of Holland and Earl
M. H. Pellegrom,58, traffic Burhans of Paw Paw.
manager of the Holland Furnace
The bill, by the way, would
Co., died unexpectedly In his home,
create a state commissionto coop360 Pine Ave., Tuesday at 3 p.m. erate with other states In govfollowing a heart attack. He had
ernmentalrelations.
been 111 for several months during
the past year, and had been in failing health for about a month. He
visited his office for an hour or
two Friday, but had not been in
his office since that time.

Work
for

Scheduled

March 5

Cost of Proposed Projects

Given in Estimates

of

Mr. Pellegromwas bom in
Grand Haven, May 17, 1883, the

Paving of Fifth St., eastward
from Columbia Ave. for one block
and of Sixth St. between River
and Columbia Aves., which "had
been proposed on previous occasions, became a possibilityWednesday night when common council set Wednesday, March 5, at
7:30 p.m., as t e time it will
hear any objections against the
proposed projects.

This action was taken after

Man

M. H. Pellegrom

LICENSE PLAN

City Engineer Jacob Zuidema pre-

sented plans, specificationsand
estimate of costs' for the two pro-

Cost of ‘ the Fifth St
projectwas given as $5,450.06and
$36,025.89was listed fgr the
Sixth St. work over a period of
10 years.

that capacity until his death. He
considered an efficientand
loyal employe of the company, ana
witnessed its growth from a concern with 75 branches, mostly in
Michigan,to about 500 branches
extending from coast to coast.
While with the Pere Marquette,
Mr. Pellegromwas assistantstation master at Pentwater. was
transferredto Watervliet and Holland. and was depot agent and
station master at Vriesland before
coming to Holland with the furnace company.
Mr. Pellegrom married Miss
Mane Van Dyke of Zeeland in 1910.
He was a member of Third Re-

was

IS

APPROVED

jects.

O’Connor Receives Power
to Give

Examinations

Zuidema reported Fifth and

to All Drivers
Sixth Sts. would be paved with
one and one-half inch binder, one
and one-half inch asphalt on a
By action taken Wednesday
six-inch concrete base, have curb night by common council, the city
and gutter, grading and drainwill enter info an agreement with
age.
Various expenses connected with Sheriff William Boeve of Ottawa
the Fifth St. work follow: 1,778 county in which Dave O'Connor,
formed church, the Holland Exsquare yards of concrete base at who has been acting as examiner
change club and was a director of
$1.15 per square yard, $2,044.70;
for the Holland police department the Grandville bank.
1.778 square yards of three-inch
in giving examinatioasto local
Survivors include the widow,
asphalt top at $1.50 per square
applicants of driver'slicense, will his two daughters, Hester M. and
yard, $2,311.40;36 lineal feet of
be appointed as a deputy sheriff Jean E., both at home; two brothconcrete header at 75 cents per
with authority to examine dri- h-ers, William and Arthur Pellefoot. $27; 1,000 feet of curb and
vers who reside outside the city grom of Spring Lake; and three
gutter at 85 cents per foot, $850;
limits.
sisters, Mrs. Fred McEachron and
676 cubic yards of excavation at
Mayor Henry Geerlings and Miss Angie Pellegrom of Hudson65 cents per cubic yard, $439 40;
City Clerk Oscar Petersonwere ville and Mrs. Frank Schmitt of
eight catch basins at $10 each,
authorized to sign the agreement
Jackson.
$80; eight manholes at $30 each,
with the sheriff. A new examinaFuneral services have been ar$240; 160 feet of eight-inch cross
tion schedule was approved by
ranged for Friday at 1:30 p.m. in
connections at 50 cents per foot,
the board of supervisors in its
the home, and at 2 p.m. in Third
$80; engineeringand inspection,
January' meeting. Under the new
$300; advertisingand making
Reformed church, with the Rev.
arrangements a resident of the
rolls, $75; miscellaneous incidenWilliam Van't Hof officiating.
county may apply at any time
tals, $180; interest on bonds at 5
Burial will be in Pilgrim Home
for his examinationwhile under
per cent for 10 years, $1,822.56.
the old setup he could take the cemetery.
Estimated cost connectedwith
examinationonly on the day the
the paving of Sixth St. follows:
sheriff’srepresentativewas in ALLEGAN EXPLOSION
7,900 square yards of concrete
Holland.
base at $1.15 per square yard,
VICTIM IMPROVING
The city will require the exam$9,085 ; 7.900 square yards of
ining officerto give a $1,000 bond.
three inch asphalt top at $1.30
He will be required to keep an Allegan, Feb. 6— Allegan Health
per square yard, $10,270; 120
exact record of the lumber of center reported a "little improvelineal feet of concrete header at
75 cents per foot, $90; 4.366 applicants residing outside of the ment’’ today in the condition of
city’s incorporated limits who are Paul Bronson, 21, son of Mr. and
lineal feet of curb and gutter at
examined and upon receiptof the Mrs. Paul Bronson, Jr., route 2,
85 cents per foot, $3,711.10;2,230
35 cent refund, which the state Otsego, who was seriouslyburned
cubic yards of excavation at 65
refunds to the municipality whose when a gasoline tank on an autocents per cubic yard, $1,449.50;
police force conducts the exam- mobile explodedfrom the sparks
36 catch basins at $10 each. $360;
ination, 10 cents will be paid to of a blow torch in his hands.
.36 manholes at $30 each, $1,080;
the county treasurer while the
Bronson was to have been mar720 feet of eight-inch cross conremaining 25 cents will be paid ried Wednesday night. Instead, his
nectionsa{ §0 cents per foot,
to the city treasurer as part of bnde-to-be, Miss Margaret May
$360; engineering and inspection,
$900; advert using and making the salary of the examining offi- Wellman. 18. daughter of Mr. and
cer. Money paid to the county Mrs. Lewis Wellman, route 2,
rolls, $150; miscellaneousincitreasurer will be used to carry on Allegan, remains at his bedside.
dentals, $800; interest on bonds
the examination of other appliBronson was attempting to cut
at 5 per cent for 10 years, $7,cants of licenses by the sheriff's the" tank from a burned car in the
770.29.
department.

Bosch Presents

MIAA Trophy

FOR PRODUCERS

LOCAL FRIAR’

Marketing,

Only

Restraint,

of
Opposed Racee

Assails Racketeering

Tekraafy'ltl^

East Lansing, Feb. 6 —Develop-

Holland's

ment of improved marketing programs— free from trade restraint,
labor union interference,and racwhich

farmers must solve, Andrew

G.

stake.

twoS*

WILL OBSERVE

DEATH CLAIMS

I

CITY

FOUNDING

RUTH COLLINS

%

Judge ___

jured man from the wreckage, gram offers an incentiveto groups
Anniversary
took him to the haspital.State of producers for the production of
police were called to investigate.
quality merchandise.Under this
The 94th anniversaryof the
Hardtke would have been 49 system the grading and packing Coming of the first group of
on Tuesday. He was a memof the eggs is under the supervi- Dutch emigrants to western
ber of the Elks lodge.
sion of a disinterestedfederal- Michigan will be observed in HolSurvivors are three sisteraand
state inspector to insure compli- land and vicinitySunday, Feb. 9.
two brothers in Milwaukee.
ance with the standardsset up This date has been commemoraunder the program. Rigid com- ted here the past four years. .
In 1937, the 90th anniversary
pliance of grades meeting standof the coming of the Dutch was
ards is important.
program in
"Egg marketing under the fed- celebrated by
eral-stateprogram is now devel- which Dr. Samuel Zwemer of
oping rapidly in this state. I be- Princeton Theologicalseminary,

TAKEN

IN

HOME

a

NEARBORCULO

lieve it has already proved that
it is here to stay. It does not permit ’ jobbers,,wholesalersor reZeeland, Feb. 6 (Special) -4 ^ailera to substitute inferior jprqBriiln Glass, 7T of 144 North Cen-' ducts under their pack, thds detennial St. died Wednesday about stroying the reputationof and
7 p.m. in the home of his son and demand for their pack.
daughter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs.
"We will have consumers’acJohn Glass, about three miles ceptance and demand when we
northeast of Borculo. He had been give them satisfaction. At Hamil
ill two weeks. He was born in The
ton we have handled our eggs unNetherlandsand came to this der federal-stategrades for about
country at about 16 years of age. three years and I am sure thflt it
About five years ago he moved to has raused our price level several
Zeeland from Borculo. He was a cents per dozen. We have developmember of First Christian Re- ed one of the outstanding packs
formed church.
of eggs in this country and are
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs recognized as such by the indusS. Wiersma of Zeeland; five sons. try.
Martin, John, Edward and An"Our producersreceive a sub-

drew of Borculo and Henry of
Zeeland; 28 grandchildren,a
brother,Edward of Everson, Wash.
Funeral services will be held

as the principalspeaker, delivered
an addresa on "Perpetuating our
Heritage." At the same occasion

^

the Netherlands museum waa
formally opened.
w
The following year, a' historical
program was again presented in
Hope Memorial chapel where Dr.

Letter Service
Miss Ruth E. Collins, 32,
ter of

Judge
HoUand who ft
daugh- for a third term
sition, thus no
officers.

COUNTY

Mr. and Mrs. Pearl E. ColEast Ninth St., died Wed-

nesday night followingan illnessof this year’s primary!
six months due to complications. line for

She was born In Holland July with City Clerk
wu 4 p,m.
16, 1908, attended the public
Twenty*fc
schools and was graduated from

school In 1927. In
1932 she established the Holland
Letter Service.She wu a member
of the women's bowling league and
be
sponsored the Holland Lettgr Ser- •» fifty
vice team. She wu a member of before
the St. Francis de Sales church.
in* _ ______
Surviving are the parents; four lots. City Clerk Petendn said that
sisters, Mrs. Leo R. SuDlvan of any candidatedesiring to, with- L

_

Grand Rapids, Mrs. Eugene S. WilAlbert Hyma of Universityof liams of Green Bay. Wis., MarMichigan spoke on ’The Political guerite of Grand Rapids and Franand Religious Significanceof the ces of Bayonette, N. J.; and four
Dutch Settlementin Michigan."
brothers, Elmer J. of Alma, RusIn 1939, a special historical sell W. Baldwin, Long Island, N.
program was given in Holland Y., Maurice D. of Holland and
high school featuring motion picJohn P. who Is in trainingat Kellj
tures on life in the Netherlands,
(ield, San Antonio, Tex.
and i« 1940 several meetings honFuneral services will be held
oring Dr. Alexander Loudon,
Saturday at 9 a.m. from the St.
NetherlandsMinister to the
Francis church with the Rev. Fr.
United States, were arranged.
John
M. Westdorp officiating.
The Netherlands Pioneer and
Burial will be in Pilgrim Home
stantial premium for their eggs. Historical foundation has sent a
cemetery. The body is at the DykPrior to going on this program, letter to ministers of the various
we could not afford to sell our local churches recalling the deep stra funeral home and Friday will
eggs in Delimit and were forced religious significancein the be taken to the home on East
Ninth St. where friends may view
to ship to New York city. The founding of the midwest colonies
it from 2 to 5 p.m. and from 7 to
situation now is that Detroit will by the Dutch and has suggested
8 p.m. The rosary will be recited
pay such prices that we no longer that the occasion be commemoraat 8 p.m.
ted by the churches in some apship to New York.
propriate
way,
in
sermon
or
in
"One of the problems in the
marketing of quality products is prayer. It has been further sugthe policies and practicesof whole- gested that an offering be taken
salers and retailers of taking much for the Queen Wilhelmina Fund,

BURMPS BOY
—

HAS

MORE

draw from any of the coriteeterereir
do so within the next few days.
Eight Incumbent officer*aft
seeking reelectionto office,

iMM]

aldermen are seeking retlMM|
to common council but they aft
listed in new wards under Jijto*
visions of a charter amendomS
adopted by voters at the Novam^
ber election, which provide
’

boundaries for the various w
Ben Steffens, who has been j
ing as fourth ward alderman, is a
candidatefor election from

has been serving from the old J
ward but is a candidate fron
new fourth ward. Dr. Bnice
mond, serving as fifth ward
erman, will seek electionfrom the
new sixth ward.
No electionfor first ward aolon
will occur In this year’s election. .!
Two aldermen will be named to i
the new fifth ward. This will be |
one for a two-year term and one J
for a one-year term.
Constables who will seek reeleetlon In new wards follow: Egbert
Beekman, formerly of second, now
in first ward; Charles L Dulyed, 1
formerly6f fourth, now In flrft
ward; Marinus Brandt, formerly of j
first, now of third ward; Nick I
Kolean, formerly of sixth, ROW of -\
fourth ward; Edward Prins, formerly of fifth, now of sixth ward.
The completelist of candidate* ]
follows:
Municipal Judge
Raymond L. Smith (••).
City Clerk .
Oscar Peterson (•).
City Assessor
Peter H. Van Ark (•).
John Galien.
City Supervisor
•

Herman Van Tongeren (•);

Herman

Brower.
City Attorney
Garence A. Lokker <•).

EMERGENCY

Near End; Draft Board May

Move

.

.

.

'

HU

'

,

•

Health Offlaer *

C. J.

McLean (•)..

Police and Fire Board
Fred Kamferbeek (•).

Aldermen

No

First ward—
year.

sirablesite.

to.Pky*

'

n

!

plete information.

aid course.

'

v

j]

.

election

.

Second ward— Ben Steffens, ,i
Third ward— William C.
denberg (•) and 'Bertel, H.
Fourth ward— Herman
Adrian Jacobusse.
Fifth ward— (Twt^year
Elmer J. Schepers and John
ben. (One-year term)
Steketee and George H.
Sixth ward— Dr. Bnice
mond and Willard B.
<

!

First

and Charles

I.

:

pqfry-

^ ^

.

Dr. William M. Tappan (•).
Dr. Chester Van Appledorn. a
Board of Public Works

PLANNED

a

j

new second ward. Herman

1

Believed

Oaof

HolUnd high

RlTESlEfFOR

GAR Room

ft

lins,' 129

COMPROMISE

.

to

Lohman, manager of the Hamilton
Farm bureau, said here in

ii

,

primary

Monday, Fft. If, , will
status of a spring
year as not more than
didates will be opposed
inatlon to any of the 20

April ^

FOR SOFTBALL

,

'

For 10 of the 20 office* there ife
no opposition with only one canAs otic of the most enthusiastic all-MIAA tackle, by Mr. Bosch be- didate in each raw. Onfy
speech prepared for deliver)' at one
didates are entered In each of the
of the Farmers week sessions at supporters of the Hope college ath- tween halves of the Hope-Adrian remaining 10 conteets. .
basketball
game
In Adrian.
letic teams, Randall C. Bosch, 196
A provision of the dty charter
Monday on US-31, two miles Michigan State college.
Such a trophy has been awarded
West 10th St., presented for the In past years in the conference, provides that if any candidate for
But.
he
added,
farmers
must
south of Grand Haven, Alfred G.
Htrdtke. 48, Milwaukee, Wis., organizeand cooperate to gain first time this year a trophy to the but this is the first year that Mr. office receive* more than 50
became the third person to die in consideration from other organ- most valuable football player of Bosch has sponsored its presenta- cent of the vote oaet at thfe
the MIAA.
Ottawa county automobileacci- ized groups.
tion. He also is the donor of an mary, he will be declared
He outlined the federal-state
Bearing his name, the trophy award to the footballplayer and to office. With only two
dents thus far In 1941.
Mr. Hardtke, a field salesman egg grading program which he was awarded Tuesday night to basketball player of Hope college ates competing for the
which there is
for the Schlitz Brewery Co. of said might well be applied to other Jack Thompson of Adrian college, who displaysthe best spirit.
a tie vote would
Milwaukee, died about an hour agriculturalproducts.
"Misrepresentation and unethielection in
s
after being admitted to MuniciSuch an event occurred In the
pal hospital here of a skull frac- cal practices of handlers of eggs
ture and internal hemorrhage.
have destroyedconsumer confidold first ward in lait IW
Believed to have fallen asleep ence in the quality of the product
vote when a tie resulted I
at the wheel, Hardtke was north- they buy," he fcharged.
Bernard Arendshorst and
bound when his car crashed headMiller,the aldermanic
"One of the newer developments
on into a tree at a curve iu the in the cooperative marketing of
Arendshorstwon
/
road. The front end of his car Michigan’sagricultural produfts
the runoff at the
was smashed.
However, It will
wax the adoption of a system of
Robert Schroeder, route 2, grading eggs under federal-itate
to hokf a spring election
Grand Haven, was the fiipt to grades. Marketing under this sys- Local Foundation Requests Last Rites Saturday for as local voters must vote
arrive on the scene of the acci- tem is optional.
Church Observance on
Founder of Holland
dent and, after removing the incult court and for
"The federal-stategrading pro-

FARM

Dispute Over

:

Opposition at Pells

to Farmers

problems

*

Ten Offices te Hare No

Egg Grading in Talk

keteering— are

Aw

Two CudWito.

Lilted for Each

Silverman junk yard in Allegan,
Saturday at 1:15 p.m. from the
when the little gasoline left in
John Glass home in Borculo and
the
tank
exploded.
MEETS ARE
The youth’s clothing caught at 2 pin. from the Borculo Christian Reformed church. The Rev. D
PLANNED IN
fire, and Mrs. Silverman rushed
out to help him extinguish the D. Bonnema and the Rev. A. I)e
Vries will officiate.Burial will
Grand Haven, Feb. 6 — A series blaze.
The left leg and foot, where be in Borculo cemetery. The body
of five farm meetingson proper
will be at the Yntema funeral
land use has been arranged in Ot- the gasoline ran down into his
home until 5 p.m. Friday when
wider margins of profit on quality Inc, toward the relief of the
tawa county by L. R. Arnold, coun- shoe, were the most seriously
will be removed to the residence. productsthan on products of in- Dutch war refugees.
burned.
Four Holland softball teams, ty agriculturalagent.
ferior quality. In some cases, they
With all meetings starting at 8
sponsored by Hulst grocery, Stefuse the wide margins on quality CAN’T
p.m., the schedule follows: Feb. 7
License Bureau Ii Open
Grand Haven Man Will
fens grocery, Armour Leather Co.
merchandise to absorb the losses
In Allendale; Feb. 10 in Tallmadge
and Dykema tailors, filed a peti- hall, Feb. 12 in Georgetown hall.
WITH CHRIST: JAMES Burnips, Feb. 6 (Special)
Wednesday Afternooni on low grade products. This pracAppear in Circuit Court
tion Wednesdaynight with com- Feb. 13 in Chester hall, Feb. 14 in
tice is unfair to the producer of
Funeral services for Francis
Shaking on "The Great Alter- Shuck, 14-year-oldson of Mr. and
mon council in which they asked Fosest Grove hall.
Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special) Tn anticipationof the "last min- quality products.
"Operations in restraintof trade native," Dr. M. Stephen James Mrs. Forest Shuck who was
Over 100 colored slides will be —Howard Cooper, 22, 112 North ute" rush of Holland motorists lo
the aldermen “to take due cognizance" of prevailing conditions used at each meeting. Methods for Albee St., waived examinationto- purchase 1941 license plates,Alex in marketingagriculturalproducts conductedthe fourth of his series fatally injured in an auto accicontrol of wind and water ero- day before Justice of Peace How- Van Zanten, manager of the local are robbing the farmer of his of addresses in observance of the dent early Wednesday, will be
of the local softballdiamonds.
ard Erwin and will appear Sat- license bureau, has announced rightfulincome. Interferencefrom annual Hope college Prayer Week held Saturday at 1:30 p.m. from
Council referred the petition sion will be emphasized.
urday morning before Judge Fred that the bureau will remain open labor unions, racketeering in ter- this morning. He stated that the the Klinesteker funeral home and
to the playground commission
T. Miles on a charge of dispos- on Wednesday afternoons through minal markets, monopolistic prac- attitude that religion is nice at 2 p.m. from the Methodist
and the ways and means commit- BOEVE FAMILY
tices of organizedgroups, trade enough if one has time for it is church. The Rev. Earl Prosser
February.
ing of mortgage property.
tee after Aid. Bruce Raymond
Deadline for 1940 plates is barriers, and short selling of agri- prevalenttoday, but that there will officiate.Burial will be in
Bond of $1,000 was expectedto
reported the commissionhad
THAN SHARE *
Salem cemetery.
be furnished today. Cooper is March 1 and Mr. Van Zanten said cultural products on future mar- Is no "10-day free trial."
"facts and figures" on the cast
‘There can be no compromise
Besides the parents,the deOF
MISFORTUNES
charged
with
selling
an,
automothat
many
plates
remain
to
be
kets,
where
such
practices
exist,
of improving the diamonds and
are some of the major problems and Christianity is the only great ceased is survived by five brothbile valued at $450 which was sold.
installing lights but had no
alternativeor ultimatum," he ers, Alger and Orie of route 2,
money to pay for the petitioned Misfortune continues to dog subject to a chattel mortgage He also stated that the license which confrontfarmers,
said.
Dorr, Harold and Aaron of Grand
improvements.
the Carence Boeve family resid- dated Feb. 26, 1940, and pay- bureau will remain open during
"Why does organizedlabor inIndividuals must decide whe- Rapids and Forest, Jr., at home,
“The softball players of this ing in East Holland. A little over able to the Peoples State bank the noon hour from noon until sist that any handler of our eggs
ther they are going to allow and two sisters, Gertrude and
p.m. and until 5:30 p.m. or later, in Chicago rehandle and recandle
community feel that they are at a year ago Mr. Boeve suffered a of Grand Haven.
themselvesto become imprisoned Donna May at home.
if the rush necessitates a later our eggs, which were candled,
« great disadvantagein regard skull fracture in an accident and
by their own thoughts and noGIVEN PROBATION
hour.
to the essentials necessary to was confined to Holland hospital
graded, and inspected the previous
tions or whether they will be deDick Nibbelink, 198 East 13th
good, softball playing. Other for some time.
Mr. Van Zanten desires to re- day by federal-statelicensedemSERVICE
towns of much smaller size have
Recently the Boeve home caught St., arrested Wednesday after- mind motorists to bring their auto- ployes? Anyone wishing to handle livered by the word of Christ.
Hitler in his book "Mein Kampf"
CORPS IS
lighted fields and fields that are fire while the youngest child was noon by police on an intoxica- mobile titles with them when pur- eggs under this program should be
and Machiavelliare men who
well kept. The fields in our town ill of pneumonia. The damage tion charge, was placed on pro- chasing this year’s plates. Half- protected from interferenceof orGround work for the organizaare in a deplorable condition and was not extensive and the child bation this forenoon by Municipal year license plates went on sale ganized groups. The government have been "walled in" by their
own thinkingand are examples
we feel that with cooperation has since recovered.
Judge Raymond L. Smith.
last Saturday,-v
should protect this program the of what happens when an indi- tion of an emergency servicecorps
of Boy scouts was laid at a meetthis can easily be remedied," the
Last Sunday about 5 p.m. a
same as it does the U. S. mail.
vidual becomes sociallyor intel- ing Wednesday night in Boy scout
petition read.
peculiar and somewhat tragic
"Recently a labor union solicit- lectuallyimprisoned, he stated.
headquarterswhich was attended
The petition listed Zeelan^, accident befell the 13-year-old
tor was in my office asking us to
Special music was
vocal by Scout Executive M. P. Russell
Allegan, Douglas,Cutlervilleand son, Roland, as he was helping
donate to their advertising cam- solo by Robert Cavanaugh, acGrand Haven as towns with with chores. The boy slipped and
and Lemuel Harris of Holland and
paign that labor, industry, and companied by Mrs. W. Curtis
lighted fields.S. P. Nelson of Grand Haven,
virtually tore out an eye on a
the farmer were standing united Snow. The Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp
chairman of the area health and
nail Wednesdaymorning he unbehind the national defense pro- carried out the theme of "The
safety committee. ,
derwent
an
operation in Holland
State Police Detecthre
gram.
Good Shepherd" in devotional Mr. Harris has been designated
hospital for removal of the eye.
The dispute over which organ" on the street against the charact- *T asked him what he meant exercises.
as field commissionerof the area
Will Address Firemen His, conditiontoday was favor- ization has rights to the city hall’s er of the draft board.
by labor unions standing behind
in charge of the emergency corps
able and he likely will return to
G. A. R. room appeared nearer
Hp
pointed out that the board the defense program and at the
work. The emergency service corps
Peter
Prince
to
Resign
'Die last of a series of two hla home on Saturday.
settlement today.
members and various physicians lame time calling strikes in our
was explained and outlined to
illustrated talks on a fireman's
Indications were that the local are donating their servicesin sup- defense industries. Also, how could,
Mail Contract Job scouters at the recent 'annual
selectiveservice board, whose use port of the national defense pro- he Justify their union for not almeeting at the Hope Reformed
of the G. A. R. room brought the gram and denied rumors that the lowing any person to work at Fort
Assistant Postmaster John Grev- church. •
p.m. to memberg of the No. 2
Is Involved in Accident argument to a head, would move
federal government has been pay- Custer unless he had joined the
engoed reported today that Peter
It ii planned to conduct a six
fire department at the engine
to new quarters, possibly a city- ing and the board has been keep- union and was paid from $1 to
Prince
of
Holland
who
has
held months’ preparation and training
house on East Eighth St. by DeGrand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special) owned residence.
ing rental fees for use of the $2 per hour and expect our boys a contract for the past six years program for members of the sertective Sgt. Quentin Dean of the —A Federal Baking Co. truck,
However, Aid. Bruce Raymond, G. A R. room. No rent is paid for to be in the army for $1 or less in hauling the mjiil to and from
vice corps which will include perstate police post at Rockford.
driven by Gerald Pierson, 45, of member of a specialcommon ooun- the use of the room.
the depot to the poet office has sonal preparation, physical buildFiremen’s wives are invited to- Holland, was stftck on the side
dl committee which is consider- Wheh a draft board must move
given his 45-day notice that he will ing up process, drills,- orderly
night. Approximatey 20 members Wednesday shortly after 11 a-m, in
ing the controversy merely report- to a headquarterswhich necessiHUDSON VILLE WINS
resign his position.
movement, advanced first *id
of the No. 1 department heard Lamonfby a car driven by Floyd ed “progress" to council Wednestates payment of rent, Raymond i Hudson ville, Feb. 6— In a game
As this is a contract Job, bids training,rescue methods and adhis address Wednesday night at Postmus, 18, route 2, Marne. The day night. He indicated that the
added, three sites must be chosen. Wednesday night at Comstock, must be filed at the post office vance pioneer training to be folthe engine house on West Eighth truck was hit as Pierson was atroom will be made available to TT»en completeinformation is sent Hudsonvilledefeated. Comstock befofe Monday, Feb. 17. Interest- lowed by a mobilization
f*UUpling to make n turn on the the organizations
soon.
organiza
to. the ww department |n Washwash- Park, 44-42, after tying the score ed persons may contact Postmas- It also is planned to coordina
Three reels of motion pictures bouleVaniin the villagebut was
san time, Raymond at? ington which selects the most de- at 42-all with only 20 seconds left
At't the same
ter Louis J. Vanderburg for 'com- the work with the Red Cross first
on fire prevention will be shown, not badly damaged.
tacked rumors he said be beard

UGHTS SOUGHT

Mi

COMETS

Is Problem

INCARMSHAP

son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pellegrom. While still in his teens he
was a telegraph operator at FruitMilwaukee
Believed
port. He started in the railroad
business at Grand Haven, and reAsleep as Auto Hits
mained with the Pere Marquette
Tree Near G.H.
until he came to the Holland Furnace Co. as assistanttraffic manGrand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special)
ager in 1918.
The followingyear he was made — Injured fatally in an automotraffic manager, and continued in bile accident about 1:30 p.rh.
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moiY
W

day evening, discussing the topic,
“Christian Endeavor’s 60th birthday." Donald Lehman favored the
group with special accordion mu-

•

BEFORE HOMES Before Pi

Rev. and Mr*. N. Rozeboom attended a monthly meeting of the
Allegan County Ministerial Association at Fennville lut Monday

Jantiy
Least

It

Warmest,

Hu

Snow of Past

Four

Yean

HoDtod’* weather for January
wasn’t very wintry, the monthreport of Bert Smith, local
waather observer,reveal*. For the
^ first time In four year*, the temperature failed to drop below xero
and the snowfall was less than
, that reported for January in that
period of time.

Smith aald the month*

minimum temperature was 11 degrees
above sero, recorded on Jan. 4.
5 and 21. Minimum temperature*
L for January of past years was 11
, degrees below aero on Jan. 9, 1940,
' (our degree* below zero on Jan.
, 19, 1999, and 15 degree* below xero
. an Jan. 28, 1938. Minimum tem„ pemture for 1937 wU 10 degree*
above aero on Jan. 24 and 27.
The snowfall for January totaled 1W Inches. In pa*t year*, It
- WM 905 inche* for 1940, 24 inches
PTto 1999 and 16 Inche* in 1938.
- Only one inch of *now fell during

entertainedthe family of Joe Umpen of Zeeland at dinner lut Tuesday evening.
Justin Roelofi, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Roelofs of this place
and Miss Frances Slenk of Eut

Saugatuck were united In marriage during the put week.
Raymond Kaper, ion of Mrs.
Etta Kaper of Hamilton, and Miss
Dorothy Bos of Holland abo spoke
nuptial vows during the put week.
Mr. and Mrs. Kaper accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. Herman Menken
made a trip to Lafayette, Indio visit their uncle and aunt, Prof,

and Mrs. Stanley Bo

Two other local

Iks.

couples were

married during the put week. Mr.

and Mrs. Harvey Klein and Mr.
and Mr*. Jerome Schaap.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Menken
of Laketown were visitorsat the
home of the latter’s mother, Mrs.
Etta Kaper lut Sunday.
The Rev. N. Rozeboom conducted the funeral services for Hans
Ue of Dunningvillelut week Sat-

V

Niaica

v

Kappa Delta

Mrs. Jacob Fris, Mrs. Ralph
Eash and Mrs. Percy Osborne

u

Jr., have been appointed
the
committee of awards to meet and
check the requirementsfor rank
of all girls who are ready to take
rank. The following dates have
been chosen for the meetings:
Saturday, Feb. 15, 2 to 4 p.m.;
Monday, Feb. 24. 3.30 to 4:30
pjn.; Saturday,March 8, 2 to 4
p.m. Camp Fire Girls are asked
to keep these dates In mind and
plan to come to the Camp Fire
rooms for the meetings.

Applicantsfor

rank

must

bring health charta, thrift charts,

headbands,count books and any
other requirementsfor the rank
ahe is taking.

Beaded headbands and stoles
will be mailed to the National
to be judged for National
honors, Wednesday, Feb. 19. Each
office,

headband must be accompanied
by a design of the headband and
a written story of the design.
The Tawanga group sponsored
a candy aale at the Holland Hitch
company on Friday. Each girl
who made and contributed candy
for the sale will receive the
profits for her treasury.
A Valentine party was planned
by the Tanda group Monday and
committeeswere appointed. Rules
were made for absences and tardiness of piembers. Marilyn Stolp
wu welcomed in as a new member. Songs were sung at the con-

ian at Holland hospital wu the
Holland’s array of church ser- speaker at the monthly meeting
vices Sunday, the 94th anniversary ot the Hope chapter of PI Kappa
of tlie city’s founding, will form Delta at the CdamopoUtan house
Wednesday night Miry Jacobs
a testimonial to the religiousem- presided at a short business meetphasis of Dr. A. C. Van Raalte ing. Two piano solos were presentand his colony from the first day ed by Betty Daugherty. Mary Felter was In charge of the program
they arrived here In 1847.
and introduced the speaker.
Research by the Netherlands
Mr. Jellema discussed the value
museum staff shows that lack of of research laboratories to the
a building did not prevent regu- physician and pointed out some of
lar church services in Holland’s the difficulties faced in diagnosis
and the progress that hu been
first days. G. Van Schelven says:
"TTie people of Holland and vicin- made. “Today It Is seldom that We
ity regularly gatheredfrom Sun- hear of ruptured appendices which
day to Sunday, in the summer of Is due to the knowledge of white
1847, under the trees on the west blood cells as clues to diagnosis
kide of Rev. Van Raalte's house, of appendicitis.Pneumonia also
where they sat on rough boards has been decreased by the skilled
while , . . they listened to the- diagnosis of blood cultures and
words of that man of God standing sputum.
"Laboratory research has tripled
on a small platform.”
The pbstors wife also sat with in the past ten years and will unthe gathering with a cradle at her doubtedly Increase in the next
side.
Cornelia Schaddclee ten years. Paracelsus made a beadds: "The pulpit was a box on ginning in research in the 16th

Mn.

KAZOO TO SEEK

Drmr

If

Given

Fine FtDowiiif Crash

ZEEUND JAKES

Grind Haven, Feb. 6 (Special)
—Steve Radakovitz,56, route 2,
Nunlca, paid a fins of 65 and

HAGUE HONORS

coats of $3.75 to Justice George
V. Hoffer today
pleading
guilty to a charge of falling to
have his car* under control as

wm

*.

J. F. Jellema, research technic-

PAST MONTH afternoon.

Umpen

}

l#4f

CHURCH CAME I Gives Talk on Research

sic.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry J.

*

«,

on

the result of

on
REVENGE HERE morning
township.

an

accident this

UR-16 in Crockery

Oili in Second,

Radakovitz'scar crossed the
pavement and struck
truck
Another MLAA team will at- driven by Henry Haxekamp, overtempt to avenge an earlier de- turning Hazekamp’s truck and
feat by Hope college when Kala- causing alight damage.
mazoo comes to Holland armory

Kalamazoocame back In

the

second half at Alma, but Its 4635 loss wasn't much to crow
about. Alma grabbed a 27-9 lead
at the half and coasted for the
remainder.

Ed

Drier, Kalamazoo center,

probably will trouble

Not

Hope

moat.

did he score 13 points
against Alma, but he also held
Keith Carey who had averaged
17 points, to two buckets. Drier
roped three goals and seven free
ortly

Drab VUitors
Final League Standings

W L

Zeeland

INSTAWlN

Dykemat

in Third; Fnrnacei

a

at 8 p.m. tonight.

NINE WINS

Oils

....................

Pet.

9

......................

Dykemas .................
... 4
Parts

........................

PROGRAM SET

Four local basketball team*
brought the curtain down on
1940-1941 City league play in
Grand Rapids, Feb. 6— Three Holland armory Wednesday night.
major activities are scheduled for
Next week visiting teams will
the welcome and installationof come here to face Zeeland, the
the Most Rev. Joseph C. Plagens Precision Parts and the Holland
Ss the fifth bishop of Grand Rap- Furnace.
Ids.
League standings, which are
He will first be accorded an In- now final, are typical of what they
formal "hello’’ at Union depot at have been all year. Undefeated
5 pm. Feb. 17. Mayor George W. Zeeland became undisputed ChamWelsh will greet Bishop Plagens pions of the league with a perIn behalf of the dty, and John fect record in nine games by edgCollins, noted Catholic layman ing out the Parts in the last 25
and mayor of East Grand Rapids, seconds, 25-24. With the Parts
will salute him in behalf of the leading all through the game, It
Catholic laity.
looked as though they nfight
The formal church rites of In- finally walk off with a victory,
duction will be held In St And- but the Zeelanders came through
rew's cathedral Feb. 18 at 10 am., late as is not unusual for them.
In the opening game, the Pure
with Archbishop Edward Mooney
of Detroit as the instillingpre- Oils proved quite definitelythat

which the speaker stood and the century when he combnied al- throws,
Surrounding Drier, Kalamazoo
seats for the audience were felled chemy with medicine. It is only
has
Kerchner and Gleason at forsince
the
1920's
that
we
have
been
trees."
able
to speak in terms of prevent- wards and Gilman and Lemmer
Of
Holland's
first
church,
E^
E.
urday afternoon.
at guards.
Van der Veen says: "It was soon ive medicine," he stated.
The Women's Uague of First
Coach Bud Hinga will use his
Pointing to the work of blood
decided to build a church in the
Reformed church met for a regumost effective combination with
typing
done
by
Georgia
Cooper
and
cemetery.
This
was
about
the
midlar meeting Tuesday evening Jan.
Ken Vanden Berg and Gil Van
dle point of the spread out cleer- her colleague,Mr. Jellema stated
28, in the church parlors. Mrs.
Wieren at forwards,Capt. Bob
January, 1937.
that
"it
is
a
travesty
that
a
genIng,
so
that
all
could
come
to
John Elztngi presided and Miss
Montgomery at pivot, and Ev
During the past month, the snow
church." George F. Huizenga, eral who destroys100,000 lives
Josephine Bo Iks wu in charge of
Kleinjansand Don De Fouw at
fell on 14 days and amounted to
writing of the Zeeland colony, re- becomes famous while those who
the Bible study. The program
guards.
2:46 inches of precipitation.
R*cenable
hundreds
of
lives
to
be
lates: "Before any one had a detopic "New Thoughts for Old in
Preceding the varsities,frosh
ords for January of pasts year* Race Relations" wu arranged by
cent house to live In, these sturdy saved never become well-known.
of the two schools will meet at
follow: 1940, 20 days, 2.71 Inches;
late.
they deserved second place in the
The
work
of
looking
for
hours
men
of
Puritan
would
build
a
Miss Bolks and Mrs. Herman tfy6:45 p.m. John Bos and Mart
1999, 15 day*, 2.65 inches; 1938,
On Feb. 18 at 8:15 p.m., a for- standings by outclassing the Dykthrough microscope is hardly dichurch of hewn logs.”
hof. Assisting in the dlscuuionof clusion of the meeting.
Van Wingen will be the varsity
11 days, 2.68 inches; 1937, *ix days,
mal civic reception will be held In ema Tailors, 43-23, after leading
Singing of psalms or chorals of- version but all in all it has its
The Waplkiya group met in the
the topic were Mrs. Ben Nykamp,
officials.
194 inches.
Gvic auditorium. A 300-voicechoir the entire distance.
Mrs. Ben Lehman, Mrs. N. Roze- Camp Fire rooms Tuesday and ten made deep Impressions on a compensatingvalues and rewards
temperaturefor last
In the main attraction,the Holwill sing. Bishop Plagens will
boom, Mrs. Ben Eding and Mrs. various activities such as knitting chance listener.In an historical from a service standpoint."
' month was 52 on Jan. 2 and for
land -Furnace rolled over Damm
speak.
John Elzinga. A trio composed of for the Red' Cross, working on note of G. Van Schelven, an In',v put years was 41 on Jan. 14, 1940,
Hardware of Muskegon, 61-31,
Mrs. Earl Poll. Mrs. Floyd Kaper headbands and trays occupied the terview with a member of the parfTeo Jan. 9, 1939, 48 on Jan. 24, and Mrs. M. Ten Brink sang girls during the meeting. They ty who with Major Bowes came to Cast Is Announced for
after outscoring by wide margins
1996, and 55 on Jan. 8, 1937.
in all quarters.
Negro spirituals. The group rolled will meet again next Tuesday in make the first official survey of Beechwood PTA Play
' Average maximum temperature
Raymond to Speak
With 19 and 18 points in the
Black Lake it is told:
bandages for a mission hospital the Camp Fire rooms.
Wu 95 and compares with past and the president also handed out The Handita group met at the "I shall never forget when we Announcement was made today The next Zeeland Literary club
first two quarters, the Furnacers
(From Today’s Sentinel)
yean U follows: 26.5 In 1940; 36.5 cut materials for sewing for the home of June Tibma. Some of the reached Holland. It was on a Sun- of the cast for the Beechwood meeting will be held in the city
led, 37-16, at the intermission.
play
“Early
to
Bed,
Early
to hall Tuesday, Feb. 11, at 3:30
Gordon
Plaggemars, 189 West They concluded with 24 more
till999; 918 In 1938; 375 In 1937.
girls
chose
their
Camp
Fire
day morning. We came to anchor
Red Cross. Mrs. Ben Nykamp and
14th St., returned home today af- points in the second half while the
Average minimum temperature Mrsf Herman Nyhof were the so- names. They talked about their opposite the Indian village or Rise” which will be presented in p.m.
wu 22 and for past years was cial hostesses for the evening.
A piano solo will be played by ter spending two weeks in Florida visitors scored only 13.
ranks and honors for Camp Fire. Point Superior, I don't recollect the school Feb. 25, 26 and 27
under the auspices of the Beech- Mrs. J. Nagelkirk, club member. and Louisiana.
145 'hi 1940, 22.6 in 1939, 16 in
Refreshments were served.
Woldring and Van Dort made
which, and went into camp there.
The Rev. D. Ivan Dykstra, who hay in the first half scoring 15
1938, 205 in 1937.
The Wlcaka group held a meet- We walked to the village and wood Parent-Teacherassociation. Dr. Bruce Raymond of Hope
rf January's average temperature Belgian Pastor Speaks
ing at the home of Ermina found it actually deserted, not a Mrs. Robert Greenwood ia the college will speak on Sandburg’s was graduatedfrom Western The- points, respectively, while HietlWfV uvei
lIW IUUIU1
wu 26.4 degrees and for past to Hope Ckarck Group
Bosma. The meeting was opened woman or child on the street Up- directorwith Mrs. Helen Tysse as “War Years." Mrs. C. De Koiter ologicalseminary In 1938, has
brink took
over U1
In the
fourth quar_
quaryeen wu 295 in 1940, 295 in
and Mrs. J. N. aan will be hosby signing songs, and the girls on Inquiry we were told that prompter.
* c*I.1nfr°rr’ the Stone- ----Ridge ter for 11 points. Van Dort totaled
.
Approximately50l members of worked on their ranks. RefrshThe cut Includes: Abbie Fuller, tesses.
SS. 245 in 1938 and 29 in 1937.
and Cotteklll Reformed churches ig to lead, followed by Hietbrink's
everyonehad gone to church, and
aunt and housekeeper,Mrs. Ray
Aid Group Meets
’During the past month, there the Women’s Missionarysociety ments were served.
New York and will be install-17. Dyer’s eight as high for the
were directed what trail to follow.
Lamb; Bobby Fuller, mechani- A group of women, members of ed Friday night Rev. Dykstra has losers.
wu tat two dear days, eight part- of Hope church attended a meetThe Waussicket group met at
"Not knowing how else to pass
cally inclined,Charles Knooihui- Group 2 of Second Reformed been taking post-graduate work Holland'sfront line put them
ly cloudy days and 21 cloudy days. ing in the home of Mrs. E. R. Fell the Camp Fire rooms at 7:00 p.m.
the time we started out in that
For January of past years, there Wednesday afternoon. Devotions, last Tuesday. The meeting was direction. After a while we struck zen; Marion Fuller, his lovely Church Ladies Aid society, enn
u,y'
, , . , way out in front before the visitors
were owe daar, two partly cloudy on the theme of the privileges and opened by the president,Judy a cedar swamp and stopped at a sister, Evelyn Antes; Everett Ful- joyed a tea in the home of Mrs.
The Past Noble Grand club of even got under way. At the firsttnd 26 doudy days In 1940; four responsibilities of citizenship, were Hoffman. Election of officers was creek to drink. All at once we ler, absent-mindedinventor, Rob- Herbert Van Eenenaam on Cen- Erutha Rebekah lodge will meet quarter end they led 19-12, and in
ert Evans; Spanky Minuti, a tral Ave. Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. Friday at 2 pm. In the home of
held as follows: president,Lucille
dear, eeven partly doudy and 20 In charge of Mrs. Milton Hlnga.
the second they collected18 while
were startled by something I lively young neighbor, Vivian TarMiss Laura A. Boyd, who wu In Jonkman, vice-president,Kay
J. Veneklasen,Jr., and Mrs. J. Mrs. Daisy North, 34 East 17th
doudy daye in 1999; two clear,
the Hardware made only four.
shall never forget.It was singing.
nine pertly doudy and 20 cloudy charge of the program, Introduc- Steketee, secretary, Louise Swift, We then knew we were not far diff; Jim Griggs, young business Zuidewing were a&sisstant hos- St. Those assisting the hostess Having tamed down somewhat in
man,
Robert
Greenwood
or
Louis
tesses.
will be Mrs. Clara St. John and the third canto they sprang back
duft m 1938; six dear, four partly ed the Rev. J. B. H. Van Lierop of treasurer, Eleanor Reed, and from the church, but could not
Others present included Mrs. Mrs. Blanche Shaffer.
doudy end 21 doudy days In 1937. Belgium, who spoke on the topic, scrige, Judy Hoffman. Plans were see it. The choral of that congrega- Van Slooten; Patsy Fuller, little
In the final frame for 17 points.
' The wind wu from the north- “The Church life In Europe.” He made for the next meeting. Each tion singing as it reverberated girl who likes strange pets, Leona James Meyer, Mrs. D. F. Boon- The condition of the Rev. W.
Zeeland held an early lead over
east daring January and from the gave many of his experiences in girl is to bring knitting needles through the woods was so unlike Overbeek; Daisy Fairfax, a re- stra, Mrs. W. J. Hllmert, Mrs. G. Flowerday, who is stiM con- the Parts but dropped It as Van
northwest in 1940 and 1998. The Belgium at the time of Its fall and and scraps of yarn for Red Cross. anything I had ever heard before, porter, Marjorie Plakke; Otto M. Van Sytzama, Mrs. J. Elhart, fined te Holland hospital,is Lente came through just before the
Kirchmeier, who keeps a pet Mrs. D. Vereeke, Mrs. Lloyd Hall steadily Improving,according to
prevailingwind tor 1938 wu from during German occupation.
first-quarter
whistle with two bucthat I shall never forget ttie sol- shop, Niles Hansen, Jr.; Mr. ConMrs. K. Folkertsma,Mrs. H.
A
social
hour
wu
In
charge
of
' the southeast end from the aouthemn impressionit made on roe. kle, the landlord, Delbert Knooi- Dekker, Mrs. J. N'orthouse, and reports from the family today. kets to set the Parts up, 12-11. By
Mr. and Mrs, Burt Scholten re- matching Zeeland's seven points In
Mrs. W. C Reagen and her comMt tolHT.
Then following in the direction huizen, and Laura Montgomery, a Mm. H. Kult '
turned to their home on route 3 the second quarter, they retairn
mittee.
Jjl
M
from which the sound had coroe, coquette from the south, Lillian
Van Lierop Tells of War
Tuesday night after spending a
their one-point lead at the half,
we eame upon a large congrega- Victor.
A large group of women en- month with relative* in Iowa. ed
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haverdink
19-18. Zeeland was also outscortion in and around a log church in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
joyed a missionary meeting in Among those they visited were
of East Saugatuck visited in the
U .
__
Second Reformed church Tuesday a sisterof Mr. Scholten, Mrs. Nick ed in the third, and at the end,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Neil Voor- the midst of the woods. Of course Harvey Koop President
Plan ‘Open Hoase9
we
couldn’t understanda word of
evening,sponsored by the Mu- Slager of Hull, who is seriouslyill, trailed 24-21.
The Ladies KHrifloarysociety
horst last Thursday afternoon.
It was again the fourth quarter
Ur. and Mrs. William Mokma
besheraat society. Mrs. George and Mrs. Scholten'* father,H. E.
Next Sunday, Rev. James Burg- what was spoken, but still the of Trinity S.S. Class
at the American Reformed church
that Zeeland came back, although
are planning to hold "open house” graff of Kalamazoo will conduct sight was an imposing one and enVan
Eenenaam,
president,
wu
in
The annual banquet of the
met in regular session lut ThursStronks ot Sheldon, who will be 87
this time they were forced to do
Young Peoples' Sunday school charge and Mrs. Peter Brill con- years old.
day afternoon in the church par- to their neighbors,friends and rel- both services in the Reformed forced a feeling of reverence.
all their scoring by free throws.
ative* tomorrow night in their church.
ducted
devotions.
class of Trinity church was held
lors with Mrs.
Scherpenkse
Patty Salisbury has returned
Miss Cathryn Janssen sang, ac- from Chicago where she spent a They made five of them, Derks
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Alin the church Wednesday evening
rnrifng and Mrs. Joe Lugten In home. 246 West 19th St, from 7
with approximately60 members companied by Miss Antoinette few days with her mother who and Borr each accountingfor a
charge of devotions. Social hos- o’clock on through the evening. bers In their home on Tuesday a
Jettison
pair, while the Parts made only
The
occasion
is
their
35th
wedding
Van Koevering.
daughter named Barbara Elaine
of the class in attendance.
tauas were Mrs. Roy Cobb and
Is there on business.
one. Borr's pair tied and won for
anniversary.
The
Rev.
J.
B.
Van
Lierop,
The
prayer
meeting
in
the
ReHarvey
Koop
was
elected
presMm. M. Brink.
A number of visitors called on ident of the group to succeed who recently returnedto Holland Mr. and Mrs. Ernest V. Hart- the Zeelanders. '
Mr. and Mrs. Mokma were formed church Sunday evening
’ George Rankene has returned
man, 242 West 10th St., left this
Mrs. George Howell this week.
Van Lente led the Parts with 14
married
in
Graafichap
by
the
Rev.
was in charge of Mrs. Henry
Don Den Uyl at the election fol- from Belgium,told about the In morning by motor route to Detaut from an extended visit with
Mrs.
Howell
is
slowly
recovering
points and Derk's the Zeelanders
E
G.
Kuizenga.^
who
is
now
servvasion
of
Belgium
and
Its
horrors
Brink.
Jerrold
Kleinheksel
sang
lowing
the
dinner.
Other
offihfc children, Mr. and Mrs. HarLand, Fla., for a three weeks' with 13. Neither one was apafter an illness of about four
ing a church in Patterson N. J. a solo.
cers chosen were vice president, which were witnessed by him and vacation trip.
ild De Free of Coopersvllk.
weeks.
Among
the
callers
were
proached by his mates.
The C.E. society met Tuesday
Don Van Ark; secretaryChar- his family.
Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat is slow- They have spent their entire marGeorge Vander Hill, route 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lowing,
Dykemas could not make a
ried
life
in
Holland.
Their
children
Rev.
Van
Lierop
discussed
the
evening.
TTie
topic
'The
Justice
of
lotte Baron; assistant secretary,
far recovering from her Illness, alHolland, reported to police that his stand as they lost to the Parts
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lowing,
tbough still confined to bed. Out Include Donald Mokma, Mrs. R. God" was discussed by Lois Koop- Mrs. Will Berger, Miss Elizabeth Mildren Scholten; treasurer, Bob Belgian Gospel mission and his automobile had struck one of the
Emmick; assistant treasurer,Nel- work in connectionwith it. It Tulip Gty cabs which was park- after trailing, 25-15, at the half.
of town callers in the Schutmaat Van Vuren, Harold and John Mok- man.
Berger, Mrs. Harold Lowing,
lost out particularlyin the
New lut Sunday were James ma, Mrs. Raymond Sprick and The Mission circle met Thurs- Mrs. Mary Lowing, Mrs. Chet son Kleinheksel;librarian,Shir- was founded in 1918 by Mr. and ed on the bend of Lake St. at 1 They
third when insteadof coming back,
Krooemeyer and sisters from Kal- Miss Marian Mokma all of Hol- day afternoon.Mrs. Paul Hin- Leavenworth,all of Jenison, Mrs. ley Rutgers;and assistant librar- Mrs. R. Norton as a result of the am. today.
they made only one free throw.
distributionof more than a milamasoo, Mrs. Bertha Kronemeyer land, and Mrs. Evelyn Zwiers of kamp of Holland was the speak- Jim Kautenberg of Bauer, Mrs. ian. Ruth Den Uyl.
Three runaway girls from MusBrouwer had 14 and Thomas and
ed. A collection of second hand
Don Van Ark served as song lion gospels and tracts. It now kegon were picked up Wednesday
and eon Austin of Grand Rapids, Grand Rapids.
Clifford E. Pitts and daughter,
Ingraham
and ten each for the
has
more
than
80
stations
and
cothing
for
the
Netherlands
Releader
for
the
brief
program.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Kronemeyer
night by local police. A brother of
Joyce Grace, of prand Rapids,
lief was also brought to this
Other numbers were saxophone conducts an efficientBible insti- one of the girls came here this winners,and Fitzpatrick,seven
of Battle Creek, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Marquedant of solos by Arnold Schaap and piano tute. Rev. Van Lierop expressed
for the losers.
meeting by the members.
John H. Schlpper of Zeeland and
Southeast Holland
Sand Hill road, Mrs. Burt of selections by Harriet Kleinheksel. eagerness to continue work there morning to return them to their Holland Furnace— Hietbrink. F,
Stanley
Walters,
Gilbert
Im' Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hoffman
homes.
North Hudsonville, Henry Bylsma
17; Woldring, F, 10; Van Dort, C,
in spite of danger.
and eon of Jackson.
H. H. De Witt of route 5 to- mink, Justin Brink, Henry Wol- of South Jenison. Mr, and Mrs. Nelson Miles is teacher of the
The V. F. W. auxiliary is col- 18; Slikkers, G, 4; Beckman, G.
A
social
hour,
with
refreshclass.
ters
and
Gerald
Immmk,
memJ**- Ray Maatman, local contractor, gether with Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
lecting jig saw puzzles and decks 0; Sjaajrda, F, 6; Hasty. F, 6.
Fred De Haan, Mr. and Mrs J.
ments served by hostessesMrs. L.
!i erecting a new house on M-40 at Prins of Muskegon motored to bers of the Sandy View school
of cards for the World War vetBurman
of Bauer, Mr. and Mrs.
Muskegon— Krupp, F, 1; Pedler. F.
Hendricks and Mrs. Nelson Van
board, attended a county school
the south village limits.
Cornelia, Ga.. to \isit Mr. and
erans at base hospital No. 100 at
Ray Sadler of Grand Rapid*, Bridal Shower Is Held
7; Dyer, C. 8; Aheme. G. 4; Ver
Koevering.
followed
the
program.
Miss Eunice Hagelskamp has Mrs. M. O. Schaap and A. De- board meeting in Allegan last George Roberts of Sand Hill road,
Fort Custer. Anyone who wishes Weys, G. 5; G. Pedler, F, 4;
Visit
In
Zeeland
Friday.
in
Beaverdam
Home
^ - recently accepted a secretarial po- Witt.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Sadler of South
Miss Florence
Pree of to donate these articlesis asked Reck, G, 2.
Morris Folkert, a senior in the
On Tuesday evening neighbors
sttkm at the Grand Rapids Y. M.
Willard Meengs of Western
to call Mrs. G. D. Klomparens, Zeeland— Derks. F, 13; Pikaart,
Grandville, Mrs. Myers of Sand
Western seminary, received the
gathered in the home of Mrs. Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. telephone 2248, and they will be
Theological seminary had charge
Hill road and Mrs. Flora Hubbard
F, 3; Borr, C. 6; J. Walters, G, 0;
George Nienhuis in Beaverdam Samuel De Pree and children, called for.
Several local people have been of services at the Ebenezer Re- promise of a call from the Otley of Hudsonville.
Van Eden, G, 0; Brinks, F, 1;
Reformed church of Otley, la.
Howard and Dorothy of South
for
a
surprise
shower
honoring
mr lU with Influenza.
formed church lut Sunday. The
The Ladies Auxiliary of Eagles Cook, F, 3. Precision Parts— GinMrs. O. R. De Wendt spent
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Julius
Pomp
are
Bend.
Ind.,
were
week-end
guest*
Miss
Alma
Bowman
who
will
be
Lut Sunday afternoon the rite putor, J. F. Schortinghui* was
will hold a regular meeting Frithe week-end with her daughter,
nlngham, F, 5; Van Lente, F, 14;
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
of Holy Baptism wu administer- confined to the house because of accompanying Mr. and Mrs. Har- Mrs. Martha Van Farowe of a bride In the near future.
day at 8 pm. In the hall, with a soPeter
De
Pree
on
Cntral
Ave.
Nykerk. 3; Oonk, G, 2; Windemulvey
Cook
of
Jackson
on
a
three
The
evening
was
spent
in
play<v ed to three Infants at the First an attack of flu. Rev. SchortingBauer.
cial time following.
der, G, 1.
ing
games
for which prizes were They came to see Mrs. De Pree’s
^Iteformed church by Rev. N. Roze- huis expects to resume hi* duties weeks' trip to Florida. They left
.
Royal
Neighbors
will
meet
at
Mr. and Mrs. Ed De Wendt,
last Saturday,Feb. 1.
Pure Oils— Thomas, F, 10: Bos.
aged father, William Tanis, who
boom, includingRonald Cordell, this week.
John Hamiger of South Hudson- awarded to Mrs. L. Bekius, Mrs. Is ill in the home of his children, 8 p.m. tonight in the hall.
John
Voorhorst
attended
a
F,
8; Ingraham,G, 10; Buteyn, G,
G.
Ohlman
and
Mrs.
H.
Bowman.
m son of Mr. and Mrs. James John- Mrs. Jacob Vanden Brink reville road, Art Hamiger of Grand
Mr. and Mrs John Bnimmel, At meeting* of the Holland 1; Brouwer,G, 14. Dykema Tailors
son, Jean Alyce, daughterof Mr. turned to her home lut Saturday. lumberman conventionin Grand Rapids spent uesday afternoon A two-course lunch was served
Ministerial Asscociation and the
residing near Zeeland.
—Tula, F. 5; Ostondorp,F, 4;
and Mrs. Floyd Kaper and Donald She spent a few weeks with the Rapids on Wednesday.
with Mrs. Winnie Wicks of Kal- by the hostess, Mrs. Nienhuis,
Holland classis of the Reformed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Julias Wolters,
Wagner, C, 1; Fitzpatrick,G, 7,
Gary, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. Plasseman’sof Overisel, because
amazoo who is ill at her daugh- assisted by Miss Ethel Veldman.
church recently, both organizaMrs. Dieka Wolters, Rev. BenjaBos, G, 1; Terpsma, F, 5.
Those
atteding
the
affair
were
Waailnk.
ter's home.
Draft Rectification
tions endorsed the plan of the
of sickness.
Mrs. A. Coy, Mrs. H. Klynstra,
Mr. and Mr*. Van Grevengoed Mr. and Mrs. Herm Sluyter of min Hoffman, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Martha
De
Wendt
of
Netherlands
foundation
that pastanley Wolters, Ivan Wolters and
Explained by Board tors next Sunday observe the Pleads Nolle Contendere
and daughter of Holland visited Zeeland called at the Ebenezer
South Hudsonville ro .i who is ill Mrs. H. Bowman, Mrs. W. BarBert Kleinheksel were entertainnes, Mrs. L. Bekius, Mrs. Cy
relatives here lut Sunday.
94th anniversaryof the arrival
manse. They brought greetings to ed in the home of Mrs. Jennie was taken Monday to the home
to Federal Court Charie
In reply to numerous Inquiries, of the Dutch In this vicinity.It
Student John Benes of the West- Rev. Schortinghui*,from his fathof her sister, Mrs. Ed De Wendt. Huyser, Mrs. Jerome Dyke, Mrs.
Hoffman And Jeanette Hoffman
G. Ohlman, Mrs. H. Ohlman. the local selective service board was also suggested that the offeri am Theological seminary conducter, W. F. Schortinghui* of Miami, in Holland, Wednesday evening. Mrs. De Wendt has been ill sevMrs. R. Bohl, Mrs. Nienhuisand today issued an explanation re- ings taken Sunday be for the
On behalf of his company, Wiled the prayer service and teachers Fla., on whom they called during
eral weeks.
Ethel
Veldman. Others ipvlted garding the reclassification
of sel- Queen Wilhemina fund.
lis Diekema, president of The De
meeting at First Reformed church their recent trip aouth. This father
Peter Japlnga, postmaster of
Pree Cb. of Holland, plraded
Jenison,ia ill at his home in were Mrs. C. Vereeke, Mrs. P. ectees who are Inducted Into the
last Thursday evening.
and son have not been able to meet Odd Fellows to Install
Vereeke, Mrs. M. Huyser and army for one year of military
Jenison with the flu.
nolle contendere(neither admits
Mn. P. Van Sweden returned since 1926.
nor denies) Wednesday morning
Mr. Martin has returned to his Mrs. Art Schreur.
training.
borne from the Holland hospital David F. Schortinghui* is recov- Sooth Haven Group
Members ot the Installingstaff office work in Jenison after a bad
The board said that when a
before Judge Raymond in federal
i-Jlrty last week with her Infant ering from a severe cue of measof Holland encampment No. 79, Infection in his right hand.
a draftee is Inducted Into the
court ' at Grand Rapids to a
>'4>UghUr, who has been named les.
Third Church Mission
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Boogatrd and charge that the company sold InI. O. O. F., who recently staged a
army, he Is transferred from Class
H. H. Boeve took charge of the
Auxiliary Meets
IA to Class XC which means that Morris of Grand Rapids and Mr. secticide with labels that were
and Mrs. John Kronemeyer, prayer meeting lut TTiursday at successful installation in Grand Montello Park
Rapids in typical "Dutch” style,
A meeting ot the Mission Aux- he Is a member of the.laod or nav- and Mn. H. H. Cbok and Mr. and misleading.
M. Kooiker and Mr. and Mrs. the Ebenezer church.
are planning to go to South Haven Now in Rehearsal
Diekema wu given a suspendiliary of Third Reformed church -al forces of the country and he Is Mrs. Bert Brink of Central park
Stubbing attended a meettomorrow night for a similar inmailed another classification card, visited in the home of John and ed sentence by the court and will
of the Allegan Rural Utter
Rehearsals are continuingfor was held in the church parlors
Jennie Boer Tuesday evening.
stallation. Elaborate plans for the
confer Feb. 26 with the food and
Association in Allegan INJURED HORSE
‘Trusty Jim," the comedy drama Wednesday night. Devdtions notifying him of this fact
Mr. and Mn. John Vander Warf drug administrationabout the
entertainment of the Holland by Lillian Montlmer, to be pre- which were based on the Holman , Should the selectee be rejected,
group Is being made by the South sented Feb. 19, 20 and 21 by the Hunt painting, "The Light of the -it la because of physical reasons and
- — son
— — visited at the home
^ of— Mr.
w—
v* today
IVSXSUJ’ that
Ilia W
matter. He explained
The aarvices of the American
and Mrs. Jakt Wiersemt and fam- it
a technical violation of
Haven
encampment.
and
he
is
returned
to
his
home
World,”
were
in
charge
of
Mrs.
church lut Sunday were
Montello
park
players under the
4k A
Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special)
On the staff are Glenn Ogden, direction of Mrs. Albert Oonk. John Olert and Mrs. Peter Metier. town. The selectiveservice board
of Harold Lee tuna of
—A
valuable horse belongingto Ernest Moore, Casey Sweedyke,
rheological seminary in
It is a charming tale of a fa- Special music consisted of a group is advised of his rejectionand the
Delbert Doane, Chester township, Arthur Poest, Russell Haight,
of .hymn tunes played by John registrant Is reclassifiedfor limot of the putor. Rev. I.
wu Injured so severely in an acci- George Vander Hill and W. C. ther's lov£ and t daughter’s de- Harvey Muller on the piano accor- ited militaryserviceor disqualified
who hu been 111 dent on a bridge near Harrisburg
votion under adverse conditions.
Schafer. They will be In Dutch
entirely for future military trainThe action moves iwiftly and the dion.
the past week;
Tuesday that It had to be shot.
costume. Accompanying them will suspense of uncertaintyof the
ing, depending • upon the report
“Memories
of
China”
was
given
Wchsrd Diriwe and Mrs. A gravel truck driven by Wilbe a drill team of 24 Dutch cos- fate of big-hearted, Trusty Jim, In dialogue form by Mrs. H. Boot from the examining physidah at
Xoning of Holland were outliam White, route • 1, Ravenna, tumed Odd Fellows and Rebekahs
and several members of the aux- the Induction center.
is well sustained,
ts at the after•truck the horse riden by Gerald In charge of Blanche Burrows and
Another physicalexamination of
The cast includes i charming iliary as the main featura of the
of First Reformed
Doane, 13. Mr. Doant'i son, the Dora Haight. Special dance numheroine, her treacherousfriend program. Taking part were Met- about 20 registrants will fai conunday.'
•heriffa departmentsaid. The
Wolten family of frightened hone suffered a crush- bers will be given by Rose Marie of the adventuroustype, a high dames ClarenceKleia, A. R.Van ducted Friday between 7 and 9
Burrows and Jerry Van Vulpen. minded suitor,an unfavorededit- Lente, Marius Mulder, William pm. at the board’s headquarters in
were guests In the •d kg when It whirled and
A delegation from Grand Jtapids or of the vWnous type, a faith- Vander Schel Bert Naberhuisand the city hdl. Physicians who will
and Mrs. Joe Lugten
ought under the rear wheel of will arrive in Holland at 7
aid in examining the registrants
ful old -Negro mammy, a pert Gerrit Vander Borgh.
. to® truck. Gerald wu thrown from to accompany the local group to and fUrtattoui housemaid,a
The
business
meeting
wu
in are Drs. Harold De Vries, M. J.
Nyhuii of MiQ the hone, hut wu not Injured.
South Haven. All local members butler with a Cockney accent, charge of Miss Henrietta Warps- Cook, O. H. Thomas, William
charge of the CSiriswho plan to make the trip are and Trusty Jim, the man of mys- huls. The afternoon dosed with a Westrate. O. Vander Velde and
service lift Sun- Ttt THE NEWS CLASSIFIEDS
asked to be at the hall by 7:15
Chester Van Appledorn.
tery. .••••.
•ocial hour. About 45 attended.
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TRAFFIC

IS GIVEN

STUDY

AT BOARD MEET
Fin Varioui Mitten

An

Acted Upon; Colombia
Are. Diicuned
In considering traffic conditions
in Holland, the board of police
and fire commissionersMonday

afternoon—

er bumps’* which are not reported
to police, yet if they were required to report these mishaps, police
could keep a check on all drivers.
Van Hoff said Deur had been
selected as chairman of the See
scout ship committeeto be organized and sponsoredby the board.
Van Hoff also advised the board
that the new safety button-type
belts for traffic officers had been
received.He reported that the City
Sign Co. had advised him that it
was Unable to make traffic signs
at the originally quoted price and
no new price had been submitted.
The oath of office of A. V. Hulsebos u special school traffic officer was accepted. Municipal
Judge Raymond L Smith reported
the collectionof 19.25 in officers’
feet for December.
The board allowed a blU of 17.50,
presented by Fire Chief Cornelius
Blom, Jr., on behalf of Capt. Marine Brandt to pay for damage to
his car last Jan. 20 when it was
struck by s fire truck while responding to an alarm.
Donnelly inquired of Chief Blom

1. Considered making Columbia
Ave. a through street from Eighth
St. to 22nd St.
' 2. Discussed making 16th St as
well as 17th St. a through street
to aid traffic in the west part of
the city.
3. Recommendedpassage* of
three resolutionsby common coun- about the fire department'satticil to be forwarded to the state tude towards a training school.
highway department requesting Blom said he felt such a school
reduction of the speed limits from should be held when outdoor train45 to 35 miles per hour on River ing could be given but ’that some
Ave. from the north corporation of the firemen didn’t register inlimits to Madison St
terest in s Red Cross first aid
4. Heard requirementsof the course.
state highway department relat‘They talk about Holland’s efive to the installation of a traffic ficient fire department yet It
light at 10th St. and River Ave. doesn't appear very progressive to
5. Recommendedto council that me if they don’t take an interest
the city ordinance be amended, re- in training themselves to save
quiring all automobileaccidents, somebody’s life,” Donnelly replied.
regardless of their nature or seriousness to be reported to police
in order that an accuratecheck
may be kept.
Two members of council’s street
committee, Aid. Frank Smith and
Herman Mooi attended the meeting in connection with the Columbia Ave. proposal. Petitions, requesting it be made a through
Henry Farma, 436 East Main
street were filed with council Jan.
14 and referred to street commit- St., Zeeland, employed in a Holtee for considerationwith the land meat market, was sentenced
to serve 30 days in the Ottawa
board.
After the two groups discussed county jail. Grand Haven, by
Municipal Judge Raymond L.
the issue, Chairman Fred Kamferbeek referred it to the board's Smith on Tuesday upon his plea
committee on traffic and marking of guilty to a charge of driving
and Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff, an automobilewhile intoxicated.
Farma also was assessed a fine
Jr., for further considerationwith
of $100 and costs of $6.55 which,
the council committee and subseif not paid, will result in his servquent recommendations.
ing an additional60 days in jail.
Speaking for the council comThe court confiscatedFarina’s
mittee, Smith said he had asked
driving' license.
the police chief to survey the sitjudge Smith reported that Faruation since it would be up to, the
ma indicated he would appeal the
police to enforce the traffic regucourt’s judgment to circuitcourt.
lations. He said various individDeputy Sheriff Edward Brouwer
uals had contacted him and many
reported Farma planned to file a
were opposed to making Colum- $200 appeal
J
bia Ave. a through street, especThe charge against Farma reially concerns located east of Colsulted from an accident on M-21,
umbia Ave.
three miles east of Holland, on
Smith expressedbelief that,
the early morning of Jan. 22
such a change is made, traffic on when Farma’s car collidedheadon

FARMA GIVEN
TERM

IN JAIL

bond.

IIINGAMEN PILE

UP

55-38

6,

1941

At Webber-Raak Wedding in Montello Park School

COUNT

Mart of

AGAINST ADRIAN

by

bat Datcb Rale Rett

•i Contest

12.

Gil Van Wieren placed high for
the Hollanderswith 19 and Ken
Brown, Adrian guard, placed high
for the Bulldogs with 14 points.
Rink and Darton o^ Adrian went
out on fouls late In the second
half. Art Timmer of Hope was also
banished in this half.
Adrian started scoring and led,
4-0, before Van Wieren and Ev
Kleinjans tied. Darnton then got a
free throw and the Bulldogs went
into another 5-4 lead.
Van Wieren and Kleinjans each
came through again, and Van
Wieren added an extra bucket as
Holland took a 10-5 lead which
they never relinquished. They
stayed in front by at least seven
points all during the first half.
Really hittingin the second half
they led by such scores as 37-19,
47-21 and 51-23.

i

Hope
four.

%
Shown here are

principals of Mrs. Webber, the former Anna- the flower girl. The Webbers will

...........

Totals
Adrian

...............
........

22

f

*

11

55

FG FT TP

Rink, f .............. ........1
Woerner, f ................... 1
Wink, c .......................0
Brown, g ....................... 6
Darton, c ....................... 1
Foltz,

4
10

1

.....

*

.................1

3
1

0
2
1
1

5
3
0
14
3
3
2

....

BOY

'rfn-

Members of the Woman’s Lite*
fry dub Tuesday afternoon par- violinist, played the original
•criptionof ‘Turkey to the Sti
ticipatedin a gala celebration of
and the Kreialer amngemei
the aiutfversaryof the club house
“Nobody Knows de Trt
dedication,which took place Feb.
Seen,” Negro spiritual
6, 1914. In the absence of Mr. J.
compfiahed as an actn
J. Brower, club president,who is
Rubenstelnpresented a
with the flu, Mr. George A.
sketch, a scene from the^
Pelgrlm, fiRt vice-president,
preLincoln play, "Prologue to"
sided. She complimented the woFour Stephen Fatter
men who 27 yean ago had the enwere presented by the
ergy and foresightto “give us such
a beautiful and adequate dub including“O Susanna,” f
Joe,” “Camp Town Races,"
building.”
“I Dream of Jeanle,"
Stating that the very next year Check sang a "Greer
afttf. dedicating the dub house, lad,” and “Hills of
the women undertookto establish arranged by Oscar
ah educational fund, Miss Laura Knight sang “Sumn
A. Boyd, a member of the edueff- “Porgy and Bere” by
tion committee,told of the work
Mr. Kranz wag
being carried on under the Kate sing in his piano
Garrod Poet scholarship fund of Polonaise,”by
the dub.
Check sang the two
Since Its establishment in 1915, 74 “Sweet Uttle Jesus Be
girls have been helped in securing “The Glory Road,’* aad£
a College educationthrough (his gram doeed with thi
fund, and at the present time ten folk song, “Grandn
youqg women are borrowing which the audience _
money from this source, ahe exFollowing tin meeting, a
plained.Following an annual cus- day tea was served far '
tom, a collection was taken to room by metnbere of tfae
benefit the fund.
committee and the board
As the feature of the afternoon ectors.A large birthday
a festive musical program was pre- coated in yellow m£
sented by the American * Song low candles in sllvef
Bag company, a group of young smilax termed attractive
musicians from Chicago, who ap- tion for the lace covered
peared in early . American, cos- Neary 200 membere df
tume. GilbertCheck, bass baritone, gathered in groups Mr
as master of ceremonies, announ- hour. Pouring were
ced the program which was de- George KoUen, llMmaa
voted entirelyto American music. J. D. French, J. C Rhea
Miss Paula Knight, soprano, Miss Herder and Clarence J,
Ruth Rubensteln, violinist, and E.
The program next weefc*
J, Kranz, pianist, were other a lecture, “Making the
members of the company.
The trio, accompanied by Mr.
Kranz, opened the program with a.
Kentucky Hill song, “One Morn- urged to hand or mail
ing in May,” followed by the Caro- on family problems to
lina Hill song, "Effen I Had a grim or to Mrs. John
Ribbon Bow,” sung by Mias sscretary* this week, in
1
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Mother

(From Wednesday’sSentinel)

Dr. L. A. Kenoyer has

re-

of

Ottawa Man Celebrates

110th Birth Anniversary in Chicago

placed Dr. Merrill Weman as
teacher of the general biology
Mrs. Sarah Jane Swanson, mocourse each Tuesday In Christian ther of George Lucas of West
high school, sponsoredby West- Olive, celebrated her 110th birthern State Teachers college in day Saturday and Sunday at the
Kalamazoo. Dr. Wieman has re- home of a daughter, Mrs. Della
ceived an appointmentfrom the Schossman,In Chicago.
army and his successor conducted Mr. Lucas was to have gone to
30
the class here for the first time Chicago Sunday to surprise his

a framed document from the department of commerce in Wash
ington hanging on the dining
room wall. It shows she was listed in the census of 1860 in Pul
aski county, Indiana. At that
time she was 29.
She has no speclfc reason to
offer for longevity,she said, unless it be a belief in the goodneas
of God. But she also thinks her
long life is a family character!*
tic In’ excellent hexlfii,4Mrs.
Swanson reads and knits without
glasses and enjoys listening to
the radio.
A life-long Democrat,she is an
ardent admirer of President Roosevelt and is proud of a letter of
congratulation sent her by the
president on her last birthday.

HURT BY

Brought Founders Here Recalled

.

hostess. VIP
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Woman's Club Has Gala
Celebration of Birthday

..

0

IN

m

FG FT TP the Webber-Raak wedding which gene Raak; the Rev. Donald C. leave this week to engage in
was solemnized Saturday evening
Vanden Berg, f .......... 4
1
9
Webber, and Howard Van Eg- missionary work in Crockett,
Van Wieren, f ......... 8 3 19 in the Montello park school
From left to right are Miss mond of Colton, S.D., senior at Ky. Both studied at the Moody
Montgomery, c ....
4
0
4
Mabel
Wheeler of North Dakota; Hope college. Joyce Dornbos was Bible Institute in Chicago.
Kleinjans, g ...............4
0
8
De Fouw, g ................... 2
Baas, f .......................4
Timmer, g ................... 0

WAREHOUSE

brother,

Personl foul penalties were
about even, with 15 being called
on Adrian and 14 on Hope players.
Van Wieren, De Fouw and Montgomery were each penalizedby
two, Vanden Berg had three, Baas
one, Kleinjans none and Timmer

PLAN TO ESTi

'

Deep Religious Convictions That

'

I-

sstmst.

laid from

iginated from a short in the elecAlxnon Heath of Hi
trical wiring. Fire Chief Cornel- Cal, a former Holland
ius Blom, Jr., was of the opinion arrived Tuest^ to viaRhli
the fire had smoulderedfor some er, Roy Heath, 206 East 14
and to study plans for the
fime before breaking out.
The fire started In a rear room lishment in Holland of a
of the store behind some shelving house for the stencil;
and the electric refrigerator.It operates In Hawthorne.
A definite site has not betiH
burned through the floor leaving a
large hole and then spread upward tained for the warehouse
to the cellingbut had not burned Heath said the new
serve dealers of his
through when discovered.
It was reportedthat members
of the Henry Alderink family who
<
occupy an apartment over the of his brother.
Mr. Heath, b6ra and
(tore discovered the fire as a reWaverly,left hero about
sult of the excessive smoke.
Mr. Vlsscher pointed out that ago. Mr. Heath went to
most of the damage to the store on business and decided
his
''v
was caused by the smoke.
Holland firemen responded to an
Breech-loadinggUne wart
alarm and remained on the scene
for approximately30 minutes. A invented until 1836.

time.

|
I
h

was

store, expressed belief the blaze or-

POUCE CRUISER

1

line of hose

Smoke in Muket
Downtown

Eighth St., was damaged extensively about 8 a.m. Sunday by fire
and smoke.
Rein Vlsscher, owner of the

Adrian, Feb. 5 (Special)— Hope
college thumped Adrian for its
fifth MIAA victory here Tuesday
night, 55-30, and after an overnight stay returned to Holland to
make ready for a battle with
Kalamazoo Thursday.
Holland got off to an uncertain
start, but took the half handily,
25-17. In the second half, the
Dutch scored even more freely
and netted 30 points to Adrian’s

0
with an auto driven by William West, g .......................1
Nies, 600 Elmdale court.
Totals
.................. 11
8
Mr. and Mrs. Nies were injured and Mrs. Nies has been
Tuesday.
aged mother.
taken from Holland hospital to a
Mrs. John De Witt has "iie- Mrs. Swanson told Chicago
Grand Rapids hospital for treatturned to her home on West 16th newspaper reporters Saturday
ity of creating a stop intersection ment for serious facial Injuries.
IS
SL after a month’s visit iq Los that she has enjoyed every one
at. 12th St and Columbia A veFarma’s arraignmenthi court waa
Angeles, Celif.
of the 110 years of her life but
in reply to an inquiry from first delayed, pending outcome of
Lillian Dirkse of Chicago, foi> that she wouldn’t care to live
Kamferbeekon whether he had her hurts, and then poatponed
merly of Holland, b visitingher through another life span of equal
any recommendations,Chief Van again when Farma became ill of
parents for a short
r
length.
Hoff said he had none but felt the flu and had to be confined
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hoover at
A large part of her birthday
there should be other through in the hospital for several days.
Local police said yesterday that 280 West 17th St. left Tuesday was spent in reading hundreds
streets in Holland. Commissioner
Mark de Velder, four-year-old morning for Florida for an indef- of greeting cards and telegrams.
John Donnelly proposed that some
Camp Fire Gaardians
The authenticityof Mrs. Swanson of the Rev. and Mrs. Marion inite visit.
of the streets be made one-way
At
a
dinner
meeting
of
Holland
son’s
advancedage is attested by
de
Velder,
79
West
11th
St.,
had
to relieve traffic conditions.
Entertain Committee
suffered a bruise on the left side Chapter No. 429, Order of EastVan Hoff told the board a surThe Campfire Committee of the
vey showed that at 16th St and Woman’s Literary club was enter- of his head Friday about 6 p.m. ern Star, Tuesday night in the
Columbia Ave. a total of 60 north tained at a Valentinedinner in when he ran into the left front hall, plans were made for a benbound cars passed through the the Woman’! club rooms Mon- fender of the police cruiser, efit bridge to be held Wednesday
night, Feb. 19, in the home of
Intersectionover a 10-minute per- day by the Holland Guardian's driven by Police Officer James
Mrs. Nellie Streur, worthy maiod at 5 pm. while between 20 association.The tables were at- Spruit, 40, 279 West 16th St.
tron. Mr. and Mrs. Emerson LedThe
officer
said
he
was
driving
and 30 cars traveled in a souther tractivelydecorated and placed in
west past the de Velder home dick were in charge of the meetly direction.
rectangularform with a small about 15 miles per hour. The ing.
It was Chief Van Hoff who lug' table in the center with kewpies
The underlying current which kamp, Van Vclzen, Van Raalte and
Phyllis Ann is the name of a
Van dor Meulen.
gested that 16th St. be made i and hearts. The place cards and child, playing with another boy
swept
into existence the immigradaughter born Jan. 30 to Mr. and
Dr. Van Raalte at an early
through street by changing 17th menu cards were shaped as red' on the south side of the street,
ran into the street from behind a Mrs. Norman Dunn, 122 East 25th tion of 1847 and brought the Rev. celebrationsaid: ’The majority of
St. or having both as through hearts. Six girls from Miss W.
parked car, It was said.
St., in Holland hospital. Tuesday’s A. C. Van Raalte and his follow- emigrants were members of the
streets for west end traffic.
Haberland’s group served the dinOfficer Spruit said he saw the Sentinel stated the baby was a ers to this city was described by True Reformed church. This
Mooi 'suggested installation of a ner. Miss Morrell Webber served
boy and applied the brakes but boy.
one of the early leaders as “their church was the fruit of the great
traffic light at 16th St. and Col- as song leader with Mrs. W. C.
they failed to hold as one of the
Mr. and Mr*. Charles fi. Mc- deep and abiding religious convic- religiousawakening in Holland in
umbia Ave. after it was pointed Snow, pianist.
front wheels had rubbed a hole Bride, 280 College Ave., spent tions, resulting from a supreme 1836. Many years experience of
out that 16th St. is the only street
Immediatelyfollowing the din- in the hose running to the brake.
Tuesday afternoon in Grand Hav- love and reverence for the word of persecution in every manner made
that travels from one end of city ner the group retired to the upThe child, who was knocked to en where Mr. McBride transact- God."
such a sudden and instantaneous
to the other. Mooi also requested stairs for a series of colored slides
the pavement, was taken to Hol- ed business.
This was pointed out by the rising for immigrationpossible. It
the board’s committee to consider of Holland and surroundingcities
land hospital by Officer Spruit
(From Tuesday’s Sentinel)
Netherlandsmuseum staff today was so large that in many localthe request of Aid. Cornelius Kalk and places of interest, shown by
and the Rev. de Velder for treatDr. Jacob Vander Meulen, pre- in connection with the 94th anni- ities it became an immigration of
man, Sr., that Eighth St. from Robert Hoedema. Games were ment.
sident of Western Theological versary of Holland’s founding Feb. church organizationswho were
River Ave., west to Lake St., played in charge of the Misses
In another traffic case, Jacob seminary, left Monday for New 9.
imbued with a thirst for religious
thence to Van Raalte Ave. and Morrell Webber, Ruth Stegenga Van Dyke, 35, 413 Columbia
York city where he was to attend
Local churches have been asked liberty.Among these were the
south to 17th St. be made
and Mary Blair.
Ave., was given a suspended fine a meeting of the board of educa- to recall at servicesSunday the reFriesland church colony under the
The committeesin charge of the and coats of $5 by Municipal
through street.
tion of the Reformed church to- ligious significanceof the found- leadership of Rev. Martin Ypma;
The board’s action in reducing evening were: dinner, Mrs. Lester Judge Raymond L. Smith after
day. On Thursday he expects to be ing of the midwest colonies.
the Zeeland church colony under
the speed limits on River Ave. Essenburg,chairman, Mrs. John he pleaded guilty to a charge of
in Washington,D. C., taking part
Jteligious conditions in The the Rev. C. Van der Meulen and
was taken in response to a letter Kruld. Mrs. Frances Haskin, Miss making an improper turn with
in conferences discussing "Educa- Netherlands during the 17th. 18th the Overisel church colony under
from H. S. O’Brien, districttraf- Adelaide Dykhuizen, Miss Webber, his car which resulted In the
tional Institutionsand the Defense and the early part of the 19th cen- Rev. Hoiks."
Miss
Stegenga,
and
Miss
Blair;
defic engineer for the state highway
wreckingof another car on River Program.”
turies were in a turbulent state.
Rev. Henry Dosker tells how
department,who wrote that he corations,the Misses Stegenga, Ave., 200 feet north of Sixth St
John Maassen, Hope college jun- The establishment of a state Rev. Van Raalte on Sunday Nov.
had surveyed the situationrecent- Webber and Blair,
Tuesday about 3:45 p.m.
ior who was injured in an auto church on a bureaucratic basis in 13, 1836, preached at Ommen.
ly with Van Hoff. Under provisions r Approximately"52 were present
Driver of the wrecked car was
crash Jan. 27, left Holland hos- 1618 developed a spirit of free Forced to flee through a rear door
of the resolution to be forwarded with Mrs. Snow as special guest Jesse Cole, 15, route 4, Holland,
pital Monday and is recuperating thinking and dead formalism. This of the house, he departed to
who was northbound"on River at his home in North Holland.
to council, the city will pay for
brought about the Free or Seces- Heemse where he preached the
Ave. George Cole, 14, route 4,
the cost of Installingnecessary
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Slighter sion church. Then ctftne the un- next day. On his return to OmHonored at Shower
Holland, was treated at the hos
signs and to provide motorized
of 190 West 15th St. announce the earthing and enforcement of an old men the house in which the gathpital.
police patrols for enforcementof in Sister’s Home
birth of a daughter Jan. 30 in Hol- Napoleon law which forbade more ering was held was stormed by the
Van
Dyke,
driving'
south
on
the regulations.
Mrs, Raymond Kaper, a recent
land hospital.
than 19 persons to gather for di- police but Rev. Van Raalte escaped
O’Brien recommendedinstalls bride, was guest of honor at an River Ave., sought to. turn left
Holland hospital has reported vine worship, except that pre- and went to Ane. Here the congreinto
the
driveway
of
the
Standard
tion of a sign on the east side of attractivepost-nuptialshower givthe following births: To Mr. and scribed by the State church. Im- gation was scattered and the
River Ave., north of Madison St en by her sister, Mrs. Donald Grocery and Milling Co. He told Mrs. Norman Dunn, 122 East 25th
prisonment and fines were im- preacher arrested,thrust into prifor northboundtraffic and another Koeman, at her home, 259 West police he had signaled to make St/, a boy on Jan. 30; to Mr. and
posed upon the leaders of the son and for sortie days lived on
the
left
turn
but
did
not
see
the
sign on the west side of the ave- 19th St., Tuesday evening.Mrs.
Mix.
Ed
Klaasen, route 5, a son, movement for infringement of the bread and water.
nue, south of the Black river Kaper was the former Dorothy approaching car.
Feb. 3; to Mr. and Mrs. Charles ’law.
In a biography of Rev. Van der
Cole reported to police he was
bridge for southboundtraffic. The Bos before her marriage.
Pardue, fc8 East Eighth St., a
The leadershipof this movement Meulen, it is told that while he
observing
the
choke
on
his
car
board at a recent meeting went
Garnet were played under the
daughter, Feb. 3; to Mr. and Mrs. was composed of such men as the was preaching on a threshing floor,
on record as favoring reduction direction of Jacquelyn Bos, and and when he looked up, Van Gerrit Boerigter, Hamilton,route Revs. Scholte,De Cock, Brummel- two police approached and said,
Dyke’s
auto
was
in
front
of
his
of the speed limits after citizens prizes were awarded to Mrs. Kaper
2, a son, Jan. 3L
“In the name of the King we are
car. He swerved to avoid a collihad protested the 45-mile rate.
and Annette Bos. Many lovely sion and his car struck a utility
Miss Elizabeth Llchty, Hope colcome to tell you that you must not
The board took no action about gifts were received by the bride.
lege
dean
of
women,
attended
a
Judge
Raymond
L.
Smith
for
trafpreach to this gathering and we
filling out questionnaires to be A two-courselunch was served pole. Police listed Tom Cole and meeting of the executive commitfic violations:Martin Witteveen, beseech you to leave this place.’’In
Louis
Bagladi, both of route 4,
v sent to the highway department by the
tee of the MichiganDean’s associ- route 4, Holland, Henry Brink, 20, answer Rev. Van der Meulen re- for consideration of the city's re- Those present dt the affair were and George Ten Have of Holland ation at file Statler hotel in De- route 3, Hudsonville, Simon Ach- plied, “In the name of the King
as witnesses.
- • quest for a traffic light at 10th
the Mesdames John Bos, Jack Bos,
A minor accident at 13th St. troit Saturday. Miss Llchty is pre- terhof, 26, route 5r Holland, speed- of Kings I am moved by the call
St and River
H. Blystra, James Yonkman' Da- and Central Ave. Tuesday involv- sident of the association.She was ing, $5 each; Care M. Hasken, of God to bring the words of salO'Brien wrote that he had re- vid Urn, Fred Bos, I*. N. Jonked cars driven by Clifford Kim- accompaniedon the week-end trip 164 West 10th St., overnight park- vation to this gathering today ”
* cently viewed this situation.The man, and the Misses Annette, Coring, $1; Jay Dykhouse, 20, route
Jannes Van de Luyster In his
ball, 35, 15 West 16th St. and by Mrs. William Schrier.
questionnaires revealed that cer- nelia, Gertrude and Jacquelyn Bos,
Harold R. Bremer, 20, 349 Col- . The; program, ‘The Red Plush 3, Holland,excesisve blowing of diary states: “On June 2L 1940,
tain conditionsare required at the Fennah Tripp, Marjorie Mast, AlAlbum” will be repeatedFriday
Rev. Van der Meulen, minister at
umbia AVe.
'intersection,such as the passing berta and Janet Gebben, Rosalynd
Bekius, 266 East 11th St, Middelhamas,preached in my
Dr. G. A.' Stegeman, 67 West at 7:45 pjn.4n the North Holland
of 1,000 cars per hour over an Lam, Cornelia Blystra, Fritzi and
14th St., reported to police Tues- school It was presented two weeks underwent a major operation in barn to an audience of over 1,000
eight-hourperiod, to warrant a
Mh. Kaper, «d day that while his car Was park- ago jn the East Crisp school.
Holland hospitalMonday morning. people.” After describing the serttaffic fight on a state tmnkltee
Proposed promotion of a special
Donald Mokroa, 338 West 21at vice he relatesbow he and his feled on Elghtji St. In front of the
intersection.However, the quesJ. C Penney Co. store, it was police officer to a regular police St* underwent a major operation low deacon, Jan Steketee,
. tionnairesrevealed that other conMOTORlftT FINED
officer was discussed at Monday’s Monday at Holland hospital His ed before authorities on Ji
struck by another car.
ditions may exist #hich
Geoige Fischer, route L Holpolice and fire board meeting, but condition today wsk reported as and paid a fine amounting to 306%
listed in the survey that
land, was assessed costs of $1 by
no action was taken. .It was (bod as could be expected.
guldeb.
FINED FOB SPEEDING
warrant installationof
Mrs. William Winstrom, route L
Gilbert Heidema. route 2, Hol- brought out that the action could
• light..
The Rev. Harry Hoffs of Imland, paid a fine and costs of $5 not be taken because the officer Holland, has been removed to her
It was on motion of
Tuesday to Municipal Judge Ray- in question was too old. to meet home from Holland hospitalwhere manuel church in Chicago has been
er William H. Deur that
of the Dolice depart- ahe received treatment.
called by the Garfield Park conmond L. Smith on & charge of
ment and as the dty has as many
Mn. Hub Boone, route 2, Hol- gregation of Grand Rapids. The
ssii
police officersas are allowed un- land, who was confined fn Hol- Rev. W. J. Hilmert, pastel: of Secto ^be reported (
land hospital tor several days for ond Reformed church in Zeeland,
restricts Immigration der provisionsof the charter.
following motorists have treatment, has been removed to formerly served the Garfield Park
can show contract*
church*
her home.

Ave.

It Ctniod

<

,
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Lou

ed the installstwi! <tf a
tic glass front, new
counters, refrigeratorunits,
After having recentlyunder- table bins and racks and
gone a complete remodeling, the terior of the store had
Downtown IGA market, 35 East decorated.

BnlkUfs Take Early Lead

streets running east and west
would have difficultyin crossing
Columbia Ave. He said that the
present stopping of Columbia Ave.
traffic at 16th St. should be maintained and suggested the possibil-

|

Damages Recently
Remodeled Store

Fire

.

1

(

Knight.
have fitem considered by
Miss Rubens tein, talentedyoung ker on Tueedsy.

Wedding
in

. V,

..

.

.

'

Solemnked

Montello Park School

Montello Park school was the
scene of a lovely wedding Satur-

day evening at 8

duet by Herbert Koster anlj
ley Bouman, a reading by j

o’clock, when Sidney Koster and
Miss Annagene Raak, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Raak of
Holland, was united in marriage

to the Rev. Donald C. Webber,
son of Mr. and hire. Ira Webber
of Johannesburg.

Vows were spoken before an
improvised altar of palms and
ferns, which was flanked by candelabra with white tapers. The
Rev. Clyde Newhouse of Hesperia
performedthe ceremony, with the
Rev. C. Beerthuis offering prayer.
The bridal party approachedthe
altar to the strains of the wed-

ding march played by Mrs. Sidney Roster. The bride, on the
arm of her father, was attired in
a white satin gown trimmed with
lace. Her veil of duchess lace
was arranged in cap effect rimmed with pearls. She carried a
bouquet of snapdragons, white
carnations, sweet peas and pink
baby breath.
Miss Mable Wheeler of North
Dakota, mend of the bride, was
maid of honor. She wore a gown
of baby blue satin, and carried a
bouquet of pink carnations,snapdragons and pink baby breath.
Little Joyce Dornbos was
flower girl and carried a white
basket of pink carnationpetals.
Her dress was pink taffeta.
Howard Van Egraond of South
Dakota served as best man, and
ushers were Gerrit Lokker and
Clifford Koster of Holland.
Preceding the ceremony Mrs.
C. Beerthuis sang "Because,” and
immediately following, the exchange of vows, “O Jesus W#

Have
The

Promised.” ,
bride’s

A buffet wedding lunch 1
served to 125 gues^lfH
the table as centerpiece was
three-tieredwedding cake
by a wedding bell
white candles in crystal
Out-of-townguests at the
ding includedfriends
lives from St. Joseph,
Lake, Grand Rapids, Hu

j|
!

j

Zeeland, Hesperia, Mi
Chicago, and points in
South Dakota and North
The Rev. and Mr.
to leave this week for
Ky., where they will be
in missionarywork. -He

dained to the Gospel
last Thursday night in theImmanuel church, of which
is a member. He is a gradual
the Moody Bible instit
has been working as
in the Kentucky mountains.
He was examined as to his
version, call to the ministry
qualificationsat an
meeting by a group of_
who formed a council
the Rev. M. Crook of
church, Grand Rapids; the
T. Mouw, Church of ther
Door, Grand Rapids; the
Tuinstra, of GMfik:
ville; the Rev. John^_ .f
tor of the Hudaonvffle
ity church; the Rev,
ting of Zeeland,
hall; the Rev. John

.

mother wore a blue

chiffon velvet dress with a corsage
of pink Doses and snapdragoHi.
Mr. and Mrs, Claude Raak of
St Joseph were master and mistress of ceremonies and were in
charge of, the program which immediately followed the
Numbere on the
guitar selections
,

^

Dale and Lloyd
solo by Miss Alice J
OOUaC* . .ACCUaXUOQ* reOA

3W»|
8

Is

_

.

^

T

church, Kalamazoo
Beerthuis.
'ftev. MoawT
of the council 1
was elected
council and
;

tion

'"V

wrw;
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h*d Every Thursday bv

perpetual desire to

talk

about money may be gratified
now, for tl at what we are to

think about. We may call it money
stored as sscond class matter at or possessionsor goods or properpost office at Holland.Mich.. ty or wealth or any other of the
the act of Conirresa. March A
various names it goes by. In every

4 TRENCH, Editor and Manager
It 4. BUTLER. Bustnssa Manager
C.

one of its forms it takes fast hold
upon our souls. There

is

no

human

Tolophone— News Items 8193
harm in thinking about It and no
sing and Subscriptions. 8191
Advertising ReprssenUtive harm in hoping that we may be
able to get hold of an appreciable
publishershall not be liable portion of it. It is when we seize
MF error or errors In printing
t advertising unlsss a proof of it and hold on to It, as old Silas
advertisementshall have been Manner did. It Is when we Idolize
by advertiser and returned it and make it the goal of our lives
him In time for correction with
trrors or corrections noted and set up as the god we worship
thereon; and In such case If that It misleads us and betrays
error so noted Is not corrected, us. There is no mastery that is
liability shall not exceed
a proportionof the entire space quite so enslaving as the mastery
by the error bears to the of money. At the same time many
•pace occupiedby such adverof us are quite willing to submit
to it.
TBRMS OF gUBHCRIPTIO*
Nowhere In the Bible Is wealth
Oat year 12.00; Six months 11.26;
Three months 75c l month 25c. Single regarded as sinful in itself.Howand
eopy le. Subscriptions paytMe In ad- ever, the grave responsi'bllty
vance and will be prompt v dl» on
ven peril attaching to it are
Unued If not renewed
,iade transparently clear everySabeorlberswill confer a favor by
reporting promptly any Irregularity where. Passessions are a constant
frits or p
phone 81F
L deliveryWrite
temptation to sin. The use we
make of them influencesthe conWHAT’S A MILLION MORE OR ditions of their possessors both in
this world and that which is to
LESS?
The U. S. Treasury owed a Mas- come. He who will not employ
atchuaetU cranberry grower the riches to do gpod and will not
sum of $15.25 for crop reduction. place them at the service of God
The Slanh check went Into the who gave them Is misusing them
electrical check-writingmachine and in that act is bringing down
in Waahington;someone accident- upon his head condemnation.
God alone has the wlsobm and
touched a button that should
have been pressed, and the the goodness to own wealth in the
came out for $1,000,015-25. absolute sense. Hence, in dealing
I

young woman who has the Job
Inspecting the checks passed
this one without comment, and the
and amused cranberry
(r had a lot of fun pretending
try to cash the big check.

The Tfeasury department gave
the alibi that the girl inspect-

had passed the check because
didn’t dream that such a
error was possible." She had
focused on mistakes in
or at most on a few dolBut making a blunder of a
i! Such # mistake was so
It Just wasn’t possible, and
che didn’t see it because it was
dear.
Thai* is good psychology back
:-d that explanation. Edgar Allen
Poe once wrote a story that exthe came idea. It is callPurloined Letter" and it
Poe’s best known s torofficial

who knew

every inch of his room would
be aearched was desperately under
| the necessity of hiding an
important letter. So he hit on the plan
pi placing it in plain view in a
Patter rack on the wall of his room.
It was 40 dearly to be aeen that
bo one could believe it was the
it letter and so It esdetection.
another explanation of the
''» million-doliarerror is
j

Tulsmen Defeated, 44-37

with economic goods a man is
manipulating what belongs to another but

he proves worthy, he
handle divine resources
which are absolutely his, because
he is created in the divine image.
These resources are his potentially, and he may possess them in his
own right If he takes proper care
of the material wealth which belongs to God.
In the parable of the rich man
and Lazarus Christ shows the tragic misuse of wealth. The con.rast between the two men are as
.'.trikingas a blossom-laden apple
tree in May and the same tree in
January. These men occupied the
extremes of life. There was a
world of differencebetween them.
They were both built of the same
human clay, but the accidents of
life widely separatedthem.
Dives, no doubt, was perfectly
respectable.He was a leading citizen. Many cultivatedhis acquaintance. He had influence. Money
talks. But with It all there was
somethingradically wrong with
this man. He was heartless. He
lived for himself. He failed to
if

may

BIRTHDAY DYNAMITE
PARTY CULMINATES

COURT

Sheriff Boeve said the shock
was so great that it knocked over
eight or ten two-gallon cans of
oil which were standing on a shelf
at the Sam Dykstra feed mill
Residents within a mile radius
heard the explosion. The sheriff
reported that when the two young
men placed the charge of dyna
mite on the street. Schmitt nad tr
stop a car which would have passed over the dynamite.The sheriff’s department made an investi-

Coach John Tuls switched A1 and would be home shortly.
Shuck’s body was taken to the
Hietbrink back to starting center,
Klinesteker
funeral home in Burbut relieved him late in the first
quarter. With less than a minute nips.
to play in the first, he sent in a
complete new team. Piers and
Burners, who came up from the

games.
In the prelim Coach Herb Bulthuis’ second team feeling the loss
of Piers and Bomers, their star
forwards, also lost to Tech, 40-25,
although they led at the half, 1612. Wyngarden was high for Hol-

'ind with 11 and Hoebeke for
".rand Rapids with 14.

(he New Deal’s theory always havtng been that the country can

painful contrasts.The circumstances of the two men have changed.
intend itself into prosperity, this
The rich man is the poor man and
young woman showed herself a
the poor man is the rich man.
true daughter of her time. Instead
Lazarus is rich in the satisfaction

of being reprimandedshe

will

and power and supremacy and
probablyget a boost in her pay.
joys of a good character.Each car;For it isn’t good form in Washried with him into the world that
ington to be a piker in money mat-

is contiguous to the other side of
ters; the president himself is addeath just what he was. There
vocating erasing the dollar sign
was an unbroken continuityof
Jd lending billions to Britain character. Richness and poverty
What's a million more or less ire not of the essence of life. They
When that million merely belongs are just accidents.
do not
to the American people ?
carry the accidents and trimmings
Bgy '• —
of this world into the next. Rich
THE CHURCH INVITES TOC and poor are just terminology to
? The Rev. D. M. Panton of Engdescribe what men have and not
land when he wrote the following
to indicate what men are.
paragraph,preached several first
The figure of the uncrossable
Maas sermons: "The work is.sol- gulf is significant. It is not literal.
•mn, therefore do not trifle; the It is moral. Jesus is not discussing
task Is difficult, therefore,do no:
geography or topography. He is
relax; the opportunityIs brief, talking about fixed moral differtherefore, do not delay; the path
ences. Goodness cannot bridge the
|l narrow, therefore,do not wanddifferencebetween itself and badIr; the prize is glorious,therefore,
ness. Goodness is goodness and
not faint.”
badness is badness and they are
If you fall to attend church seriorever different.The one never
you will miss some good ade into the other. The one never
such as are written oecomes the other. It was not phy80 why not accept the in- sically impossible for Dives to pass
and go to church next over to Lazarus. It was morally
ft
impossible.If the bridging of the
gulf were a physical problem It
could be solved. A bridge could
Resident
lave been built.

-

i

m

Florida

We

It is likewisesignificantthat the

interest to Holland friends inly time that Dives ever thought
of the surprise oirthday unselfishly about anybody else was
given in the Pancoast when he was In hades and that
Miami Beach, Fla., last was rather late in life’s program.
Mrs. S. Dickey Gold He wanted to save his brothers
Beach, formerly of from his own deplorable fate.
] Rapids, for her slster^in- Whatever we may have to say
Mrs. Egbert H. Gold of about his motives we are made
who is spending some terribly aware that his methods
the south. Bridge fol- are impossible.

the luncheon.Among the
was Mrs. Michael Thorof Miami Beach and

ROOF DAMAGED

The roof of the home of A. C.
Van Raalte Gilmore, 60 East 12th
St, was slightlydamaged by fire
1,131,900 passengerauto- at 11 aun. Monday. Holland fireof the total 26,201,000reg- men responded to an alarm and
the U. S. are owned by used chemlcfls to extinguish the
annual income* of

mm.
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3

Alls, f ...................... 4
Bazuin. f ......................0
Hietbrink, c ....... .. ..... 0

g

c

0

3

1

7

................ 1

0
2
0
0

2
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...............
.....

3

Kalmink, f ...................2
H. Van Wieren, g ...... 1
C. Van Wieren, f ...... 0
Bomers, f ................... 1
.
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Honor Roll for

CHS

Totals
The honor roll for the semester
at Holland Christian high school Davis

was

released today.

The

follow-

ing students are Included:

Five A's and one B— Johr Pool.
All A’s— Harvey Bratt, Paul

f

............
: ...... ....

8
4
2

1

1

2

7

15

0

0

37

FO FT TP

Derteen, f ................... 5
Nixon, c ....................... 4

0
1
2

Mersman. e

2

Piper,

11

0
0

g

Boersma,

gation after receiving complaints Sjaarda,
*-om Conklin.
luter,

Announce Semester

Olive Center

second team for the remainderof
the season, also saw some action.
The Maroons committed only
eight fouls and made seven out of
almost 20 attempts.Tech committed 14 fouls and made six out
approximatelya dozen tries. Bob
Mersman went out on fouls early
in the fourth and Ed Nelson, early
in the third. Nelson has gone out
on fouls in four of their last five

hrlstian

..................
.....

.........

.....

1

2

14

Mr. and Mrs. William Kooyers
have purchased the farm of Ed
Vanden Heuvel at East Crisp.
Anthony Bakker will leave next
week for trainingcamp as a draft
selectee.

Group No. 1 of the Ladies Aid
performanceof
their program ‘The Old Red Plush
will give a repeat

Album" at the North Holland
school on Friday evening. Feb. 7,
at 7:45 p.m., for the benefit of
the Infantile Paralysis fund.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Roberta died several hours
after its birth last Thursday.
A large number of local folks
have been confined to their homes
with colds and the flu.
Mrs. Louis Bakker and family
attended a shower Saturday evening at the home of a relativein
Grand Haven. Mrs. Jack Nieboer
called on Mrs. Fannie Hulsman in
rverisel, who has been confined to
'ler bed since Dec. 1 with a broken hip.
Mr. and Mrs. John Boone and
daughter. Joyce of Zeeland visited
In the home of Mrs. James Knoll
Friday evening.
Dr. Berneta Block gave the last
of a series of health lectures at
the town hall Thursday afternoon.

11

Mr*. J. B. H. Van Lierop, Recently returned from Belgium,

was

THE

MARJL

Drenthe News

Gerrit Brouwer, Bert Ter Haar,
Henry Dozeman, Lucas Dozeman
and Henry Timmer attended the
farmers’ week observance in Lan-

WARMING HOUSE JOSTAIOT Of

SOFTIES-

IN

Teachers’ Meeting Will Be

ing the blackout*.
In tellingof condition* during
church Girla’ League for Service the German occupation, the ipeakTuesday evening in the church ®r »ald that food was severely
parlor*. She described vividlyher rationed and what bread could be
experiences in the early dawn of bought with the issued stamps
May 10, 1939, when the German* was very unpalatable because it
began their invasion of Belgium. often was moldy or contained
The people were not Informed of chicken feed or sawdust. Coffee
the invasionby radio but her was made from chestnut cheUs
family learned the news from the or roasted acorns and barley ac-

milkman, she said.
The worst of the terror and
bombings which occurredduring
the first two weeks caused large
masses of refugees to flee toward
France. Mrs. Van Lierop described the huge army of refugees
hurrying to the border as "a
terrible yet almost laughable
sight’’ as they carry their few
householdbelongings and bedding
in wagons, pushcarts, baby buggies, and even on bicycles. At one
place along the French border a
belt of refugees 15 miles long
and 13 miles deep awaited admittance to what they thought
was safety,she stated. Many died
of hunger and thirst or exhaustion, and others were mowed

Held

at

Grand Haven

on Feb. 21

D. H. Vaade Bunte, Ottawa
county school commissioner,wiU
preside at the county teachers’
instituteprogram to be held Friday, Feb. 21, in Grand Haven
cording to the German method high school, starting at 9 a.m.
of creaUng substitutes for all The program has been arranged
foods. Mr*. Van Uerop described by a committee composed of
tea made from cherry or pep- Stephen Mead, Jennie Kaufman,
permint leaves as "tasting like Harold Mouw, V. A. Altenburg,
medicine" and one of her chil- Glen Fynewever and J. E. Holmes.
dren said the fjourless cookies At 9 a.m., a musical program,
were “rubbery enough for shoe arranged by Palmer Quackenbush, head of the Grand Haven
soles,"
EverythingIs “verboten” and public school music department,
rules during blackout* are espec- wil] be given. The Rev. J. V.
ially stride, she said. Letter* and Roth, pastor of Grand Haven
Presbyterian church, will give the

newspapersare under a rigid censorship apd in many cases their
editors have been "set aside" and
replaced by German newsmen.
During the flight, the Van Lierops lodged sometlmea- more than

_
Dr. William Sadler, consultant
psychiatrist of Chicago wiU give
the day’s first address, speaking
on "Personality Growth" at 9:40
invocation.

a.m.
Starting at 10:45 a.m., various
discussiongroups will be held and
teachers will select which classes
they desire to attend. Hester
Ruster of the Marshall school
wiU be chairmanof the discussion
group in the school's main audi-

40 refugees at their home at one
time using every available bit of
space including the basement as
sleeping quarters. Some of the
Jewish mothers so feared persecution that they bleached the
dark hair of their childrento
avoid discovery, she said. An InMiss Ethel Aldrink was a visitor formal discussionwas held at the
in the Christian school last Wed- close of the program in order
nesday.
that the speaker might answer
Mrs. William Smidt, Jr., of Al- questions.
lendale was confined to her home
Devotions at the beginningof
In Allendale due to illness.
the meeting were led by Albertha
The Dorcas Ladles Aid society Teusink and included a vocal
held its meeting last Thursday selectionby Irma Hoeland accomafternoonin the chapel. Twenty panied by Viola Baldwin. Apmembers were in attendance. Mrs. prouriate poems and a chorus by
John Potgieter,Jr., was hostess. the audience were also a part of
Harry Boer was in charge of the theme "A FruitfulLove." Apthe evening service at Christian proximately30 members of the
Reformed churchleague attendedthe meeting. ReMrs. Nick Bosker Mrs. J. Ros- freshments were served by the
ema, Mrs. William Easton, Mrs. hoetesses,Evelyn Nienhuls, JeanJohn Schout, Jr., Mrs. Frank ette Peterson and Laura Post.
Sheridan and Mrs. John Poetgie- Program arrangements were
ter, Jr., were entertained at the made by Mary Van Kolken.
home of Mrs. William Hovingh last
Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Schout, Jr.,
attended the funeral services last
Thursday of Marinus Westr^te of
Zeeland. Mr. Westrate was the
husband of the former Miss Minnie
Schout, a daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Johannes Schout of Zee-

Allendale

NEW

torium. Miss Jane Blackburn

of

Western State Teachers college
wiU be discussion leader; Gertrude HollesteUe, Grand Haven,
Beuna Henshaw, HoUand, and
Mrs. Bertha Plasman, Bursiey
school, resource persons; Mrs.
Doris Plant, Coopersville,recorder.

Leaders of other

discussion

groups will be Raymond Lamb,
Beechwood, chairman;Dr. Joseph
S. McCarthy of Kalamazoo, discussion leader; Tom Dewey, Zeeland, J. J. Riemersma, HoUand,
Madge Bresnahan,Ottawa health
department,Eva Sanford,Grand
Haven, resource persons; Della
Bowman, Grand Haven, recorder,
Gerald Zylstra, Borcuk), chai£
man; Ralph Guier, principal of

Muskegon Central Junior high
school, discussion leader; Glenn

RAM FOR

Fynewever, Marne, Otto Pino,
Zeeland, Minnie Young, Grand
Haven, John Wyma, Jamestown,
resource persons; Lester Droppers, Spring Lake, recorder.
Russell Welsh, Holland, chairman; George Fern, state departMrs. Richard Smeenge of Mon- ment of public instruction,discustello park has been advised by sion leader; Claude Boeworth,
her husband that he has been Grand Haven, Duane Dagleish,
promoted to first lieutenant of Ooopersvile,Ed Donivan. HoUand,
resource persons; Lois Voorhorst,
company D, Holland army unit HudsonviUe,recorder.

-

LOCAL SOLDIER

l

land.

A

large

number attendedthe

"Hard time supper" given by the
Allendale "Just good fellowsclub"
last Thursday evening in the town
hall. Proceeds were for the nationwide infantileparalysis drive.
Last Thursday Mrs. B. Hor- which b »n training at Camp
Inez Von Ins, AUendak, chairlings, accompanied by a group of Beauregard, La.
man; W. F. Clapp, state departother former employes visited the
First Lieutenant Smeenge has ment of public Instruction, disAmerican laundry in Grand Rap- been serving as second lieuten- cussion leader; Horace Tweed,
ids.
ant of company
for about Nunlca, Beatrice Denton, HoUand,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Alderink eight years. He took his exam- Frederick Knoper, North HoUand,
called on friends in Pearline last ination about a month ago and Carroll Norlln, Federal school,
Monday afternoon.
was advised Sunday night upon resource persons; Rose Sonrel,
A “Firearms Safety" demonstra- his return from New Orleans, Grand Haven, recorder.
Gertrude Eastman, Mason
tion was given last Friday even- La., that he had obtained the
county school commissioner, chaire
ing by the state police lieutenant promotion.
at the "Just Good Fellows club”
Martin Japinga who has been man; Lewis Hodges, Grand Hameeting. Fathers of members were serving as first lieutenantof ven, Albert Bradfield,Verk CopInvited to attend. A business per- Company D Is at Fort Bennlng, pens, Western State Teachers
Ga., taking an officer’straining coUege, Helen F. Clark, Robinson
iod concluded the meeting.
No. 3. resourcepersons;
ns; Agnes
Mr. and Mrs. Huston Calvin of course.
Including several Grand Haven Koster. Grand Haven, recorder.
Ann Arbor, Mr. and Mrs. George
At 1:45 p.m., each recorder will
Kloote of Grand Rapids and Wil- officers,23 enlisted men of the
liam Grooters of Sheldon,Iowa, 126th infantry, Michigan national give a five-minute summarization
were supper guests of Mr. and guard, have been given promo- of the group discussions.Dr. SadMrs. Bernard Grooters last Frh tiors. Those from Grand Haven ler will give his second talk at
2:30 p.m. on "Personality Deviareceiving promotions folow:
day evening.
To be staff sargeant, Sgt. John tion."
Funeral services for Mrs. Le
Preze, Sr., were held last Satur- Van Dyke, Jr.; to be sergeants,
day at the AllendaleWesleyan Corps. Mynar Bolthouse, Herbert
Methodist church. She die.1 at the J. Brown, Francis Pitre, George
ATTEND
home of her son the Rev. L. Le R. Mitchell and Donald Slack; to
Preze of Williamstonwhere she be corporals, Pvts. First Class,
and her husband made their home Otto Newman, Raymond Blease, Several representativesof local
Jack Fairer, Raymond Ruel, retail lumber firms are attendfor the winter months.
Girls Society met Monday even- Thomas French, Orris Hildreth ing or wiU attend various sessions
of the annual convention of the
ing in the chapel. Mrs, J. Rosema, and Wesley W. Waite.
Michigan Retail Lumber Dealer*
as president was in charge of the
association being held in Grand
meeting.

REPORT
ON BUTTON

local patients.

CANT SEE A 0OV OOf M<ATIN6. THtVfeE ALL

bullets, bombed, or
trampledby marching armies dur-

teresting meeting of the Trinity

a

1U20

down by

the guest speaker at an in-

Miss Victoria Van Westenberg *ing.
has returned to her home here,
Ted Schreur moved on the farm
having completedher high school of Henry Dozeman.
work in Chicago. Rev. and Mrs.
Infant baptism was adminisI. Van Westenberg attended the tered to the children of Mr. and
graduation exercises there on Mr*. Henry Wlggers, Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday evening.
Harvey Lanning and Mr. and
The Literary club met at the Mrs. Alvin Ter Haar.
school house on Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John Beltman of
An interestingprogram on ‘‘Safe- Benthelm visited Mr. and Mrs.
ty' was given. One of the mem- John Kruithof Tuesday.
bers of the Mich. State Police gave
Mis* Gertie De Kleine called on
a shooting demonstrationand al- Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brouwer in
so showed sound movies on some Zeeland.
of the work they carry out.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ter Haar atMr. and Mrs. Gerrit Wyngarden, tended funerah services for Albert
Norma and Elwood of Zeeland Niers in Dutton.
visited the families of A. and H.
The annual meeting of the Novel Program Carried
Farma Begins Sentence
A. Bowman on Sunday evening.
Drenthe creamery will- be held Out at Clast Meeting
Mrs. A. Bynbrandt and Mrs. J.
and Will Not File Appeal H. Tigelaar rendered special mu- Monday, Feb. 10.
Miss Leola Bocks was hostess
The Junior Ladies Aid society to the Fahochd class of First
sic at the meeting of the Forest of Oakland met with the Junior
Methodist church Monday night
Having decided not to appeal Grove C. E. last Sunday.
Ladles Aid here Thursday evenwhen she entertained them in her
his case to circuit court, Henry
Mr. and Mrs. N. Meyer and ing.
home on Beechwood road.
Farma of Zeeland was taken to Mrs. Fanny Rynbrandt have had
The group assembledin answer
Grand Haven Wednesday by telephones installed In their
to an invitationin the form of a
IS GIVEN
Deputy Sheriff Edward Brouwer homes.
"help wanted" advertisement. All
to start a 30-day sentence in the
The Rev. B.
Lammers and
SALES applicants secured an interview
Ottawa county jail.
family entertainedfriends from
with the personnel managers,
Farma was sentencedto serve Minnesota on Sunday.
Postmaster Louis J. Vander- Frances Teall and Hilda Anderson.
30 days in jail by Municipal Judge
Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Boone
Raymond L. Smith Tuesday after accompaniedby Mrs. Boone's par- burg said yesterday that the They were divided Into four groups
he pleaded guilty to a charge of ents of Grand Rapids were Sun- sale of "march of dimes" but- and sent to the different departdrunken driving.He also was as- day visitors with their parents, tons which he conducted last ments to exhibit thair Intelligence
week at Holland post office on and skill for which they received
sessed a fine and costs of $106.05 Mr. and Mrs. G. Boone.
behalf of the National Associa- scores.Grace Poppema and Ruth
and will serve an additional 90
Mrs. N. De Groot is living in
days if the amount is not paid. the house of Mr. John Roelofs tion of Postmasters in the cam- Gunn attained the highest scores
paign to aid the cause in the and were awarded prizes and posiThe charge resulted from a head- here.
fight against infantile paralysis, tions with the company.
on collisionlast Jan. 22 on M-21,
had netted $42.50.
Book reports were given from
three miles east . of Holland beAnnual value of manufactured The buttons sold at 10 cents
"March On, Youth," by Joyc* Mctween cars driven by Farma and products in Oregon is more than
each and
milk bottle was Cormick, Mary Jane Raffenaud
William Nies, 600 Elmdale court.
$412,000,000.
placed in the post office lobby and Myrtle De Fouw. These reto receive the contributions.Mr. ports are planned and supervised
Vanderburg said the money will by Emily Shaffer.
be forwarded to the National
Members respondedto roll call
Foundation of Infantile Paralysis by giving interestingIncidentsocand that 50 per cent of this curring in the Uvea of Washington
WEU IN THOSE PAV5 W£ WUMT NOTHlNb OF tfAfiNO CtWN THE ftvefL
amount will subsequentlybe re- and Lincoln. The business meetTEN, FIFTEEN MILES WITH THE TEMPERATURE TEN tdFiCT&n MIOlW ZERO,
turned to Ottawa county to aid
ing was conducted by the presiQAVS IF THE WEATWEK GETS OOVJNA
GN 0 THE-
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D
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for • short time.
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PLAN PROGRAif

1

1
3
Cook, Junior Kalmink, Ardeane Nelson, g .................... 1
Totals .............. .... 19
6 44
Koetsler, Janet Piers, Clarence
The children and grandchildren
Officials: Referee— John Bos,
Pott, Kathleen Schrotenboer, Marof Mr*. J. Kruidthof gathered SatMSC;
umpire
—
Stuart
Boyink,
tin Sjaarda and Dale Welters.
Substitutions: For Holland — urday to celebrate her 70th birthFour A's. rest B's— Charles BaVryhof
and Piers; for Grand Rap- day anniversary.
zuin, Alma Bouman, Lucille BouLambert De Witt was kicked by
man, LucilleJipping, Robert Pool, ids— Dubiel, Buquet and Fairone of his horses and was laid up
child.
Elaine Van Loo and Betty War-

Jamestown

w

CRASH Experiences in Belgium

a

lin street.

^w

1941

6,

the visitors, 26-18. but the 9641
lead which the Wildcats hid it
Allegan, Feb. 6— Francis Shuck,
the intermission was too much to
14-year-old
aon of Mr. and Mrs.
overcome. Speed was the only
thing that enabled the Hollanders Forrest Shuck of Bumips, died
night.
to come back as much as they in the Allegan Health center
It was the first game between
did and against it Tech was de- Wednesday of injuries he receivt}..- two schools since 1936. Coach
fenseless.
ed when the car in which he was
"Skinney" Byrun used several
Holland in the first quarter and riding left the highway, five
frosh on his team of which the
Grand Rapids In the fourth scormost outstandingis Don Nixon, ed only on a field goal and a toss. miles north of here, and crashed
into a ditch.
who had ten points. Capt. Bemie
Neither team was able to settle
Tony Paquln, 31, also of BurPiper, who high-pointed with 14,
down in the first quarter, and the nips, driver of the car, Is in the
is his only regular.
period was almost over before Health center suffering of serious
Art Tula’ 11 points, all but two
injuries.
Tech swung Into a 7-3 lead.
of which were gained in the last
Harvey Palmer,
passing
With Piper leading the way, the
half, were high for the locals.
Green and Whites stepped far in- motorist, told Sheriff Louis A.
Holland Christian came to life
to the lead In the .second quarter, Johnson that he noticed skid
In the second half and outscored
totaling 19 points to Christian's marks on the road and looking
into the ditch saw the wrecked
eight.
With Co-captainsHarv Buter car. Both occupantswere thrown
and Art Tuls with five points each clear and were lying unconscious
in the third, the locals lost out nearby.
Shuck suffered a broken neck
only 15-14. Four minutes had passIN JUSTICE
ed In the third before the visitors and other Injuries and Paquin
suffered several broken ribs and
began their 15-point march.
Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special) Trailing as they went into the other injuries. Hie accident was
—Two young men found out Mon- last stanza, 41-25, the Christians investigatedby Sheriff Johnson
day that birthday parties can be allowed Bob Mersman one toss and Deputy Kirby Gooding.
Time of the accident was deexpensive — especially when they and then went to work on a dozen
use dynamite to Inform Conklir points before Dusty Derteen came termined between 1 and 1:30 a.m.
residents that a birthday party is through in the concluding seconds because Paquin had called his
in progress.
with another bucket for the win- wife about 1 a.m, saying he had
been delayed due to car trouble
Delbert Zimmer, 30. and Ray- ners.

realize the great responsibility
that wealth carries with it His
money shrank his soul. His wealth
severed every tender and sympathetic tie that bound him to his
needy fellows. It made him proud
ner.
This young woman who and self sufficient. It dried up the
Three A's. rest B's— Dell BoerJuices of his soul. It made Dives
the mistake was probsma,
Marvin Bonzelaar, Fred Jathe beginningand the end, the
auffering from the governmorning and the evening, the firit cobs, Carolyn Miersma, and Glenn
’• delusion of big figures. Inconsideration and the last of his Wyn garden.
of thinking of the error as a
Two A's, rest B's— Genevieve
world.
big one, as the TreasuryexplanaWith
a
masterful stroke Christ Deur, Junior Dykstra, Harvey
would have it, she probably
shows this by introducing Lazarus Heerspink, Erma Kortering, Gent, of it as small change,
into the scene. He is the last word eva Lankheet,Lois Martlnus,
a 0 million more or leu in
Lois Por, Jacoba Prins, Ervina
United States Treasury? Al* In pathetic helplessness.Lying at Van Dyke, Abram Van Hoven,
the gate of the rich man he is
any day sums are appropriBernice Van Nleuwland and Rodpitiable enough to move the heart
that,
in the form of dollar
of anyone. But every inference ger Zwemer.
would reach three times to
One A— Elaine Beltman, Cormoon and back again, with a from the story is that Dives is un- nelia Garvelink, Erma Hop, Marresponsive to this teriffic appeal
enough tail left over to go
of human need. The rich man jorie Hop, Mary Robbert and Dor•round the earth a few times. How
proves himself to be a past master othy Van Loo.
it young woman who is in daily
All B’s— Mae Rose Essenberg,
in the misuse of wealth. He was
•oodation with really big money
Harvey
Huizenga, Frances Knoll,
faithlessto his trust.
of tlut sort be expected to be imDeath changes the scene. Here Elaine Palmbos, Frank Pettinga
pressed by a mere million? And
again we have most striking and and Wesley Vryhof.
.

DIES IN

Grand Rapids Davis Tech playing its best ball of the season
took its third victory In nine
starts over Holland Christian,4437, in Holland armory Tuesday

Schmitt, 24, both of route
1. Coopersville,arrestedMonday
ifternbon by Sheriff William
Boeve, pleaded guilty to disturbing the peace on their arraignments Monday night. Each was
assessed fine of $10. Zimmer also
was assessed costs of $6.80 and
Schmitt was assesed court cost! of
S6.40. Each paid the total.
Zimmer's birthday occurred Jan.
27 and to celebrate the occasion
the two went to Conklin In Wright
township. Three dynamite explosions were touched off and one
left a hole about 10 inches in diameter and about five inches deep
in the tarvia pavement of a Conk

*

BURN1PS YOUTH Mrs. Van Lierop Relates

Last Half Drive

mond

’

Mayor Henry Geerlings who

dent, Bobble Longs tree t. Devotions

LOCAL LUMBERMEN
CONVENTION

Beaverdam

Mrs. Peter Klynstra left Thurs-

Rapids.
The Holland delegation Includes
Dee Bolhuis, Gerald Bolhuis,
Frank Bolhuis. Jr., Harold Ven-

day, Jan. 29, for Detroit where der Bie, Louis Timmer, Frank
she will stay for a short time with Klomparens,H. F. Bos, Sr., Fred
her daughter and son in law, Mr. Bos, John Bos and Jack Bos.
and Mrs. Lee Smith. Mrs. Smith is
iU in a hospital there.
Taken to Battle Creek
Student Rynen of HoUand conducted service* at the Reformed
on Forgery Charge
church Sunday and led the Prayer meeting at 7:30. Mr. and Mrs.
Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special)
Rynen were entertained for din- —Arrested Monday by State
ner at the home of Mr. and Mr*. Trooper Sam Sineni for Calhoun
M. Tubergen. Prof. William Gou- authorities at Battle Creek, Allooze of HoUand is expeted to fiU bert Granschouw, 43, route 1,
the pulpit on Sunday, Feb. 9.
HoUand, was taken to Battk
Mr. and Mrs. C. Veldman and Creek Tuesday morning.
family of Coopersvillewere guests
Several years ago he was senSunday at the home of Mr. and tenced in Ottawa circuitcourt to
Mrs. Ed Veldman.
serve from 10 to 21 years for
The 44th annual stockholder* forgery. He served five yean and
meeting of Beaverdam creamery was placed on parok. Granschouw
was held on Tuesday afternoon, is alleged to have violated his
Jan. 28. Hie following board mem- parole by another forgery.
bers were re-elected:Ed Veldman,
P. D. Huyser Fred Berens, J. Bohl,
Jake Barnes, Andrew Coy and Ben
Hop. Other business was transacted. During the year 1940 190,000 pounds of butter was manufac-

MinaiwaH?

tured.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Huyser and
children of Kalamazoo attended
afternoon services at the Reformed church and were supper guests
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gyrene Huyser.

were in charge of the viqe presi"Vanity ploys lurid tricks with ear
dent, Beatrice Bekken. Leola
umtory— Conrad
Holland reports he will be unable
Bocks sang a solo, "Love Divine"
to submit a complete report for
nnujunr
and was accompaniedby Ruth
Mm. Jake Barnes and Mrs. Ed
several day*.
Gunn.
Veldman spent Wednesdayafter4-BoIkan* ihunn#d mutual
Betty Barton and her committee noon, Jan. 29, with Mrs. Gerrit
guarantee*,
IHn. Webber Honored
served refreshments, carrying out Scholten of HoUand in honor of
conducted the city-wide drive

in

the Valentine mo

tiff.

at League Meeting
The Young Women’s League for . HELD FOR INTOXICATHfrr
Service of Immanuel church met
Pick Nibbelink, 198 East 13th
Monday evening at the parsonage. St, was lodged in jail by local
Besides doing their regular sew- police 12:50 p.m. yesterday on
ing, they honored Mrs. Donald an intoxicationcharge. He was arWebber (nee Annagene Raak) rested at his home after police had
who will be leaving this week for received a complainthe was tryKentucky, with a miscellaneous ing to break into the residence.
shower. Many useful and
gift* were received by Mrs. We
OARS COLLIDE
her, who favored the group wi
An accident Monday at 12tb St
three selectionson her piano ac- and Centra] Ave. involved can
cordioa Twenty-five were presentdriven by Kenneth
__
_
and refreshmentswere served by West 17th St, and Albert
Miss CorneliaHaan, Miss Sarah man, 240 West 13th St, accordCUqpter and Mo. C Beertboii*
Jog to a report to poUee. v\

..

her birthday anniversary.
< Infant baptism was administered
Sunday at the Christian Reformed church to John knd Betty,
twins of Rev. and Mrs. J. Geeii,

™ HFJKUIU yiuuwa wmBQB
'

right to rote, 1919.

ftt

and to Donald, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Hop.
Miss Hermina Top, daughter of
Mr. and Mr*. Carl Top,

of

in marriage to Harvey Kline
Hamilton Friday evening, Jan, 31,
in the parsonageof the Christian
Reformed church, Rev. J. Geels
officiating. After the ceremony a
reception was held in the home of
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cart Top. The newly weds will rejide te
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Johnson of Hamilton.Among the
guests were Sarah Glupker, Alma
Meiste, Doris Ende. Jennie Da

BUDDING YEAR

Boer, Florence Bolks, Frieda

IN

A war

TO GOOD START
Nearly Twenty Thouiand
Dollars Listed for
First

Month

Building activities for 1941 got
off to a good start in January as

12 applications for building per
mits, calling for a total expendi-

ture of 919,262,were filed with
Oscar Peterson.

City* Clerk

Two

of the permits provided for

construction of new homes at a total cost of 99,000.One of the applicationslists construction of an
attached garage to the home.
January's value of building permiti Is less than that for the same
month of last year but is slightly
in excess of January, 1939. The
past month’s figure is 963,048 leu
than January 1940, which was 982,*
810. niat month’s large figure was
due to the filing of the applies
tion for construction of the Hoi
land Precision parts plant. Last
month’s total is 9662 in excess of
January, 1939, which totaled 918,
000.
In January, 1940, only one application for constructionof a
new home at a cost of 95,000 /as

author today could readily select "The Absorption of Holland by Germany” and "The Rise
and Decline of The Netherlands’’
as up-to-the-minute titles.
And yet, books with these same
title* were written in 1906— even
before the World war— by J. Ellis
'arker, English author.
So phophetic are nls conclusions
that a few subatitutions,such as
"Germany” for "England","Hitler” for Cromwell" and "20th century” for ‘‘17th century,” would
In general picture what is happening in Europe today.
One great difference is that In
the English wars with the Dutch
England was strivingto win— and
not regain— her place as a great
world power.
In "Die Abaorption of Holland
by Germany,” Barker pointed out
'that Antwerp and Rotterdam were

the most

important "German
German export and
Import shipmentstraveled largely
via the Rhine and trans-shipments
took place at Antwerp and Rotterdam.
Customs duties and harbor taxes
paid by German industries increased the wealth of the Dutch at
Germany's expense. To divert German trade from Holland, the
Dortmund-Ems canal, JoiningGermany's coal and iron center and
Emden, was built. To further restrict Dutch commerce, German
customs tariffs were raised. By
filed.
these means Germany hoped to
During the past month there force Tbe NetherlandsInto a cuswere four applications to re roof toms union, which would have
homes at a total cost of 9857. Two been the first step towards the polports,” because

mom trances. Nevertheless,war
with England was Inevitable,and
as a result of the Anglo-Dutch

1941

FUNERAL RTTES C.E. (iLittle Convention**

Lam-

Ruth Vander Kolk, Doris
Oldebekking. Myrtle Klokkert, Angelina Dubbing. Juella Eding,
Sarah Oetman, Aleta Eding, Beatrice Schaap, , Florence Johnson,
Zeeland. Feb. 6 (Special)— Mrs.
Kathryn Folkert, Mildred LugtlHerman
Telgenhof, 81, died Satheld, Angeline Kuite. Harriet
Kuite, Margaret Poll, Gladys Poll, urday noon In the home of her
Juella Oetman, FlorenceRedder, son and daughter-ln-liw, Mr. and
Grace Brink, Janet Brink, Hilda Mrs. Ralph Telgenhof, 2101 Howe
Jappink,Viola Lohman, Rhoda Ave., NE, Grand Rapids, followJohnson. Mrs. Lewis Johnson and ing a three weeks' Illness.
She had been living with her son
Mrs. Elmer Nienhuis.
since the death of her husband In
March. 1939. At that time Mr. and
Mrs. Telgenhof lived on Lincoln
Schrotenboer
St. In Zeeland.
pen.

HOLLAND OFT

6.

wars, Holland's maritime supremacy and American possession
passed to England.
The French, also jealous of
Dutch prosperity,Invaded Holland
under Louis XIV and again under
Napoleon. After the Napoleonic
era Holland was made a kingdom,
but it had ceased to be a great
power. Party government with its
attendant evils, home rule and individualism were the chief causes Feted at Showers
of the decline of The Netherlands.
Miss Orma Schrotenboer who
Barker believed that chronic will become the bride of James
misgovemment was the malady af- Nyhof this month was guest of
flictingthe British empire, as It
honor at two miscellaneous showhad The Netherlands. British ers last week. On Wednesday evestatesmen made the same mistakes
ning a surprise shower was held
as those made by Dutch statesmen
In the home of Mrs. Joe Nyhof.
in the days of Holland's great- The bride-elect was presented
ness. Britain had no imperial conwith many useful gifts. Games
stitution binding the empire towere played and a two-course
gether, nor had ihe maintained a
lunch was served.
naval strength proportionateto the
Those invited were Mrs. Marsize 6f her colonial possessions.
tin Boers, Mrs. Gerrit Boers, Mrs.

HEU) TUESDAY

Oma

Mrs. Telegenhof was born In
The NetherlandsMarch 5. 1859,
and came
ago

to this country 41 yeara

Survivors are six sons,

Herman

and Dick Woudstra of Grand
Rapids, Sam Woudstra of Redland,
Cal., Tom Woudstra of San Francisco, Gerrard Telgenhof of Holland and Ralph Telgenhof of Grand
Rapids; one granddaughter,Mrs.
Fannie Woudstra of Traverse
City; five stepchildren,Charles
Telgenhof of Zeeland, Mra. M. C.
Saber and Mrs. John Houseman of
Portland,Ore., and Hendrik Woudstra and Mrs. R. Woudstra of
The Netherlands; 40 grandchildren
and 17 great-grandchildren; and
one sister and two brothers.

* Highly Successful
Th# "LittleConvention"held in
First Reformed church Saturday
under the auspice* of the Holland

PARTY
FOR

IS

HEU)

HWANANS

MONEY GUARANTEE

Sixteen members of tha Holland Kiwani* club were guests at
a birthday party given Monday
garded today a* an outstanding
In order that early orders may night by the South Haven Klwa>auccess. Approximately 125 per- be placed for tulip bulbi for the is club In South Haven in comsons registered and joined In the 1942 festival, the board of park memoration of the first anniversary of the founding of the local
various meeting*, conferences and
and cemetery commiaaioners at • club.
banquet.
The South Haven club sponsor'
The convention program follow- meeting Monday night voted to
ed the theme, "Lord Teach Us.” ask common council for usurance ed the organization of the HolChristian Endeavor union waa re-

SOUGHT FOR BULBS

The event was arranged in

con- that 93,500 will be Included In the
nection with the 60th annivenary board’* 1941 budget for bulb purof the foundingof the Christian chases.
This amount was placed In the
Endeavor movement which this
year 1* celebrating the Rainbow board’s budget for 1940. Tht board
will not request council to approJubilee.
At the Inspirationalmass meet- priate any money at this time.
If council action guarantees the
ing in the afternoon, Dr. Lester J.
Kuyper of Western Theological board that such an Item will be
aeminary chose for his subject, Included In the budget, the com"Lord, Teach Us to Grow,” bas- miaaioners plan to advertise for
ing his talk on the parable of the bids to purchase tulip bulbs for
lower. He claased the four kinds fall planting this year. The board
of soil as the hardened heart, the fears that the bulb price may rise
ahallow heart, the confused heart at a later day or there may be a
and the heart reproductive of subsequent shortage of bulbs.

land club about a year ago,

A

birthday cake with t single candle waa cut following a dinner.
17)0*6 present from tha
club were President Dick

Art

Dr.

Alderink,

James

Ward, Henry Pahnbos, Elmir
Plaggemars, Leo Ebel, Dr. Walter

Hoeksema, Frank Kammcraid,
George Michmerhuizen,Dr. Cheater Van Appledom, Dewey Vander Schaaf, George Slikkera, Simon Borr, Wilbur Kouw and Waiter Kiclton.
Principaispeaker was Capt. Alfred de Jonge, military inteUgaBt.
officer at Camp CUstar, who

Barker foresaw the era of or- Joe Boers, Mrs. John Brinkman,
ganized, federated states. He singgoodness.
spoke on militaryplans which
Miss Mary Vander Wall, Mrs. Bert
led out the United States and GerThe speaker pointed out that as
are being tried out in variotB
Nienhuis, Mrs. Kenneth Hoeve,
many for advancement,while, to Mrs. Ralph Voss, Mrs. Albert Voss,
the person grows in education
camps. Captain de Jonge, a forhim, Britain seemed to be stand- Mrs. Ed Lubbers. Mrs. Gerrit Nyknowledge,so should he grow in
mer professor at Columbia Uniing still.He concluded on a somreligious knowledge. The reason
versity and Lincoln Memorial
hof, Mrs. Henry Nyhof, Mrs. HerA
quiet
wedding
took
place
In
ber note: 'The thing that hath
man Brummel, Miss Myrtle BrumFuneral services were held on so many intelligent people forsake the pastor's study at the local university,was assistantchief of
been is that which shall be. and
mel, Mrs. John Boeve, Mrs. Don- Tuesday at 1 p.m. from the home religion is because their religious church last week when Mr*. Mary staff during 1936 maneuvers 'hi
that which is done is that which
ald Boeve, Mrs. Edward Boeve, of her son. Ralph Telgenhof, in knowledge did not progress with Firmlngham of Cheboygan, Mich., Allegan county.
shall be done; and there Is no
Mr. Zwiep gave
talk to
Mrs. Andrew Boeve, Miss Alma Grand Rapids and at 2:30 p.m. their other studies,and they be- became the wife of Henry Krultnew thing under the sun.” To him,
Boers, and Miss Joyce Nyhof.
from the Yntema funeral home come confused when they try to hof of Holland. Mr. and Mrs. which he thanked tha South HaGreat Britain seemed likely to folLast Friday evening, Mrs. Joe in Zeeland. Burial was in New adjust their childishbelief* to fit Louis Veling of Gibaon attended ven club tor the party. Ka pointlow the decline, as she followed
ed out that the dub had not
their adult life, Dr. Kuyper said. the couple.
Nyhof also entertained for Miss Groningencemetery.
the rise, of The Netherlands.
At the concluding aervice in the
Schrotenboer. Games were played
Mrs. Harry Young was the accomplished many civic projects
Many people today are prone to and a two-course lunch was servevening, Ernest S. Marks of De- guest soloist at the church last during the first year becauae of
live In the past as the Dutch were
troit, general secretary of the week Sunday. She favored the organization work but that moned.
The
honored
guest
was
preapplicationsprovided for repair of
itical amalgamationof Holland Inclined to do prior to their deMichigan
Christian Endeavor un^ congregationwith two number*, erous projects ara being ooisMsented with many useful gifts.
fire damage at a cost of 93,300.
cline. Today people point to the deand Germany.
ion, said that the current weak- "Thou Wilt Keep Him in Perfect ered.
Those
invited
were
Mrs.
Henry
There was one applicationunder
(From Monday's Sentinel)
While economic pressure was feat of Napoleon and say, “Engneaa of the church is traceable to Peace" by Mac Demid and
each of the following clauifica applied to Holland from without, land has never lost a war. She has Schrotenboer, Miss Mary Ruth
Week-end guests of Miss Jean too many persons making semi'Teach Me to Pray" by Reitz.
Schrotenboer,
Miss
Audrey
Schrottions: Exterior remodeling of German merchants were settling always won in the end, and she
Brummer at her home on the conscious commitments to Christ.
Charles Van Dommelen, who
home, 9180; remodel service sta- in The Netherlands. As a result, will win this time." But, though enboer, Mrs. Ben Timmerman, Park road were Miss Marjorie
He stressed the necessity of rais- recently- joined th# U.S. trainin*
Mrs. George Lohman, Mrs. Harry
tion, 92,750; new gasoline service
Gahan of St. Petersburg, Fla., and ing the level of thinking among camp at Fort Custer, was home
Germany’s political influence in the English must have been aware
station, 93,000; repair garage Holland grew rapidly, though "it of the hatred of the Germans, Peters, Mrs. Herman Bouws, Mrs. Miss Martha Brooks of Kansas
the young people today, or some over the week-end, visiting his
Milton Timmerman, Mrs. Ben Krodoors, 9175.
City. They left with Miss Brum- will go off balance, he said.
they, too, seemed to believe that
was little noticed abroad."
father, Peter Van Dommeian, Sr.
eze,
Miss
Evelyn
Kroeze,
Miss
ViThree applications for building
Barker cited the value, from the storm would pass. England's ola Kroeze, Mrs. Gerrit Nyhof, mer this morning to register for
A highlight of the convention Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Neerken
permits were filed with city clerk
the second semesterat De Pauw waa the banquet which was (ield of Wyoming Park, Grand Rapids,
the German standpoint,of a great policy of conciliationtoward Gerduring the past week, the total naval port on the North sea which many may be likened to Holland's Mrs. Henry Nyhof, Mrs. Ralph university at Greencastle, Ind.
In the gaily decoratedbasement placed flowers in the church in
Gerrits, Mrs. Joe Nyhof, Mrs. John
amount being 95,975.
would replace Wilhelmshafen, policy of conciliationin the 17th Nyhof. Mrs. Herman Bonzelaar, Mr. and Mrs. A. Vander Tuuk auditoriumof the church. Wayne memory of their little son, Davy Miss Dora Schemer, local life
rarian, has announced the
of 146 West 15th St. announce the
which was too small and too far century. Perhaps this policy conLemmen as toastmaster kept the Lee, whose death took place just lowing list of new books have,
Mrs. Miles Folkert. Mrs. William
from the mouths of .the Rhine and vinced Hitler,as it had convinced Nyhof, Mrs. John John Nyhof, birth of a son, Terry, Thursday. crowd in good humor with his in- exactly six years ago Sunday.
placed on display on the
Miss Mary Nicol has returned to
the main routes of German over- Cromwell,that the time had come
Louis Van Dyk, Marie Van shelves until Feb. I and then
exhaustible supply of funny etorMrs. Ed Nyhof, Miss Janet Nyhof,
her
home
on
route
5
after
spendto
strike.
Like
the
Dutch
in
formseas trade to be an advantageous
Huis, Theresa Van Houw and be available for general drculatfea
Miss Gertrude Nyhof and Miss ing about four weeks In Chicago. ies.
Miss Minnie Bittner, president Martha Van Dyk attended tha and use among patrons:
The Rev. Kooistra of Des naval base. From Holland Ger- er days, the English relied on mor- Joyce Nyhof.
ality and right They dallied while
Mis* Ruth Trueblood, daughter of the Berrien-Caas union which "Little C.E. Convention"In HolPlaines,HI., conducted the services many would easily launch naval or
of Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Trueblood,
Germany
armed,, and the German
military
attacks
on
France
and
will entertain the state convention land Saturday and gave reports
at the Christian Reformed church
Pilgrim's Way, Buchan;
91 West 18th St., was among a
Britain. And Barker predicted that attack found them unprepared.
Yadnom Club Has
Sunday.
next June in Benton Harbor, and at the joint meeting of the Young at My Window. Govan: Why
group of students in Boston who five of her union officers, put on a People's ind IntermediateC.E.
(The two books are not In the
Services at the Reformed church if Holland fell into German hands,
Guest Meeting
spent the week-end at Lake Plastunt at the banquet after which societies Sunday evening.
were conducted by Rev. M. de Belgian and French defences could Holland library.)
cid.
be
flanked
from
Holland.
He
beThe meeting of the Women’s
Members
of
the
Yadnom
club
Miss Bittner gave a talk.
Velder of Holland. He was enterDr Lester J. Kulper of West- Banquet music was furnished b> Missionary aodety scheduledfor
tained at dinner by Mr. and Mrs. lieved that strategicallyHolland Allegan County Ministers and their guests were entertained
rary; How to Read tbe Bible,
was more Important than Istanbul,
Monday night in the home of Miss ern Theological aeminary conduct- Arnold Schaap, who played two Wednesday evening had to be
A. Kuyers.
Love; Tragedy in France, MauroM;
Lida Rogers on West 14th St., the ed the morning service In Sixth saxophoneselections, accompanied postponedto Thursday, February
Mr. and Mrs. William Berghorst that if the Ems canal and high Meet in Fennville
Thesaurusof Humor. Makiv and
Reformed
church
Sunday
due
to
13,
in
order
to
have
available
the
German
tariff walls did not impel
occasion being the annual guest
and Marlyn spent Sunday in
About 25 ministers and their night. Mrs. Edward Donlvan pro- the illness of the pastor, the Rev. by his sister, Betty, and by Miss films portraying the work among Knapp; Tbe White Cliffs, Milter;
Holland to economic union with
Grand Rapids.
wives attended the regular meetJohn Vandefbeek. Vernon Kooy, Dorothy Wichers, who aang a vo- the lepers.Mn. Dick Miles is in For DaUghtem and Mothers, ParkThe deacons of the Christian Re- Germany, Germany would attempt ing of the Allegan County Minis- vided the program,reading a play student at the seminary, preached cal selection,accompanied by
er; the Self You Hava to Llive with,
charge of the prognm and there
formed church held their monthly to acquire Holland "In a more ter* Association which was held in of current interest.Miss Maine
at night in a aervice sponsored Miss Elaine Eding. Community will also be a playlet in which Rhoadsa, Home DecorationWith
direct
way.”
Ewald
aqd
Miss
Maibelle
Geiger
meeting last Thursday evening.
singing was led by Rev. Nicholas
Fabric and Thread, Spears; Bon
Subsequentevents have, appar- tha Fennville Methodist church assisted Miss Rogers as hostesses. by the Christian Endeavor society. Gosselink,song leader for the day, several young people will taka In Paradis, Von Tdnaki; As I ReMr. and Mrs. Clair Dahnan and
Monday.
A
pot-luck
dinner
was
Music
was
furnished
by
a
girls'
About 50 attended.
ently, justified his beliefs.
. children of South Bend, Ind., viswith Miss Inez Von Ins it the
member Him, Zlnnaer.
chorus.
Joyce Den Herder of Zeeland
The book. 'The Rise and Decline served in the church parlors with
ited their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ReferenceBeak
Ka troll Chase of Detroit was piano.
the
Rev.
Anthony
Van
Harn
offerand Peggy Karreman of Grand
of Th* Netherlands," was intendG. Dahnan, Sunday.
Paul Holleman,president of the Rapids ceiled on Martha Van Dyk , An Encyclopedia In World Hite
ing the invocation.The president, G.R. A Cappella Choir • In Holland over the week-end and
Harry Driesenga Is suffering a ed as an object lesson for the Eng- Rev. Harold Moody, was 111 with
tory, one volume.
attended the "Little Convention” union, awarded the honor plaque et the personagelast week.
lish nation and drew a striking
relapse of the flu.
Flctten
of the Holland ChristianEndeavor to the Bethel society for having
the flu so the vice president,Rev. Will Appear Here
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton St. John
B. Glass of Zeeland who is stay- parallelbetween the rise and dethe largest number of registra- have moved their residence to a
The Earth Is the Lord's, CaldThe Lee Street a cappella choir uinon Saturday.
Albert F. Mansen of Martin, coning at the home of his son John cline of The Netherlands and the
Henry Vande Brake, senior at tions. After the banquet, the crowd farm about 4 miles on this side well; Sapphire and the Slave GHfl,
ducted the business session.Rev. of Grand Rapids will present a
at present,is ill with heart trouble. rise- and possible decline of BriElwood
Dodge,
pastor
of the enter- concert Thursday at 8 pm. in the Western Theological seminary, adjournedto the main auditorium of Battle Creek. Clare Munger, Gather; Invitation to Live, DougGarold Berghorst of Grand tain.
Central Avenue Christian Reform- conducted the evening service in for motiori pictures shown by Mr. who has made his home with las; Trumpet in the Wfldcrnesi,
A pioneer in civilization,Holland ttalning church conducted the deRapids called on friends and relvotions and Rev. N. Roseboom of ed church under the auspices of First Reformed church Sunday Marks. Impressiveclosing mom- them, will continue his studies at Harper; For Whom the Bell Tolls,'
led in religious and civil liberty,
atives here Monday.
Hamilton offered the closing the Men’s society. The choir of sponsored by the Christian En- ents were in the form of a pan- Holland High school and stay at Hemingawy; On the Long Tkte,
Miss Anne Cotts of Zeeland in progressive agriculture,in nav- prayer.
50 voices will appear in vest- deavor societies. Music was fur- tomine by Arlene Poll as Rev. the home of Mr. and Mn. George Krey; Death in Ecstasy, Marsh;
•pent Sunday and Monday in the igation, discovery, commerce, jurnished by a C E. choir under the Gosselink sang "O Master Let Me St. John.
The Great Mistake, Rhinehart: OliA. N. Hill of the MichiganHos- ments.
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. isprudence, painting, writing, the pital Service gave a detailed exHal Elferdinkleft last week ver WlsweU, Roberts; 30,000 on
Opening remarks and the clos- direction of the Rev. Nicholas Walk With Thee."
study of languages, in medicine
William Berghorst.
Irving Lemmen, president of the for California where he has Join- the Hoof, Grey; O. Henry Memorplanation of the plan for the minis- ing will be in charge of the Rev. Goaselink.
Mr. and Mrs. P. Rezelman and and in finance.Her' position, more ters of the county to become enProf. E. P. McLean and daugh- First church society, welcomed the ed hi* parents Mr. and Mn. Stan- ial Award Prize Stories for 1946.
D. H. Walters. Other features of
son, AJvin, of Holland and Mr. than 200 years ago, was analogous
rolled in this service and it was the program wiU be a selection ter, Margaret,returnedSaturday delegates at the first meeting in ley Elferdink, who have been Society of Arts, and Science*.
and Mrs. C. Meeuwsen of South to that of Great Britain at the be- unanimouslyadopted. Rev. Arthur
Juvenile Beaks
by a male quartet and a reading from a trip east, in which they the afternoon.A duet waa sung by there for several weeks. They are
Blendon were supper guests on ginning of the 20th century. By
Clo,
Abbott;
Deep Through the
visited
several
girl's
schools.
Mrs.
expected
home
about
the
middle
Robert
Swart
and
Morrell
WebOsborne, pastor of the, Presbyter- by Miss Alyce Damkot.
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. following her example, England, ian church of Allegan, gave a comHeart, Anderson; Son of the IhSt
The
choir was organized in 1934 McLean, who remained in New ber, Hope college students. Edu- of the month.
too, because a world power foundVander Molen.
Ruth Timmer, who ha* been In People, Arnold; Vanka’s Donkey,
prehensive ahd Interesting report and is composed of members of the England to visit friends, will re- cational conferencewere led by
Mrs. John Laman is attending ed on trade and industry.
of the Second Annual Pastors southwest Christian Reformed turn to Holland later In the week. Mr. Marks, officers;Berlin Bos- the Holland hospital for several Daugherty;Hercules, Gramatky:
The parallelwent further In
to the house hold duties at the
Frederick Bocks, son of Mr .and man, extension;Mrs. O. E. Schaap, days, was able to return to her People Who Come to Our Housi,
Conference held in Ann Arbor re- churchesin Grand Rapids. Albert
home of her son Jacob in Bor- that, at the opening of the century, cently at which 266 ministers
Judson; Flight 17, Lent; Shop
Smith,
the director,is a graduate Mrs. Fred Bocks of Beechwood. devotional; Mrs. Edith Walvoord, home here Sunday afternoon.
culo while his wife is in the Zee- England'sposition and problems
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Neerken Notes, 1941, Popular Mechanics;
were present.It was voted to hold of Calvin college and took spec- route 4, has passed his examina- missionary;Leon N. Moody, rewere substantiallythe same as the
land hospital.
the next meeting of the associa- ial a cappella training in the east tions in Chicago for his enlistment creational; CorneliaVan Voorst and children, Donald, Kenneth Forty Face*. Urmaton; What to
Joe Sail called on relatives here position and problems of Holland
in the United States coast guard. and Gerald Pomp, church activity, and Imogene were guests at the Make and How to Make It, Popution at the Hopkins Methodist last summer.
last week to say good-by before at the time of her decline. Because
He will receive his trainingat the unifiedfinance and publicity. Kar- home of Mr. and Mra. James De lar Mechanics.
church.
Dutch statesmen wrongly solved
leaving for camp.
U. S. Coast Guard department, Co. roll Chase of Detroit, new as- Pree Sunday. They also called on
Miss Effie Berghorst of Zee- the problems facing them, the
their nephew, Bobby Knoll, who
Guoline in Drain Pipe6
R, Curtis Bay, Baltimore, Md.
sociate extension superintendent
Candidate! of PoOcton /
land spent Sunday with relatives powers of the Dutch declined, Large Crowd Attends
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Lokera, Mr. for the state union, assistedin the has been ill for several months.
would English statesmen, Barker
her*.
Caiwes Fennville Blaze and Mrs. Albert Raak and daugh- extension conference.
Word has been receivedfrom
Towiwhip Art Lifted
Mrs. Herman Sail is again con- asked, make the same mistakes, Organ Dedication
Hollywood.Fla., that Mrs. Chris
ter, Carrie, Mr. and Mrs. ClarAll
decorations including proApproximately1,000 persons
fined to her bed due to heart and England sink to the level of a
De Witt of Zeeland is the guest
Fennville, Feb. 6 (Special) — ence Wolters, all of Zeeland, visitgram covers were in pastel shades
Names of those who will seek
second-rate power?
trouble.
gathered in Trinity Reformed When Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Me- ed yesterday at the Montello park
of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. De Pree
of
the
rainbow.
Crepe
paper
election at the Feb. 17 primary
Situated,
as
Holland
was,
at
the
at their winter home there. She
Mrs. P. Knoper spent last Satchurch Monday night for the dedi- Kellips closed their house for a home of Mrs. Mary Wolbert, who
streamers were about the banquet
to township offices in Polkton
had been visiting her father. Sam
urday at the John Wolcott home Intersection of two great trade cation of the new Kimball organ three weeks' absence, Mr. McKel- has been ill of the flu.
hail along with large clusters of
township have been announced by
routes,
possessed
of
good
harbors
and a musical program which in- lips poured, what he thought, was
at Pearline while her daughter,
Frank Lievenae, Jr., James Nies colored balloons and C. E. em- Westra, at New Smyrna Beach, A. M. Easton, township clerk.
Fla.
Mrs. Walcott, accompaniedFran- and inhabited by daring and able cluded a recitalby Dr. AUe D. kerosene in the drain pipes.
and Charles Van Domelen, all of blems. Banquet favors were tiny
The Rev, F. J. Van Dyk attend- John H. Ter Aveat, incumbent,
cis Knoper to Grand Rapids on seamen, it was natural for Holland Zuldema of the Detroit Institute
Soon after their arrival home this vicinity, who left last week
“pots of gold” containing mints. ed the meeting of the Allegan will be opposed by Asa Kelly In
to become a maritime nation. of Musical Art, two selectionsby last week he lighted a cigarette
business. ,
for a year's military training in
Miss Mildred Borr, general County MinistersAssociation in the race for township supervisor.
On Monday Mr. H. H. Vander Trade and the herring industry Mra. Walter Ortlep, soloist of and threw the match in the sink the U. S. Army, spent the weekMrs. Nellie Marshall and Mrs.
chairman,
introduced her commit- Fennville Monday.
Molen accompaniedL. Vollink made her rich. Forced to defend Central church In Chicago, and a Immediately the flames shot to end with relatives. At the present
tee at the banquet including GerGertie Comstock will seek electhe supervisor of Blendon town- her trade and wealth, she became selection by Trinity choir under the ceilingand all the wall paper time they are stationed at the retion as township treasurer.
ship of Borculo, to Grandville, a great sea power. She also built the direction of Mrs. C. Trapp. in that area was burned before ception center at Camp Custer ald Van Dyke, treasurer; Berlin
CLUB
Bosman, registration;Nelson
The dedicatory service was con- the blaze was extinguished.
Grand Rapids and White Cloud to up a colonial empire.
near Battle Creek but expect to Kleinheksel, exhibits and literatIt has been estimated that in tha
But throughout their history, ducted by Dr. H. D. Terkeurst,
Investigation showed he had
Inform relatives of the death of
TO
FISH FRY period from 1820 through 1939, th*
be transferred to Army training ure; Gerald Bax, music; Ray Mool,
James Waldie which occurred the Dutch were primarily mer- pastor of the church. Dr. Zulde- used gasoline instead of kero- stations this week.
number of immigrants reaching
guides; Lois Potter, banquet;
chants and individualists, ruled by ma's recital which opened with sene.
early Monday morning.
The Holland Pointer and Setter the U. S. in all point* of entry
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Slag. Frances De Pree and Cornelia Van
J. Lamar of Grand Rapids was politicians who had their own in- "Suite in F Major,” by Corelli, in
•!r., 209 West 11th St., announce Voorst, publicity; Harvey Koop, club at its monthly m:eting Mon- reached about 38,219,000.
a dinner guest of the Lamar terests, rather than those of the eluding the prelude, allemande, Horticultural Group to
the birth of an eight and a half decorations.Other committee day night in the American Legion
sarabande,
gavotte
and
gigue,
confamily Monday.
nation, at heart. There never was
In tbe Dtetrict Court of the UnHte
pound
son. Stephen H.. Sunday members were Mr. Holleman, clu brooms voted to hold a fUh fry
HUte* for tbe Weatern Dlatrlot »f
A group of relatives gathered at a firm union of the Dutch prov- tinued with a well rounded proConduct Annual Meet night in Holland hospital.
Friday,
Feb.
21.
Mlchlfan—Southern Division.
Charles Stoppels. Louis Van Dyk,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. N. El- inces. Jealousy among provinces gram which demonstrated the
In th# metier of Clifford L. GraFollowing the business meeting,
Ed De Koster of Zeeland paid a Esther Vanden Belt and A1 Van
ainga on Monday evening to help and party leaders prevented the many features of the instrument.
Grand Rapids, Feb. 6 — With fine and costs of $3 to Municipal Dyke.
the club was shown 2.800 feet of ham. Bankrupt No. 86*3. To the creditors of Clifford L. Graham of Oraai
After the program Mrs. H. D. a banquet in the evening, the ancelebrate Mr. Elzinga’s birthday establishment of a central authorcolored movies by P. H. Frans of Haven, in the county of Ottawa and
Judge Raymond L. Smith this foreTerkeurst and George Glupker en- nual winter meeting of the Kentanniversary.
ity with power to act
hU trip into old Mexico. The pic- districtaforesaid.
noon on a charge of excessive
Ray Lamar and Miss Lois LamMindful only of immediate trad- tertained at a reception Mn the Ottawa Horticultural society will
Notice Is hereby fiven that aald
Former Local Resident
tures included one of Mexico's fablowing of his automobile horn.
Clifford L. Graham has been duly
church
parlors
for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ar spent Monday evening with ing profits and fearful, of losing
be held Feb. 13 at the Y. M. C. A
mous bull fights.
a bankrupt on tbe ttrd day
Succumbs in California The entertainment committee adjudaed
Mrs. G Meeuwsen at South Blen- some of them, tht Dutch refused Oosterhout of the Kimball Co. of here.
of January, 1M1 and that tbo flrat
Chicago.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ortlep
of
Zeeland
Sewer
Fond
to unite with the Spanish NethTalks on cultural practices, inconsistedof John Tiesenga, Arthur mealing of the creditor* will bo bold
at my office.No. 846 Mlchlfan Trait
Mrs. E. Dryer who underwentan erlands and thus Increase their Chicago, Dr. and Mn. Zuidema of sect and disease control,new varRelativeshere received word White and Neal Tiesenga.
bulldlnf on the ISth day of FebruVote Ordered Delayed Friday of the death of Reakus
operation at the University hos- European territory. After Holland Detroit and memben of the organ ieties and marketing problems will
ary, INI, at 10 jn., Eastern Standpital at Ann Arbor is slowly Im- had won her - Independencefrom committeeand their husbands and be given by Michigan State colLappenga, 54, which occurred
ard tine, at which plan and time
Zeeland, Feb. 6— Since no gen- Friday morning in Redlands, Claff of Third Church
proving.
the said creditors may attend, provf
Spain, thrift dictated the dismissal wivea. Between 30 and 40 were lege specialists and Grand river
their claim, appoint a trustee, aperal primary will be held here Feb. Calif.,after a long illness.Mr.
of Dutch army recruits and the present
valley growers.
Entertain! Federation point a committee of creditors, exa17, Zeeland voters will not vote on Lappenga was a former local
hiring of foreign mercenaries. The
mine the bankrupt,and transact rack
Supervisor Pott at Stake
the question to determine whether resident. He was bom in Port
other businssi as may properly come
Dutch navy, strongest in the Couple Is Married in
Six Motoriata Aiioued
the funds for Icoal sewers shall be Sheldon and left this vicinity 18
Third Reformed church Ladies before aald meeting
at Election in Fillnore world, ruled the seal, and the
Dated at Grand Raplda, Michigan, v.
raised by taxes or service charge*,
Adult Bible class was hostess to this Hit day of January, INI.
Dutch kit interactin their army. Hamilton Parsonage
Fines and Coats Here City Clerk Gilbert J. Van Hoven yeara ago for California.
the
federation
meeting
Friday
CHESTER C. WOOLRIDG*, • ;
Survivingare the widow; five
In Barker’s weeds, “An inva
.The Feb. 17 primary electionIn
Mias Iona Johnson, daughter of
Referee in Bankruptcy., 1
has
announced
on
authority
of aons, two daughter*,a brother, night. Mrs. T.W. Muilenberg, vicesion
of
their
country
teemed
as
Fillmoretownship, Allegan counMr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson of
Six motorists have paid fines common council The vote on the John Lappenga of Chicago, and president,extended a welcome, CHARLES E. MIEHER,
Attorney for
. j
ty, will feature opposition in the unlikely to the Dutch a« in inva- Hamilton, and Jerome Schaap, son and costs to Municipal Judge RayGrand Hayea, Michigan.
race for auparviaor at all other sion of theirs now appears to the of Mr. and Mr*. Otto Schaap, were mond L. Smith for traffic viola- proposal will be held at the April two sisters, Mra. John D. Kkrni- and devotions were in charge of
parens and Mr*. Ben Stegink of Mrs. M. Oudemolen.Margaret and
Incumbent officers are unopposed. British. Furthermore, the Dutch married in the home of the bride's tions. The list of violatorsfollows: election.
Holland.
Robert Vander Hart sang a duet,
Guy C Htkhuls, incumbent,is felt sure that in case of need, they parents Thursday at 6:30.pkm. in Alan Taylor, 110 East Eighth St.,
accompanied by' Mildred SchupMr.
Lappenga
viaited
in
Holbeini opposed by Ben E. Lehman would find alUas.”
tht presence of relativesand double parking, 91; Donald John- Fiitjr Contaiion
land last summer.
pert, and Miss Nettie De Jong
SERVICE
in the race for township superThough aware of the cowing Mends. The Rev. N. Rozeboom,
son, 22, 305 West 14th St., overgave a talk about her work in
Art Reported to Board
visor.
Jeaktisy and hatred of the ttedML pastor of Flnt Reformed church of
21
left
9th
teiana 9999
night parking, 91; Bert Vander
China. A social hour waa arrangTAKEN TO HOSPITAL
Other, township officers who the Dutch did nothing, for they Hamilton, road the double i
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
Fifty cases of contagions in
Vernon Paul Cramer, 89 West ed by the entertaining class.
are unopposed are Justin Klein* hoped that the storm would blow
91; Waldine Robots, route 2, Holland for January were report- Eighth St, injured recently, wfian
tiltert VsnUar Water, Mgr.
heksel, clerk; Herman Deters tree* over. Dutchmen, remembering the
The couple was married by can- Fennville, speeding. 95; Bert' Van
ed
to the board of health on he was hit by a car ih front of
(L R. MAN FINED
aurer; Henty.W. Mulder, hlglnray defeat of Spain, could not imagine
dle light before a background of Kampen, route 4, Holland, improMonday by Dr. £ Vanden Barg, Waahingtonschool, ha* been taken
Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special)
commissioner; Ben J. Tucker, Jus- that England could defeat The
ferns and baaketa of carnations. per turn,
«iro,
meurnmex, temporary health officer. The in an ambulance to Blodgett hos- -Lloyd Hulett, 31, of Gtend T# relieve
95; ouuan
Julian McCormick,
tice of peece (full term)? Jacob Netherlands. The lack of union
The bride wore a blue dress with route 2, Saugatuck,no operator’s board met at 9 a.m. at the Hol- pital, Grand Rapids, tor special
Rapids, paid a fine of 915 and Misery at
of review.
Boven,
within The Natberlands,
land
State
bank.
treatment
He
is
the
son
Of
Mr.
cost*
of 97 JO to Justice George
together with their p
The contagions comprisedscar- and Mra. Rufus Cramer. Young V. Hoffer here on his idea of guilThe Artmcklemoimtalns In Ok*
Over a long period of time, Par- let fever, one; chicken pox, 15; Cramer had been confined in Hol- ty to a charge of being drunk and
Uhoma ere said by geologists to
The bride was hbnored at « mte- aguay residents expect an annual measlee, 30; mumps, four.
land hospital since being injured. disorderly.He was arrested by
be the oldest surface formations The Dutch, believing
abower Monday evenHe was accompanied to the bos- Sheriff William M. Boeve Sat urto *e It It:
by. Mn. Orm<tr| *
day. night in tfunlca,
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POUSHED DRIVE Reds Defeat Dutch, 42-28

Loop Enters Double Tie

OF HOPE DOWNS

Holland high got off to a poor

on top with four wins and two
losses and Holland, Kalamazoo
conference play at Musand Muskegon on the bottom with
kegon Central Friday night, by
two wins and four losses.
kwing to the Reds, 42-28, in their
Benton Harbor avenged a onefirst return game.
point defeat on the home floor,
For three quarters it was anyedging out the Heights, 25-24.
body’s ball game with Holland
Grand Haven had won TTiurstrailing at the third-quarter end,
day night at Kalamazoo,33-23.
30-27. In the fourth, the Redman
Even without Center Ted
slipped through a dozen counters
Klemp, who li ineligible because of
while Holland connectedonly on
exam difficulties, Muskegon showone free throw.
ed considerable power and played
The unique Southwesterncontheir best ball of the year.
ference worked Itself into two
That Muskegon was '‘hitting'’is
three-way ties again over the
proved by the fact that they made
week-end. with Muskegon Heights,
Benton Harbor and Grand Haven 16 goals. They were also breaking,
and scored twice on fast breaks in

HDRONQOINTET western

start in the second round of South-

Dutch Lead Throughout to

Oatdau Ypii Cagen
by 53-45 Count
Hope played one of

its

smooth-

at games in recent years in Holland armory Friday night, outdassing • the Michigan Normal

.

Hurons, 55-45. in the first lap of
their comeback tour.
Although Hope led throughout.
It

was

constantly threatened by

the Hurons who narrowed the
margin from ten to three points.
The Dutch held f.»e upper hand at
the half, 30-25.
t All Hope’s cagers played an outstanding game individuallyand it
would be hard to pick out anyone
* apedally outstanding.If some one
'had to be picked, it would prob-

less than half a minute as the ball

game opened. Holland equaled

OTTAWA JURY

'

UST

NAMED

IS

them on free throws, making ten
out of 15. Ken Rotman went out
on fouls early In the fourth.
It was the last game for Tony
Kempker who played all of the
third and part of the fourth periods.

Holland tied at the end of the
Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special)
—Names of the jurors who will first quarter, 12-12, but lost out
at the half, 22-17. They rallied
comprise the jury list for the Febto the pivot position.
to outscore in the third but still
' Jack Baas, midget forward, ruary term of Ottawa circuit court
trailedby three points.
were
selected
Monday.
scored as the surprise package of
Capt. Russ De Vette led the
Court will open Feb. 17 at 2 pjn.
the evening, making his most
winning crew with 16 points. Merle
and
the
jury
will
be
called
for
9
points in any one Hope game. He
played the whole contest after a.m. Feb. 24. TTie jury list follows: Vanden Berg had seven and Chuck
Riner Dyk, route 2, West Olive; Ploegsma, six.
entering in the first few minutes.
In the prelim. Holland's reserves
Ypsi was without Shada, its Dan Meuwsen, route 1, Zeeland;
diminutive guard star, who was Wilfred Hayden of Ferrysburg; outplayed Muskegon in the second
busy with exams. Forward Bur- William Nanning^,route 1, Coop- half, but lost. 28-22, after trailing
man Misenar played exceptional ersville; Robert Sullivan,of at the half, 17-8. Heneveld had sevball for them, and kept them in Marne; Bert D. Roeloff of Zeeland; en and Koop six for Holland, and
the game with 19 points. Misenar. Barbara Bradway, first ward, Car- Von Destinon, eight, and Donalda senior, came from Port Huron oline J. Utter, second ward, John son, seven, for Muskegon.
Junior college where he led scor- H. Den Herder, third ward, John
FG FT
ing In the Junior college confer- A. Fisher, fourth ward. James Kraai,
....................1
Marks, fifth ward, all of Grand
ence.
Chapman, F ....................1
GU Van Wieren and Don De Haven; Everett Westing, first Ploegsma, C .................2
ward,
Gerrit
Meyer,
second
ward,
Fouw abo played commendable
Vanden Berg, G ............ 2
games under the circumstances. C. Blom, Jr., third ward, Mar- Rotman, G
tin
Dekker,
fourth
ward,
Benja. De Fbuw holding his first startBarkema, G
ing assignment, was in for the min J. Rutgers, fifth ward, Gus
ably be Capt. Bob Montgomery
whose injured back has sent him

HolUnd
F

whole game with plenty of fight. L. De Vries, sixth ward, all of HolVan Wieren was taken out early land; Jake Wyngarden, Zeeland
because of a dangerous foul count, city, Bastain Coelingh of Allenbut when he came back midway dale. Arie Hop, Blendon, Erwin
in the second half, he broke up Reister of Chester, Isaac Van
YpsTs offense several times. Ev Sluys of Crockery, Lucas V redeKMojam proved himself with his ye Id of Georgetown.Orren Deremo of Grand Haven township.
backboard play.

Groters,

F

Kempker,

G

Totals

Muskegon

De Vette, F
Ritcheskie, F

Bride-Elect

BEGIN SURVEY

at Kitchen

Honored

Shower

BLENDON MAN

Progret* Reported

0
Carlson. G ....................0
Bard, G ........................4
Sieradski,F ....................4
C

....................

OF INDUSTRIES

Red Crow

FOUND DEAD

GROUP TO ENTER
SOUTH BOAT RACE

—A

scription
After AttorneysCornelius Vender Meulen, and Elbem Parsons,
both of Holland, checked the description,a petition was filed in
court to make the correction.

Mr. Looman also showed two

comic strips for the children pres-

Bethel Reformed church

board members.

EXAMINATIONS ARE
GIVEN REGISTRANTS

VN

...

Woman

Da

But Its True

lArmtcM

,

Mia

Home

fRAHXLW

f

Two

J

W

dogfish caught
^bree hundred pounds of dogfish
caught in a haul Saturday
in the north end of the Big bayou

- were

«

,

Lake Macatawa. The

fish

were

to *wait later sale.

u.
Pembina is North Dakota’s oldtat town, established in 1811 by
* colwiistssent out by Lord
jNtttfc''-

Gerrit Gebben of 9 East Main
Mrs. Gerrit Bull and Mrs. I
St., Zeeland, Friday at 8:30 p.m.
Everett Dick entertainedat
The bride wore a street-length attractively appointed bridgedress of light blue crepe. Attend- luncheon held Friday afternoon in
ing her was her friend, Fanna the Marine dining, room of the
JVipp of Holland, who wore royal Warm Friend tikvern. A Valentine
blue velvet. Both wore corsages. motif of red and white was carHmey Gebben attended the ried out in the table decorations.
bridegroom.
^ Six tables of bridge were in
. £ reception for 30 guesti was play, during the afternoon. Mrs.
Md In the home of Mr. and Mrs. Merrick Hanchett, Mrs. R. L.
Gerrit Gebben of Zeeland,The Schlecht and Mrs. Anne Goble
rouple wiU live at 46 fat 2Ut were presented with prises for
St, Holland.
high scores.
•

Work

MACATAWA CLUB

-A

l-i

Relief

New PiMhctm
SUPERVISOR OF
FACES OPPOSITION

Personals

-X

Ql

Miss Myrtle Brummel was guest
honor at a kitchen ahower FriIS
day evening in the home of Mr*.
John Mulder, route 5. Hoateasea
were Mrs. Mulder, Mrs. John DykQuota Ii
S.L
huia, Sr., Mrs. Gerrit Lemmen and
North Blendon, Feb. 8 (Special)
Local Manufacturer! Are
Mrs. John Dykhuis, Jr. Games — James Waidie, about 78, was
Accepted by Ottawa
were played and prizes were found dead on the floor of the kitGiven Questionnaires
Chapter
awarded.A two-course lunch was chen in his home on Monday by
Spring Lake, Feb. 8 - The Feb
at Meetinf
served.
three of his neighbors,Mrs. C.
primary electionin Spring Lake
The following were present: Postma, H. H. Vander Molen and 17
Continuingwith Its war relief
toWnthip will feature two major
Approximately 15 local manu- Mrs. Milton Maatman, Evelyn Gerrit Dalman who were bringing
production
program aj production
contests among dandidates for the
facturers,attending a noon lunch- Maatman, Amy Maatman, Mrs. E. him a new stove. The position of office of supervisor and township rooms in Holland and Grand HaNaber, Dorothy Mulder, Mrs. his body Indicated that he was treasurer.
ean Friday In the Warm JYiend
ven, the Ottawa county Red Crosa
Garence Dykhuis, Mrs. Herm stricken while preparing to kindle
Supervisor Gerrit Bottema, in chapter has accepted a new quota
tavern, were given questionnaires Brummel, Juella Dykhuis, Herm
a fire.
office since 1934, is being opposed for Feb. 1 to be completed by
to be filled out as part o'! an in- Brummel, Clarence Dykhuis, GerMr. Waidie was born In Canada by his predecessor, Jacob Whit- May 31.
dustrialsurvey being made by the rit Lemmen, John Dykhuis, John and came to this vicinity as a
comb, former postmaster; and Miss
This quota, according to Mrs.
Holland Chamber of Commerce to Mulder, Burrel Hoffman, Leon and child. He lived on the farm 50
Esther Bertschy, completingher J. E. Holmes, executive secreobtain information for the nation- Kenneth Brummel, Betty and years, living alone 40 years. Surfirst term as treasurer,is opposed tary, Includes 48 women’s cotton
al defense commission regarding Elaine Lemmen, Barbara and Mar- viving are a son, Robert of near by Jay Geerlings.
dresses,50 women's woolen dresscia
Dykhuis.
Others
Invited
were
the extent of manufacturing faciliWhite Qoud, and a granddaughter,
George Brown is an rfsplrant for es, 64 girls’ cotton dresses, 90
Mrs. J. E. Naber, Dorothy and Geraldine Jamiesonof Grand Rapties in this city.
one of the four constable posts. girls’ woolen dresses, 90 layettes,
Those not represented at the Mary Ann Naber, Mrs. P. Mulder, ids.
Incumbents are William Wagner, 75 boys’ shirts, 36 bed shirts, 40
meeting were mailed their Ques- Mrs. E. Mulder, and Katherine
Funeral serviceswill be this O. L. Vaugh, William Robinson, hospital pajamas, 48 men’s sweationnaires the first part of’ this Mulder.
Thursday at 2 p.m. from the Wol- Jack Grindle.
ters, 96 women’s sweaters,192
week. E. P. Slephan, secretarybrink funeral home in Allendale.
Deadline for filing petitions with children’s sweaters, 20 chidren’a
manager. said some person will be
Clerk Edward Kostern who is un- knitted suits, 24 shawls, 32 beanappointedsoon to make personal Motion Pictures Shown
opposed for reelection was Tue*- ies, 125 mufflers, 80 pairs of mitcalls on the manufacturersto aid in Maplewood School
day.. Those for the above men- tens, 80 pairs of men's socks and
them in filling out the questiontioned candidates,and for the 20 bibs.
A regular meeting o the Maplenaires.
other incumbents, including Bur“This looks like a big order but
wood
Parent-Teacherassociation
At Friday's luncheon meeting,
ton L Schroeder, member of the with the combined efforts of wowas
held Friday night. John Van
Stephan read a report which he
board of review; Justice Fred men all over the county we shall
had prepared concerningthe de- Voorst, president,presided and led
Macatawa Bay Yacht club mem- Workman and Graham Fowler, be able to do our share of war
fense conference he attended devotions and group singing with bers will be among the crew which candidate to fill a vacancy as jus- relief production," Mrs. Holmes
Thursday in Lansing. The manu- Mrs. Van Farowe at the piano.
will sail the Windigo In the annual tice of the peace, all has bren filed said.
A program prepared by Mr. and
facturers discussed Holland's parSt. Petersburg-Havana interna- previous to then.
ThJ productionroom In HolMrs. Arthur Boeve and Mr. and
ticipationin the national defense
tional race in March, it was
Registration will continue to be land is located it 6 East Eighth
Mrs. John Jipping was presented.
program.
known here by O. W. Lowry, the received through Feb. 8 by Mr. St., and the one in Grand Haven
Mrs. Fred Kolenbrandersang two
Is located In the Masonic temple.
commodore of the club.
Ko*tem.
numbers entitled"The Holy City”
Members of the packing shipThe Windigo, one of two sailing
Court Orders Property
and "The Rosary," accompanied yachts to enter the race under
ping committee are Mrs. W. S.
by Mrs. George Schrotenboer after
Merrlam, chairman, Mrs. RobDescription Corrected which Tommy Lou Ming entertain- Michigan auspices,has been char- Holland Lioness Club
ert .Mason, Mrs. George Copetered by Howard Baxter of Grand
Names New Officers land and Mrs. W. P. Telling.
ed with two humorous readings.
Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special) Guitar music was furnishedby Rapids, member of the local club.
The knitting committee includes
hearing was held Feb. 1 in Harold and Dalwyn Schrotenboer. His crew will include Hollis Bakrt1,
The Holland Lioness club held Mrs. Garence Lokker, chairman,
Hugh
Schaddalee
and
Siegel
Judd,
Ottawa circuit court after which
Henry Looman showed a reel of
the January meeting Friday night Mrs. Randall Bosch, Mr*. Milton
an order was entered correcting motion pictures entitled "Fight- all Grand Rapids residentswho be- in the form of a dinner In the Red HIngi, Mrs. H. P. Harms, Mra.
long
to
the
Macatawa
bay
club,
the description of the real estate ing for France." There were
Brick tea room, with 25 attending. Henry S. Maentz. Mrs. Kenneth*
known at the Pine Lodge Assem- scenes of the British sea craft and Tom Heffron of Spring Lake. Mesdames Jerry Houting,Harold Campbell Mrs. Charles R. Sligh.4
The
Malihini,
owned
by
David
bly property, located in Park
rushing to the rescue of the Sloss of Dearborn, is the other Beemink and Bernard Rosendahl Jr., Mrs: Ransom Everett, Mrs.
township on the north side of
French, also guns firing from Michigan entry In the race, ac- were in charge of arrangements. Phillip* Brooks, Mrs. O. W.
Macatawa bay.
battleships and the reaction of cording to United Press. Gene
Election of officers resulted in Lowry and Mrs. W. A. Diekema.
In conveying the property the people to the sounding of air
Various groups of women have
the
naming of Mrs. Malcolm MacBennett, chairmanof the race, said
sometime ago, a mistake was
raid sirens, air raid shelters, in St. Petersburgthat he expect- kay, president; Mrs. Hadden Han- been working to produce the remade in the description, which counter attacks, destructionof
ed at least 15 entries, including chett, vice-president;Mrs. Hout- quired garfents. They include the
description has been copied in
whole cities, retreat of the French last year's winner, Good News, ing, secretary;Mrs. Gerald Bolhuis Maple Ave. ChristianReformed
various conveyancesand did not
soldiers and evacuationof their owned by R. W. Johnson of New treasurer; Mrs. Wally Stolp, Mr*. church aid, First Reformed church
in reality convey any property at
families.
Rosendahl and Mrs. Ed Van Dyke aid. Trinity Reformed church 'aid.
Brunswick,N. H.
all because of the erroneousdeof

Retiring officers, Mrs. Joe Kramer, president;Mrs. William Nies,
ent.
Holland hit 20 fielders and 13
vice-president,and Mrs. Duffield
The- next meeting on Feb. 28
out of 17%charity tosses. YpsiJanti
Bennett-GoodBetrothal
Wade, secretary-treasurer, were
will be in charge of Mr. and Mrs.
made 11 out of 18 foul chances
given a rising vote of thanks for
Henry
Koeman
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and counted 17 goals from the Announced in Adrian
Twenty-threeprospectiveselect- their efforts in making the first
Totals
16 10 42
M. De Jonge.
field.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Benees for the February draft quota year of the club a success. The
Montgomery led the first half in nett of Adrian, announced the
were given physical examinations next meeting will be Feb. 28.
Blanche Bos Is Feted
•coring, counting all of his engagement and approaching marFriday afternoon within a twoAnnis-Vander Heuvel
ten points then. Ypsi trailed in riage of their only daughter,
at Personal Shower
hour period at the local selective
the concluding minutes of the first Katharine, to John J. Good Jr. of
Mrs. Henry Dokter entertained Vows Are Spohen
serviceboard’s headquarter* in the Couple Married in
half, 28-18, but came back so Adrian, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
(From Saturday’*Sentinel)
with a personal shower Friday
On Saturday, Feb. 1, Miss Lil- city hall.
quickly In the last four minutes J. Good of Holland at a tea SatDr. Harold De Vries gave the Local Parsonage
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gebben, 669 evening in her home at 299 East lian Vander Heuvel and Albert
that they trailed by only five urday afternoonin the Bennett
Mr. and Mr*. Lee Wenzel of
14th
St. for Miss Blanche Bos. Annis, both of Holland, were eye, ear, nose and throat examinaColumbia Ave., and Mr. and Mrs.
points at the half.
home on South Broad Street
Crazy bunco was played and prizes united in marriage in the College tions; Leon Moody checked heights route 4 announce the marriageof
Van Wieren got Hope under way From 3 to 5 o’clock friendsof the Bert Vander Poel, 7 East 16th were awarded to Mrs. G. Kuite church in Marion, Ind. Prof. Clyde and weights; Dr. M. J. Cook, their daughter, Marjorie, to Arnie
in the first minute with an angler Bennetts called at the home and St., returned last night from
and Mrs. M. Damstra. Refresh- Meredith, dean of the Divinity teeth; Dr. William Westrate, heart De Feyter, son of Jake De Feyter,
which signaled a barrage of in- learned of the interesting news two week's motor trip in the ments were served by Mrs. Dokter, school of the college,and former lungs, pulse and blood pressure; also of route 4.
credible long shots. Using the and the date of the wedding, Feb. south. They visited New Orleans Mrs. Kuite and Mrs. R. Van pastor of the Wesleyan Methodist Dr. G. H. Thomas, abdomen and
The couple was married Saturdouble pivot system, Ypsi brought 22. Presidingat the tea table, and points of interest in Florida. Voorst.
church of Holland, read the vows feet; Dr. Chester Van Appledorn, day at 4:30 p.m. in the home of
the ball way in before attempting lovely in its springlike appointMr. and Mrs. J. Frank Duffy.
the Rev. William Van’t Hof using
Guests included Mrs. J. Bos, in the presence of a few friends. blood.
ments, were Mrs. Arthur West- 65 West 12th St., left Friday for Mr*. P. Damstra. Mrs. M. Daunany shooting.
the double ring ceremony. They
June Meredith attended the
Hope’s unconditioned Frosh led gate and Miss Jeanne Crowley.
a month’s vacationin Arizona. stra, Mrs. H. Zuverink,Adeline bride, and Robert Meredith served
were attended by Miss All!e WenTeachers Will Attend
The wedding will take place in
all the way in whalloping Howell
Howard Langeland, Jarvis Zoet, Zuverink, Mrs. H. Postma, Mrs. M. as best man.
zel of Chicago, sister of the bride,
Business college of Muskegon, 31- St. Mary’s Catholic Church Sat- Leon Rigtfrinkand Donald Ihr- Nienhuis, Mrs. G. Zuverink, Mrs.
Prof. Samuel Walter of the colInstitute at G.H. Soon and Albert De Feyter of Holland,
15. Holland led 5-4 at the end of urday morning at 10 o’clock, the man left Thursday for Carthage, H. Dokter, Mrs. L. Maatman. Mrs. lege school of music played apbrother of the bridegroom.
the first quarter and 18-7 at the ceremony being performedby the Mo., to spend a week with friends J. Altena, Bernice Altena, Mrs G. propriate wedding music softly
Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special) Mr. and Mrs. De Feyter will live
half. Coach Jack Schouten used Rev. Fr. James Cotter.
Kuite, Ronald Kuite, Mrs. E. Van throughoutthe service. The double —The county teachers’ institute in their new home on route 4 after
and relatives.
Many pre-nuptial parties are Ex-Mayor Henry Brusse and Oort, Betty Van Langeveld and ring ceremony was used.
all his men, although four starters
will be held in the Grand Haven Feb. 10.
did all the scoring. They were Paul being planned for Miss Bennett son, Julius, planned to leave to- Mrs. R. Van Voorst.
The bride was attired In a high school auditorium Friday,
Van Dort with eleven, George and the few weeks before her day for Miami and St. Peterspowder blue moss crepe dress Feb. 21. D. H. Vande Bunte, counDaknan with eight, and Les Nien- wedding will be filled with a var- burgh, Fla. They are making the
with accessories and shoes in a ty school commissioner,will pre- Birthday Party Held
Shower Compliments
huis and Clarie Van Liere with six iety of social events.
new red shade, and carried a side. About 450 county teachers
trip by auto and will be gone about
for Mrs. Nichols
Mr. Good is branch manager of
each. 0. Fett was high for Muskecorsage of gardenias and sweet will attend.
five weeks.
Miss
Viola
Redder
the
Holland
Furnace
Cb^
in
A surprise pot-luck dinner was
gon with sue, four via the free
Mrs. A. De Jongh is convalesc- Miss Viola Redder was honored peas. Miss Meredith wore a teal
The Methodist church will serve
throw route. Van Liere's six Adrian. Mrs. Good and her daugh- ing at her home, 78 East Ninth St., at a bridal shower Friday even- blue dress and carried a corsage a cafeteria dinner.'All schools in given for Mrs. Ginton Nichols at
her home In Virginia park Sunday
-Mints also included four throws. ter, Miss Mary Good of Grand following an operation in Butterof Ophelia roses and baby breath.
the rural and city districtswill
ing given by Mrs. Richard Prins
Mrs. Hine Vander Heuvel, mo- close for the day. There will be on the occasion of her birthday
FG FT TP Rapids, attended the announce- worth hospital about two weeks and Mrs. Arthur Postma in the
ment tea.
anniversary.Twenty-two members
ther of the bride, who accompanVanden Berg, f
3 13
....... 5
ago.
eight speakerson the day’s proPrins home in Grand Haven.
ied the couple to Marion, was gram, including Dr. Sadler of 'Chi- of the family were present.An enVan Wieren, f ... ~.... 2
2
6
The 7-A grade of East Junior
Many beautiful gifts were prejoyable afternoonwas spent and
Klein jans, c .......
.......
5
0 10 Donald Kooiman Weds
High school enjoyed a skating sented to the bride-to-be. Game* dressed in navy blue crepe, and cago.
Mrs. Nichols was presented with a
Montgomery, g
...... 4
2
10
party at the Virginia park rink were played and prizes were wore a corsage of sweet peas and
gift
by the group.
baby
breath.
De Fouw, g ........
... 0
3
3 Elizabeth Wilson
Thursday afternoon.Several mem- awarded to Miss Redder, Mrs. L.
Following a dinner in the home Presented Brief Case
Those present were Mr. and
Baas, f ................ ....... 4
3 11
bers of the faculty attended.
Zeeland. Feb. 6 (Special)
Kool, Mrs. Ben Kroeze, Miss
Mrs. Ginton Nichols, Ginton
Mrs. Nina Daugherty,coach of Marie Kool. Miss Leona Postma of Prof, and Mrs. Meredith, Mr.
simple wedding took place in the
by State Supervisors Nichols, Jr., La Vonne Nichols,
: Totals ....................... 20 13 53 parsonageof Rrst Reformed the Woman's club drama guild and Miss Shirley Zoerhoff. A two- and Mrs. Annis left for a wedding
trip to Florida. They will return
TheodoreNichols,Darlene Nichols,
FG FT TP church on Monday when Miss play, "Mr. Pirn Passes By," was course lunch was served.
As a present from the State As- Mr. and Mrs August Schippa, Mr.
to Holland about Feb. 15. Mrs.
• Misenar,f ........ .......... 7
5 19 Elizabeth Wilson became the presented with a bouquet of flowGuests invited wore Mesdames Vander Heuvel returned to Hol- sociationof Supervisors, Peter H. and Mrs. August Shlppa, Jr., Mr.
• Alfsen, f ....................... 0
1
1 bride of Donald Arthur Kooiman. ers by the cast at the second and
W. Kool, J. Kool, G. Prins, L. Kool, land Sunday night.
Van Ark, city assessor of Holland, and Mrs. Lyle Schippa, Lyle SchipCuilin, c
..........
........... 2
2
6 Dr. J. Van Peursem officiated. The final performanceFriday night in B. Kroeze. Mrs. Dunning, A. SPnk,
The bride's parents reside at who completedhis year’s term as pa, Jr., Dianne Schippa, Mr. and
Langerman, g .... ........... 1
0
2 bride is a daughter of ex-Mayor the club house. About 200 persons B. Lamer, John Postma, Jake
456 Maple Ave., Holland. Mr. An- president of the state association Mrs. John H. Kolean, Jr., Bonita
Bennetts, g ................... 5
0 10 and Mrs. E. J. Wilson of Mont- attended.
Postma, G. Zoerhoff. A. Zoerhoff, nls is the son of Mr. and Mrs. at its state convention In Lansing, La Mae Kolean, Peter Schippa,
1
Kontrymowicz,f
3
5 vale. N. J., and the bridegroomis
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Dunnewin of T. Dykema, Jim Vereeke, Andy
Albert H. Annis of Washington was presented with a leather brief Gerald Schippa, Marion Nichols.
Greenwood, g .... ........... 1
0
2 a son of Mr. and Mrs. A. Kooiman route 6, announce the birth of a Postma, H. Dozema, C. Stielstra
Blvd. Both are graduates of Hol- case as a token of appreciation Louise Schippa and Peter Lugers.
seven and one-fourth pound son. and G. Hazelskamp and Misses
of Zeeland.
land High school. She is the pro- for his servicesat the convention’s
• Totals ..............
11
45
Bryan
Dale,
at
their
home
this
The bride is a granddaughter
Marie Kool, Florence and Shirley prietor of the Lillian Beauty closing session Jan. 31. Mr. Van
of the late Mrs. E. J. MacDermand morning.
Zoerhoff, Leona and Marion Post- Shop, and he is employed at the Ark’s name is printed in gold let- Grand Rapids
The weekly meeting of the Jun- ma and Eunice Hagelskamp.
who died recently.She was makPrecision Paris.
4-H Achievement
ters on the case.
y
Feted on Birthday
ing her home with hei grand- ior Red Cross this morning in
to Be Held io Holland mother while attendingbusiness city hall, was opened by the presiMrs. A. Smit, 1327 Giicago
collegein Holland. She is a grad- dent. Nut cups were made to be
drive, S. W„ Grand Rapids, was
Grand Haven, Feb. 8— Members uate of Zeeland high school and sent to Camp Custer for Washsurprised on Jan. 29 at her home
of the Ottawa county 4-H Club attended the School o( Applied ington’sbirthday.Plans were made
on the occasion of her birthday ancouncil, at a recent meeting, voted Arts and Sciences of New York for a skating party in place of the
niversary.Guests were her daughto accept the invitation of Holland city one year and was counselor sleigh ride. There will a meetters and daughters-in-law.
high school again this year and to at Camp Eagle's Nest at Delewar, ing next Saturday in the city hall
Among those present were Mrs.
hold the annual achievementday N. J. She has been employed at at 9 a.m.
John De Vries, Mrs. Henry Smit
program there on Saturday. April Lederle laboratoriesat Pearl Rivand daughter, Marilyn, and Miss
5«
Frieda Smit, all of Holland, Mrs.
er, N. Y., and the Mead Johnson
Couple Is Married in
Various exhibitswill be displayH. Oelen and daughters, Louise,
Co. in Zeeland. She plans to fined at the high school. John Dyk- ish her commercialcourse in HolI EA6LE
Delores and Jean, Mrs. Garry
Hamilton
Parsonage
sterhouse and Fred Knoper were land.
Smit and daughter, Sandra, Miss
MAKS
IB
NEST
Miss Julia Bultman,daughter of
named co-chairman for the general
Joe Klok, Charley Rose and daughihorns
Mr. Kooiman is a graduate of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bultman of
arrangementcommittee. The style Zeeland high school and Hope colter, Mary Ellen, of Grand Rapids.
Hamilton,
and
John
Veldhoff,
son
revue committee and other comThe honored guest formerly relege and attended Iowa State col- of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Veldhoff of
mittees will be named later.
sided in Holland.
lege and the Grand Rapids Busi- East Saugatuck.were married
•V
,.r Council officers for the ensuing
ness college. He is a member of Saturday, Jan. 25 in the parsonage
’^year also were elected.Raymond
the Zeeland Lions club and is af- of the First Reformed church in
Harlbat Entertain!
Lamb of Beechwood is chairman;
filiated with his father in the in- Hamilton. The Rev. Nicholas RozeMr. Dyksterhouse of Zeeland is surance business.
at Slack Party in
bown performed the single ring
vice-chairman and Myrtle Ten
Mr. and Mrs. Kooiman will ceremony.A reception was held in
Miss Betty Jane Hurlbut enterHive of Zeeland is secretary.
make their home at 54 East Main the home of the bride’s parents
tained a group of friend* at a
St.
with about 40 persons attending.
slack party Friday at. her home
OWNED THE FIRST
C.H. Draft Board Quota
The bride was entertained at
at 214 Pine Ave. Among the guest
BATHTUB
IN
several showers recently. Mrs.
were Arlene Groters, Freddie an
Boosted by Rejections Zetland Man Weds
AMERICA/
Henry Veldhoff, Mrs. Jacob BultDotty Heasiey, Geo and Shirley
Girl of Holland
man, Mr*. Gordon Veen. Mrs. HerRutgera,Merry Hadden, Frances
Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special)
HiUebrands,Alma Kramer. For
In a single ring ceremony per- man Menken and Mrs. Harven
—Due to the seven rejectionslast formed by the Rev. A. Jabaay in Lugten were the hostesses.
entertainment, guests made their
week, the Ottawa county selecMr. and Mrs. Veldhoff will make
own refreshments.
the parsonage of the 'niird Chris7
Why
you
sat
tive service board has reported
tion Reformed church in Zeeland, their home in Hamilton.
that its February quota will be
Miss Ruth Borr, daughter of
boosted to 85 selectees. The board
Report* Slow Sale of
Henry Borr of 46 East 21st St.,
Are Hostesses
has this number ready for physiHolland, became the bride of John
Dog Liceuet
City
c.1 exaqilnatlru.
Gebben, son of Mr. .and Mr*. at Bridge-Luncheon

Boorman,

in
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ettes,

Gvic health committee,

A.A.U.W., Veterans of Foreign
War* auxiliary,American Legion
auxiliary, Women's ReUef Corps
and Junior Welfare league.
Mrs. Holmes reported considerable interesthas been manifest-

ed by the church groups under
the Queen Wilhelmina fund, Incwhich is cooperating with the Red
Cross in war relief production by
organizingtheir women's groups
and urging them to do sewing
and knitting.

At the present time, there are
at least 700 women who are busy,
sewing, knitting and crochetinfil
to produce the garments assigned
to this county by the American

Red Cross. In the past two
months, 370 pounds of yarn were
distributed.

Camp Fire girls are making
baby’s blankets from scraps of
outing and weaving squares for
afghans from odds and ends of
the yarn. Persons having scraps of

yarn to donate are asked to call
Mrs. L. F. Reed.
Cutting committees are needed
Mrs. Holmes reports. Any one
desiring to offer her services
for this work is asked to contact Mrs. Holmes who Is In Holland on Tuesday and Thursday.

HIGHWAY MEETING
DELAYED FOR WEEK
The Holland Chamber of Commerce has been advised that the
conference at Muskegon Thursday,
Feb. 6, in the interestof the proposed developmentof US-31 as a
tourist highway in Michigan has
been postponeduntil Thursday,
Feb. 13.

The reason for the delay, the
Greater Muskegon Chamber of
Commerce, advised in its letter,
was because State Highway Commission Kennedy who will attend
the conferencewill be in Washington, D. C. this week.
Chamber of Commerce director*
have designated President Gsrence Jalving, Secretary-Manager
E. P. Stephan, Mayor Henry Geerlings, Gty Clerk Oscar Peterson and Aid. William C. Vandenberg as a committee to attend the
meeting.

During the past week new highsigns have been . installed
along Eighth St. and River Ave.
to mark US-31 and M-21 as aids
to motorists. About three months
ago, the Chamber of Commerce
sent a letter to the state highway
department,advising in that the
two highways were inadequately
marked and motorist*, not acquainted with the highway Junction at Eighth St and River Ave,
sometimes drove through the intersection.An engineer from the
highway department was sent to
view the situationand installation
of highway signs followed.

way

Sunday School Clan
Electi

OHictn

-

ifwnw

Iha thins tale the eaclet’i bei

at

Meet

Officers for the Ensuing year
were elected at the annual meeting Friday night of the Third Re-

formed Church Sunday school
class of which Peter Nbtier is
teacher at the home of Retiring
Gty TreasurerHenry J. Becks- Prerident Robert Knowles, 126
fort has reported the sale of dog West 18th
Those electedwere Wilson Dieklicenses for 1941 has been Slow, although | recent census disclosed ema, president; Edward Slooter,
approximately1,000 dogs in Hol- vice-president;Benjamin Vanden
Berg, secretary; and Chester Ver
land.
He said 175 licenses have been Meulen. treasurer. t
sold to date, Deadline for purchase
Charles Looman 'showed colored
of dog licenseswithout penalty is pictures which he had takeh at
Feb. 28 and on and after March 1 Tulip Time and also on a trip
the penalty begins which makes through Michigan and to the
I the amounts of the license double. Grand Canyon.

u

'

aid,

Zion Lutheran Church aid, Seventh Day Adventistgroup, Monday Social group, Virginia Park
Women'* chib, Harlem League
for Service, Beechwood Booster

„

_Tfor

Ml

male and

unsexed

and 12 for female dogs.
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GOP and Dems

to

COUNCIL NAMES

Hold Convention Soon INSPECTORS OF
Delegates Will
at

G.H.

to

Be Named
Attend

Mohr, Robert Tanis, Carl S. Schermer, T. W. Van Haitsma. Bert
Roelofs and Tom Wyngarden.

A request from the board of
public works to purchase a billing
machine from the NationalCash
Register Co. at a cost of $3,500
was approved. The board reported
its present equipment was purchased in 1927 and is fully depre-

A communicationfrom the
LOCAL PRIMARY board
of public works, recom- BUILD DEFENSE

Zeeland city— N. Frankena,
Nick Cook, Louis Roberts. A. Van
Koevering, Isaac Van Dyke, Mrs.
Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special) William Glerum, Mrs. William Cla- Pollinf Placet to Be Open
—Ottawa county Republicans and ver, Mrs. Nellie Klumper, Ben C.
in City Feb. 17 From
Democrats have arranged county Van Loo, John Wickers, John H.
7 a.m., to 6 p.m.
conventions for Februaryto select Holleman, Ed Den Herder and
delegates and alternates to the Jarrett N. Clark.
spring state conventions.
Election Inspectors for the Feb
Democratic
The party delegates who attendHolland township— Ray Krone- 17 primary in Holland were aped the fall conventions last meyer, Simon Borr, Henry Tula, proved Wednesday night by com-

—

1941

v

STATES NATION Lokker Tells of Contest
to Regain City’s Money
NEEDS ONLY TO

ciated.

State Meets

6,

mending that $2,000 for the fire
alarm fund and $21,967.59for the
main sewer fund be included in Hoifman Sayi Preparation
the budget for the next fiscal year
Will Cut Off Chancei
was referred to council's ways and
means committee.The board reon Invasion
ported, that In the main sewer
fund, $17,000 would be required
Washington, Feb. 6— “If we will
for operation and maintenance,
devote
our energies to preparation
$2,000 for repairing pumps at sewage disposal plant and $2,967.59as for defense,Hitler hasn't a chance

Amount Was to Be Spent
for New Coast Guard
Station Sita

WANT-ADS
LOANS
No

Learning this amount was on
depoait, Grand Rapids attorneys
who represented the property
owners filed a petitionin federal
court In which they asked the

Endorsers

>1

Holland Loan Aaaodattjn
10 West 8th. 2nd floor

'J!

MAN WITH

car to service fully
established local route. Nitko*
ally known, Nut Meets. CaiWHfi
and other products. Merchandise deposit required.$30 weekly salary and commission. Write
only. State quallflcatkmi,Route
Division, 312 W. Erie Street,
Chicago.

court to decree the distributionof
City Attorney Clarence A. Lokthe money among the lot owners
ker told common council Wednes- as damages for taking their propday night how he tried to regain erty, he explained.
$2,000 which the city filed In esLokker said a hearing was held
crow more than two years ago In court during which time John
with the U. S. district court clerk
Arendshorst, local real estate man,
In Grand Rapids as payment for a
testified as to the extent of the
piece of property at Ottawa beach
damages Incurred. However,
of successfullyinvading our land,"
the
city's
share
of
expense
for
confor use as the site of a contemSeptember for the Republicans Peter De Vries and Thomas mon council.
“things went bad" as the regular the house members will ba spared
Cong.
Gare
E.
Hoffman
declared
Council also voted that the polls structing lateral sewers comoleted
plated U. S. coast guard station.
and Democrats will attend the Straatsma.
federal prosecutorIn condemnathis week. "Neither do.l believe
during
1940.
Lokker said he could not pre- tion preceedings was absent and a flood of mail from constituents
February county conventions.
Jamestown township— Abe De- will be open from 7 a.m. until 6
that,
when
the
war
is
over,
any
la shown in today’s msilbagl, J
In granting permissionto the
p.m. Some of the inspectors have
dict the outcome of the case, after
The Republicancounty conven- Kline.
an assistant handled the case.
which are light in comparison to/
work
board
to sell a piece of pro- one of the countries Involved in two hearings before Federal Judge
served
in
previous
elections
in
the
Olive township- Gerrit Lievense.
tion will be held here Tuesday,
The city attorney said he gain- those of the days of debate over
old
wards
but
were
reappointed perty it owns east of Fairbanks it will sacrificeIts own commer- Raymond, but that he Is making
Park
township—
second
preFeb. 18, at 2 p.m. followed by the
Ave. and north of M-21. council cial intereststo aid us economic- an extensive fight for the money ed recognition from the court to the neutralityact or supreme
to the new wards.
itate convention in Grand Rapids cinct. Jack Stevenson.
present the city’s case because the court bill.
authorized
the city clerk to give ally.
The inspectors are: First ward,
which, he claimed, is being sought
Polkton township— C. C. Lillie.
Feb. 28. The Lincoln banquet will
assistant attempted to stipulate
"Not
long
ago
British
and
GerThis is the way Michigan conJohn Woltman; second ward, Wil- the usual notice of sale and that a
by attorneys of the Ottawa Beach that the value of the property was
be held in Grand Rapids Feb. 12 Maurice Fitzpatrick.
financial
representatives
hearing
will
be
held
by
council
Resort associationas their fees. $2,000 and the only Issue In the gressmen line up on the lease- Und
Port Sheldon township— •Fred liam Lawrence; third ward. Sam
and the biennialmeeting of State
bill:
Miller; fourth ward. Herman Steg- Wednesday, March 5. The board agreed on a division of the world
The city attorney said witnesses
Federation of Republican Women Hulberl.
matter was the prorat Ion of the
trade between themselves. They
Roy O. Woodruff, Bay City, dean
Spring Lake township— Edwin gerda; fifth ward. Wilson Diek- advised that the land was bought will do It again when this war is had been presented by him at a money to the property owners.
has been set for Feb. 27 in Grand
of Republicans: The so-called
in 1938 to drill a well but due
ema; sixth ward. Carl Zickler.
second
hearing
in
federal
court
Irwin,
Esther
Bertschy,
Albert
Rapids.
The court was informed by the
over
Tuesday to show that the con- city attorney that this was not the lease- lend bill, which In realityIt
Aid. Bruce Raymond's recom- to soil conditions,the project did
Democrats will hold their coun- Teunis and W. C. Shaffer.
' Nevertheless, no patrioticAma "give” bill, means that part— «
not
materialize,
thus
the
board
has
struction of the coast guard staTallmadge township— Fred El- mendation that the city ratify a
ty convention Saturday, Feb. 8, at
case hut was the amount of dam- great part— of the cost of the
erican wishes to, nor will he, gamno
further
use
for
the
land.
contract with the City Rescue
tion would more than offset the
2 p.m. in the court house here. The lir and John Hall.
A recommendationof the police ble with our national safety. It damages to the property involved ages suffered by the taking of the World war, a sum at this tims SHWright township— W. F. Um- mission for use of its building as
state convention will be held in
property.
follows
that
all
must
be
for
Urely unknown to any human bia polling place in the new first and fire hoard that the traffic orand that it would increase, not
lor.
Grand Rapids Feb. 19 and 20.
Judge Raymond ruled, Lokker ing, is to be paid by the American
national defense. Unfortunately,
dinance
be
amended
to
provide
decrease, the value of the lots.
Grand Haven oity— Charles Koh- ward was approved City Clerk
explained, that the “measure of
The followingis a list of Holland
Oscar F’ctersonwas authorized to that all automobile accidents must some are willing that we should
Lokker reviewed the case in damage" was not In the value of taxpayers.
city Republican and Democratic loff. William Duga, Emilie Ott,
have
defense if and only if that
be
reported
to
police
was
referred
which the government had select- the property but In the depreciat- William W. Blackney, Flint ReG. D. ’._ma, Charles S. Mlsner, write a letter of appreciation to
delegates to the county * convendefense fie prepared in their way."
publican: I agree with District AtFrances
Seifert,Fred Albers, the mission board for permitting to the ordinancecommittee.Uned a site for the station, just east
ed value of the lots after the gov- torney Thomas E. Dewey that
tions:
Hoffman continued:
der
the present ordinance, only
use
of
the
building.
Marion Moore. Mary Hale, Harold
of the pastern boundary of Hol- ernment had gained possession of,
Republicans
"Because President Roosevelt
there's no refusalby tha congress
Under terms of the agreement, major accidents are reported but
Bernard Arendshorst, Nelson Westerhof, Edward Broekcma, Raymond said, “no smoking, rough the board desires an amendment retried mysterious submarines land State park on the north side the property. He also held that to support those countries which
Esther
Peters, Harold Koopman,
of
the
channel. He pointed out
Bosnian. Milton J. Cook, Elden
title of the property rested in' Ot- have been victims of the aggressor
off the eastern coast; told us of
Gerrit Van Coevering, Arthur language or rought action"will be in order that police may check
that those involved "labored under
Dick, Simon Henkle, Alfred Joltawa county and that the lot own- dictators,and the president has
bombers flying from Africa to
Nash, Neal Donker and Josephine permittedand the city must pay on drivers who are involved in
the
assumption
that
trustees of
dersma, Simon Kleyn, Andrew
ers were beneficiariesand also no right to assume that "congresa
South America, then up to New
numerous
"fender bumps."
for
janitor
service.
He
said
atthe segregated assets of the formKlomparens, Nellie Lokker, Lela Laczysinski.
that the property could not be us- lacks patriotism.’’
Council also approvedthe police Orleans,St. Louis, Omaha— all our
Zeeland city— John L. Volkers, tempts were made to obtain use of
er First State bank held title to
Vanden Berg and Dr. Wynand
ed for commercial purposes.
and
fire board's recommendation interior cities — and, in the twinkthe
Salvation
army
citadel
as
a
Jesse P. Wolcott,Port Huron
Frank Van Bee and Ben A. Boonthe property, having foreclosedon
Wichers. Dale Fogerty, James A.
After obtaining a second hearing Republican;"The price we pay
polling place as it was more cen- and adopted a resolution,request- ling of an eye, bombing them into
stra.
a
mortgage
given
to
the
bank
by
D r 1 n k w a t e r, John Woltman,
in the case, Lokker said he asked for preserving British democracy
trally located and had suitable ing the state highway department dust, many people have been
the resort associationand no efGeorge Albers. William Brusse,
space in the basement but that to reduce the speed limits on River frightened out of their wits and fort had been made to redeem li" the mayor's authority to prepare a may be too great"
Onen S. Cross. Henry Geerlings,
case in which it was necessary to
permission could not be obtained Ave. from the north city limits to can hear, in their imagination,
At the time construction of the have pictures taken and blueprints George A. Dondero,Royal Oak
Elizabeth Hyma, Maude Kooiker,
from Salvation Army officials in Madison place from 45 to 35 miles Hitler knocking at the door.
Republican:My major objection
station was contemplated, the city
Clarence Lokker, Emily McBride,
made by the county engineer’sde- to the legislation la tha traaafer
"Some appear to have lost faith
Grand Rapids.
per hour.
of Holland agreed to purchase partment
William C. Vanden Berg.
The report of Aid Ben Steffens, in our nation and its people and,
During Wednesday night's sesof our foreign policy to one Man.
the property and present It to the
Arthur Van Duren, Ernest BeHe obtained Isaac Kouw, Congress and tha chief executive
sion. council also disposed of other chairman of the ways and means in their hysteria,believe that our
U. S. government which it did not
dell. Ruth Brierley,Benjamin
Arendshorst and Cornelius Vander should act jointly. I am wUllng
committee, that no action be tak- safety depends upon the British
business matters.
,
pay for a site for any coast guard Meulen as his witnesses for TuesBrouwer,Margaret De Free, MarMayor Henry Geerlings was au- en on the request of the Michigan navy. They think, too, that, in any
give the president additional
J
station.
Recalling
previous
court
garet Olive, Amelia Parkes, Henday's hearing and had the assist- ers— but I am not willing to go a*
thorized to attend a two-day ses- municipal league that cities con- peace that may be made, our trade
litigation between the bank's
ry Pelgrim, Vernon D. Ten Cate,
ance of the regular federal at- far aa the president proposal in
Zeeland, Feb. 6— By one point, sion of the U. S. Conference of tributefrom $50 to $200 to a fund Interestswill be protected.
trustees and the resort associaCornelius Vender Meulen, Thomas
torney in presenting the case. Lok- this bill. To convoy shlpa might
"National defense depends upon
Zeeland high' schools basketball Mayors in St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 20 of the Conference on State Detion, Lokker explained that an orVenhuizen, Adrian J. Westveer.
team was defeated Wednesday and 21. Numerous national figures fense for its work of representing the efficient, continuous operation iginal plat of 1886 had designated ker said the defense could not pre- lead us Into war.
Russell Klaasen, Gerrit KooyEarl Michener, Adrian Republinight by GrandviUe in a game will appear on the program which interestsof municipalitiesin con- of our industries.At Milwaukee, certain areas for park purposes sent any wltneases who could testiers, Nelson A. Miles. Abel Postma,
fy as to the value of the prop- can: The bill could be shortened
will have a theme of "Cities and gress, was accepted by the aider- Wis, industrialplants with ordplayed there, 24-23.
and that the proposed site for the erty before and after it came Into
Bruce Raymond, Alex Van Zanten,
men.
ers calling for more than $40,up by giving the presidmt auto- i
Zeeland forged into a 6-4 lead National Defense."
Carl Zickler, Ruth Den Herder,
The Greater Muskegon Chamber Upon recommendation of Aid. 000,000 worth of defense materials coast guard station included part possessionof the government as a ority to do anything he thtnka adearly in the first period but from
Loo Loew, Preston Manting, Benof
this
land.
coast guard site.
visableIn the interests of national
then on were never able to head of Commerce notified council of Henry Ketel, chairman of the are closed because the CIO, there
However, he reported,the resort
jamin Rutgers, Florence Tiesenoff the GrandviUe tossers al- the change in date of the US-31 board of public works committee, controlledby a Communist, indefense, all internationaland naga. Archie Vander Wall, Aleta
area was resubdivided in 1892 and
tional law not withstanding. The
though their last quarter rally fell road conference in Muskegon from council extended permission to the sists that AFL men shall not
Zwemer.
it was on this plat that the bank’s
one point short of tying the game. Feb. 6 to Feb. 13. Upon inquiry works board to purchase an air work on national defense.
rest of the bill Is window dialltrustees rested its case and claimHenry Cook, John Galien, Marfrom the mayor, Aid. Frank Smith tank from the Federal ElectricCo.
"At Dayton, O., the Wright
GrandviUe led at the half, 14-6.
ing.
vin Den Herder. Peter Lugten,
ed
ownership
of
the
property
but
Austin and Wisner paced the indicated that he might be able to at a cost of about $250 in order plant, working on $1,550,000worth
Fred Bradley, Rogers City ReJames Marcus, Herman Mooi, Elthat a new fire siren to replace the of construction for the army air the state supreme court, in a subGrandviUe team to victory with attend the meeting
bern Parsons. Raymond L. Smith,
sequent
decision,
recognized
the
The oath of office of Charlfs present "mocking bird" may be corps, was closed because the AFL
nine points each while Scholten
Gilbert Vande Water. Albert Van
original1886 plat as the only plat
Bj Esther Van Wagoner Tufty
with
eight was high point man M. Selby as a member of the board properly tested. Ketel reported the would not permit CIO men to
Lente and John Vogelzang, Jr.
and ruled that the lot owners held
operation
of
the
"mocking
bird"
of
park
and
cemetery
trustees
vas
WashingtonCorrespondent for
work
for
the
army
air
corps.
for Zeeland.
Also I am opposed to new powers
Democrat!
an interestin the property desigThe Sentinel
"I have been called unpatriotic,
In a preliminary game the Zeel- accepted and filed. Mr. Selby was necessitatesthe burning of about
for the president Aid to England
Bertal Slagh, John Dykema,
nated
for
park
purposes,
causing
appointed recently to replace three tons of coal per day. The
should not break down our own
Cherven, Earnest C. and second team won over the George Moomey who resigned be- board also filed a letter with coun- anti-labor, because I introduced a a culmination of negotiationswith
bill which providedthat no man
GrandviUe seconds. 26-19. GrandDebatt on the leye-lend bill Is national
Brooks, Dick Zwiep, Leo Conklin.
cal, calling attention to this situ- competent to work should be re- the bank's trustees for purchase
cause of ill health.
Albert Engel, Muskegon RepubNicholas Sprietsma, Fred Kam- ville is leading in the Grand Valin
full swing In congress. A)most
of the property.
A communicationfrom Prospect ation.
quired, before going to work to
ley conference race while Zeeland
lican:
If we want to help. Great
ferbeek, Jacob Spruit.Peter DamAt a later date, the government every one of the 17 Michigan repay a fee, buy a work permit or
is tied for the lead in the Ottawa- Park Christian Reformed church,
Britain give them the money they
stra, E. Zwemer, W. B. Elferdink,
informed the Chamber of Com- presentatives Is trying to get
urging council to use its influence
Join a union. This was on the
Allegan race.
need and let them spend it as they
Louis Stempfly, Williahi Buis, Wilmerce, Lokker said, that, con- chance tp air his views In the
towards adoption of a six-day WILLKIE
theory
that, so long as all had to
Zeeland's
tall team has only one
see fit. Congress should have the
liam' Visser, Clare MelVaughton
demnation
proceedings
were
to
be
historic bill Probablynot all will
pay taxes, all subject to conscripmore league fcam*1 to play and Tulip Time festival, was referred
RAPIDS
say-so on how much, when and in
and Henry Steketee.
instigated and requested that ar- give a speech, because debate is
to the Chamber of Commerce.
tion, every man or woman should
what form the help should be
Republican and Democraticdel- that is with Allegan at Zeeland
rangements
be
made
for
the
city
In accepting
supplemental
limited to assure a vote this week
be permitted to work for his
V
given.
Grand Rapids. Feb. 6
egates from other parts of the Feb. 14. Otsego or Zeeland will agreement from the state highway
to pay for whatever damages —as demanded by administration
go into the lead after the PlainClare Hoffman, Allegan RepubWendell Willkie may be a g-uest country without joining a union. might be assessed in obtaining the
county are:
department, extending the present
leaders.
"As
one
father
wrote
me:
"My
well-Otsego
game
Friday.
Plainlican: I am against this bill Anyof honor at the Kent county LinRepublican
municipal maintenancecontract
In general, the Michigan men thing the president wants for nason was drafted to fight for his property in this manner.
Allendale township- John Gem- well can take second place with ahead for six months to July 1. coln club banquet here Feb. 27. it
"In other words, the federal gov- follow the trend in the house, with
country
but
the
Government
won't
a
victory.
tional defense I'll vote for— but his
was reported by the County Remen, Justin Zylstra, John Kraker
ernment wanted the city of Hol- the Republicansfighting against
Ottawa-Alleganconference 1941, aldermen authorized the publicanChairman Col John G. let me work for my country unrequest can be brought to conand Henry De Jonge.
land to pay without limitationfor the bill. They seek modifications
mayor and city clerk to sign the
less I buy a permit from a union.'
gress in separate bills, as needed.
Blendon township- - Louis Vol- standings:
Emery.
any damages incurred. However, in amendments.
Won Lost agreement. The agreement covers Emery also disclosedthat speak- Why’
This bill is not necessary.
link, Peter Dys, N. Vander Slacht
state trunkline maintenance in
councilpassed a resolutionin which
The really heated debate on this
Zeeland ..............
1
"The
tells
us,
you
can’t
Bartel Jonkman, Grand Rapids
and Ralph P. Lamer.
ers for the event will includeOwen
Holland and change in dates was
the $2,000 was deposited with the bill will come later in the senate,
1
Republican: I signed the commitCrockery tow-nship
Hunter Otsego ....................
Root,
Jr., of New York, and Gov have defease material manufactmade because the new fiscal year
court clerk to pay the damages says Jesse P. Wolcott, Port Hur2
tee minority report We are alipBering, Charles Gibbs, Nelson Bal- Plainwell .....................
Dwight W. Green of Illinois.Cong ured at Milwaukee because AFL
begins July 1 instead of Jan. 1.
or whatever the amount might on Republican.And that is all ed to vote on something ws all
Fennville
...................
3
members
are
on
the
job.
The
AFL
dus and Erven Hecksel.
Bartel
J. Jonkman of this district
Council approved the applicabe," Lokker .said.
right with him. An indicationthat
4
said you can't have construction
agree on— aid-to-Britaift—because
Grand Haven township— Clar- Allegan ...........................
will be toastmaster.
tion and agreementof Jacob Zoerwork
for
the
air
corps
at
Dayton
to prevent Britain’s defeat will
ence Reenders, Frank Hendrych
A
state
meeting
for
the
former
man for permission to come under
liecause CIO men are there. So, beenhance our future security.Howand George C. Borck.
Independent
Willkie
clubs
will
ho
the compulsorysewer ordinance
tween the two, we get nothing.
ever, this bill is loaded with many
Holland township— Paul Schilleto
and have his premises at 307 East held here Feb. 18.
How long will we stand for that?
things dangerous to our constituman, John F.ilander, Walter VanEighth St. connected with the
tion, government and safety.
der Haar, John Y. Huizenga, John
i n •
"^ie war department, at the desanitary sewer at a cost of $135.
Urge*
Keduced
mand of Sidney Hillman, born in
Paul Shafer, Battle Creek ReHelder, Albert Hyma, Gerrit J.
in
Claims against the city amountRussia, vice-presidentof the CIO.
publican: In my opinion, the SO- .]
Deur, Ben Ter Haar. John Van
ing to $5,57074 were approvedtor
Due 10 Icy Highways refuses to give Ford, low bidder on
called lease-lend bill is just anDam, Charles De Boer and Dick
payment. Other claims, also apThe fact remains that Benton other step toward our Involvement
•
a $10,000,000 order for defease After each Friday night's games,
PlaggCmars.
proved, follow: Hospital, $5,549Lansing,Feb.
The material because, for one reason, Southwesternconference fans ask, Harbor is the highest scoring out- in the European war and ift unJamestowntownship
Alex
89; library, $850.05; police and
Menominee, Feb.
'
state highway department today | Ford iasistshe has the right to "What next?" because almost anyKlooster, Richard Smallegan,Alfire (police. $1,867.36, fire, $3,- urged reduced driving speeds be- gjVe y0U or any other American thing has happened in the league fit in the running, and its general necessary at this time because we
are already supplying England
bert Zagers', John Van Dam and Mrs. Ronald Franszkiewicz.72719.38),
$5,586.74;park and ceme- cause of ice-coveredroads throughpower has enabled them to win
year-old Nadeau resident, appeara job, even though you have not so far.
with all we are able to produce
Lewis De Cleine.
tery (park, $1,247.20,cemetery,
A four-way tie has not been un- without feeling especial!the loss with the exception of men. I am
bought a ‘work permit’ of HillOlive township— Albert H. Ste- ed undisturbed today over charges $846.81), $2,094.01;board of pub- out the state.
Sanding operatioas were under man’s organization."
asual, and two three-waytie-ups of any one man. They proved that opposed to granting to the prillgenga, Jacob L. Hop. Maurice that she killed her third husband lic works operating account (paywith poison last summer.
way. the departmentreported
have been much in vogue. Muske- even without Dick Peckham, who dent the excess power whidt Is
Luidens and Charles Bartels.
While officiaLs investigated the roll, $5,865.44,claims. $7,652.48 ',
(Buses entering and leavingHolgon Heights, Benton Harbor and graduated, and Duane Sickels, provided for in this measurs. I do
Park township— First precinct,
$13,517.92;
board
of
public
works
Grand Haven are the three teams who broke his nose, they could not believe we are ready to abanSidney Gunn and L. S. Stevenson; deaths of her two previous hus- construction account (payroll, land today maintained Schedules
LICENSES knotted at the top at present, whip the Heights, 25-24, last week. don democracy here In order to
second precinct,George E. Hene- bands, Mrs. Franszkiewiczstead- $36.75, claims, $260.51), $297.26. although the highways were exfastly denied knowledgeof her 63ceptionally slippery,Fred Sundin
while Holland, Kalamazoo and Peckham, incidentally,is already guarantee it to the rest of ths
veld, Dick Nieusma, William WinBonds and interest coupons of the Greyhound lines reported
year-old husband's death last July
Muskegon are all tied up at the high-pointingfor the St. Joe Autos world.
atrom and John R. Dethmers.
21 from heavy doses of arsenic. amounting to $3,538.30 were or- However, the ice melted during
bottom.
in a semi-proleague.
James
M.
Kraai,
27,
Grand
Polkton township— Wayne MurFred Crawford,Saginaw ReShe faced arraignmenttoday on a dered paid by the city clerk.
the forenoon after the highways Rapids, and Berendean J Dorks,
Something Is bound to happen,
Sickels will still be out this publican: I want to wait until X
ray, John Lubben, R. Ossewaarde,
The
January
report
.of
City
Inhad been sanded but snow which 27, Zeeland: Harold A. Post, 21, this week, however, as teams meet week, but Coach Bill Perigo can hear some more debate before I
Asa Kelly, H. W. Erwin, Louis first degree murder charge.
spector Bon Wiersma was accepted
Peck, James Scott, John Ter "Officers took Mrs. Franszkie- as follows: Inspection of milk began falling shortly before noon Nunica, and Jean Graham, 19, other teams within their bracket, count on Dick Nametz at center lake a definite position.
was not expectedto improve the Grand Haven.
thus necessitating the elimina- and Roy Krygowski and Sterling Frank Hook, Iron wood DemoAvest, CliffordAlbrecht,John Lil- wicz in custody at her farm home
two weeks after her husband's plants, 22; milk and cream sam- conditions.)
tion of some and the rise of others. Klum at forwards and Dan Pjesky crat: That part of sections,which
lie, Archie Walcott and Howard
Ferdinand
Groth
30,
Grand
body was exhumed and a vital or- ples taken to laboratory for test,
Irish.
Haven, and Lillian Beverwyk, 27, Holland is the one team in the and Bennie Schadler at guards. reads "notwithstandingthe progan
sent to Ann Arbor for exam- 26; producers inspected, 17;
lower bracket stepping out to Pjesky was the hero of last week's visions of any other law" will have
Port Sheldon township— Frank
Holland.
Nazi
Foreign
Laborer!
slaughterhousesinspected, four;
ination.
tangle with one of the top mem- game with a total of 12 points.
Garbrecht and Henry Ebel.
William
Sokolow.
32.
West
to be eliminated before I can vote
meat markets inspected, eight;
Lieut. Phillip L. Hutson of the
Are Set at Two Million Olive, and Frances Skop, 24, De- bers.
Coach Malcolm Mackay's men for this bill. It would be "the law.*
Robinson towmship—Claude Mogrocery stores inspected, 10;. resAt Grand Haven, the winner of after losses in two successive John Dingell, Detroit Demolenkamp, Ralph Bouwman and state police assisted Sheriff Ed- taurants, lunchrooms inspected,
troit.
ward Rcindl in investigating
Fred Graham.
'—GerJohn W . Van Rhee, 25, route 2, the Heights-Grand Haven game weeks up Muskegon way, may do crat: I am for this bill — give Engfive; complaints and investigations, Washington,Feb.
• Spring Lake township— David Franszkiewicz's death four and a 23.
many is utilizing a foreign labor Hudsonville,and Annette E. Mey- will go Into first place, and Ben- the same thing they did once be- land anything to beat Germany.
ton Harbors, if it wins here, will fore this year, and that is, return The president has not misused the
M. Cline, Ellis C. Nixon, John G. half years after his marriage. His
Coiincil gave its guarantee to force estimated to number 2- er, 21, Hudsonville: Ray Meyer, 33,
Wagner, Frank Scholten, Gerrit wife came here from Chicago, the board of park and cemetery 000,000 war prisoners and civilians fmlay City, and Tena Molter, 32, tie for first with the winner of to the home court to make up for great powers he already has now,
this game, or if it loses, will tie lost ground. Muskegon, whom they why should he start now? It’s just
Bottema, Edward Koster, Jay where she was married twice pre- trustees that an item of $3,500 from occupied countries and
Georgetown township.
Geerlings, Esther Gieseking and viously.
Frank A. Nehls. 26. route 1, with the loser.
met in their first conference silly to say that congress is abdiwill be included in the 1941 budget concentrating her industrial proJ. M. Sweeney.
At Muskegon, the loser of the game, is the only outfit that has cating.
Holland, and Erma May Ebel, 22,
in order that the board may buy duction on airplanes and ships, re
Tallmadge township
Henry
Muskegon-Kalamazoo match will beaten them on the Holland floor.
Louis Rabaut, Detroit Demotulip bulbs at an early date for ports to the department of com- I of Holland.
Slaughter, John Kramer and R.
drop
to the cellar. If Holland wins Holland might this year steal the crat: Undecided— wants to hear all
Henry
John
Faber,
23,
and
Marmerce
indicated
today.
fall planting irt connectionwith
Bronkema.
(A United Press Berlin dis- , lan Ruth Voss, 22, both of Holland. it will tie with the winner, and if Tigers' reputation as the hardest debate.
PIPELINE
the 1942 festival.
Wright township— Lester Marit loses, it will drop into a tie- team in the conferenceto beat
patch
quoted authorized German
Rudolph Tenerowlcz, Detroit
A recommendationfrom the
tin, Dorr Garter, R. L. Burrell,C.
up in the cellar.
on their own floor.
Detroit, Feb.
A plea board of health that a system of a quarters that 3,400,000 foreigners. I a up Prartir* C Avart
Democrat: Against the bill in Its
G. Schuur, Lyman Brown and John
Grand Haven eyes this Friday's
..
When Benton Harbor lost Sic- present form. Objects to section3
of not guilty was entered for city-wide garbage collectionbe- including war prisoners, are now
Peck.
100 Year* for Family game as the chance it has been kels temporarily, it lost one of and 9 granting broad powers to
Stranahan, Harris & Co. of Toledo Instituted,*.- the expense to be employed in
Grand Haven city— Max Metz- when President John S. Harris spread as a general tax over the
waiting for and, tough on its own the few boys over six feet tall. president.
ler, Anthony Ver Hocks, Joe Palfloor, expects to wipe out Coach Nametz is the only one they have
appeared for it late Wednesday on city as a whole, was referred to
John Lesinski and George (YSunbury,
)—
The
JackGrabs Revolver From
mer, Cora Vande Water, Sam Van fraud charges preferred by the
a special committee composed of
son family of Berwick has been Okie Johnson'sdefending cham- left, and he measures six foot, Brien could not be reached.
Zanten, Jay Poel, Fred C. Ehr- federal grand jury. Judge Arthur Aid. William C. Vandenberg. Bruce
Track and Kills Self practicing law for one full cen- pions, who recently lost Sammy four. The Benton Harbor average
mann, Dick Cook, WiUiamena F. Lederle had ordered the bond Raymond and Albert V. Faasen
Valuck, their high-scoringfor- is five foot, ten, while Holland’s
tury.
Ladies Night Planned
Young, William Wilds, George Ol- house to stand arraignment on the and City Inspector Ben Wiersma.
Bangor, Feb. 6
'—A man Morrison • E. Jackson was the ward, through graduatfon.
is close to six feet.
sen. Frank Bottje, Milton Burr. complaintby Tuesday.The firm,
Muskegon will again try to win
Chuck Ploegsma because of an
This committee was appointed who seized a pistol from a railway first lawyer. He was admitted to
by Local Kiwaniani
Fred Den Herder, Howard Fant, two of its executives,and Frank May 1, 1940, to investigatethe pro- express truck and killed himself
over some team besides Holland eye Injury has been practicing by
the bar in 1840.
Leo Lillie,Frank Mason.
McKay were accused of trying posal. ,
with a shot 'through the head was
He was followed by Charles B., in taking a stand against Kalama- hknself this week, and worked out
The weekly meeting of the HolWatson McCall, Jack Spangler, to defraud Grand Rapids in a pipeIn keeping, with a report from identified today as Gerald McMul- admittedin 1875, and Alex Jack- zoo. If they play ball like they did with the team for the first time in land Kiwanis club mil feature a |
Joyce Vyn, Anna Van Horasen, line deal.
len
of
f
aw
Paw^lake.
against
Holland
last
week,
anthe armory last night. Herk Van Ladies’ night program Friday at
the board- of appeals, counci} in-1
son, grandson of Morrison.
Henry Wierenga, Bert Singerling,
other victory will probablycome Tongeren has looked good at cent- 6:30 p.m. in the Warm |Yltnd
structed Qty Clerk Peterson to
Peter Van Zylen, G. Boiten, Jim
ADULTS AT PLAY
$171.20 MAILS PACKAGE
their way.
er during Ploegsma’s absence.
wrtte tbe proper operators of the
SS YEARS OF NO
•
tavern.
Peter Rycenga, T. Kieft,
Chicago
'—A survey by the property to discontinue within 30- • Alameda,
*-A pack- * Columbia, S.
Holland high got pff to a bad
Coach Malcolm Mackay has
)— When
A fuU attendance of local memJohn Van Beukering, Herman Cos- Chicago Merchandise Mart re- day* the operation of a commer- age carrying the highest postage
Clemson defeated the University start • in the second round losing not named a starting lineup as bers, along with their guesta. is
ter, Katherine Headley, Matthew vealed that 200,000 adults in the
cial woodyard in the vicinity of value ever recorded at the post of- of South Carolina on a sunny its first return match, and will yet, and may not do so until near
Locke, Mrs. Victor Matusek United States own some type of a WashingtoiiAve.' and 21st St. A fice here was recently sent to afternoonhere, it was the 38th have a hard time -coming back the 8 psn. whistle tomorrow.Bob
and J. Nyhof PoeL
miniature railroad,made to scale recent complaint of residents of Honolulu by Pan American. Clip- time the two teams had played against the aspiring Benton Har- Black and Leigh Prettyman will
Chester townahlp-p. B.' Gill- of old ; or present engine* and that vicinity was referred to the per. It containedblueprints and with no threat of rain. It hasn’t bor Tigers, to whom they lost 50be the officials.
A program of miscellaneous an
hespy, William Uecker and C D. trains operating on American
board which reported that its op- charts for the Turner Construc- rained on a Gemson-U. S. G tilt 25 there. The Dutch, not under-, At 6:30 pjn. Benton Harbor’s tertainmenthas been irtwgec
Rhodes.
eration was a violationof the tion Company. The total pottage since
• .
estimating the abilitiesof the reserves clash with Holland'# re- by Dr. Janies K. Ward,
Georgetown township— William
V. .;,-v
zoning ordinance and should be was
Perigomen; have only- promised serves. The Harbor! tes bogged
Vander Laan, Charles Lowing, North Dakota’s state capitol abated. Smith reported a trucking
Between 1930 and 1940. the ur- that the visitors will see t differ- down in the second half and lost
We enjoy
Fred De Haan, Fred Wagner, Bert building at Biamark is oC sky- terminal was also being operated
Do your work, be honest, keep ban population of the U. S. gained ent game from the one they did to Muskegon 32-28 last week. For- work, .dur doing;
Sweet and Fretf McEachron.
scraper cons
in - violation of the zoning ordin- your word, help when you can, be 7.9 percent and the rural increase when they reached their early- ward Raymer led with H points ing ia our best
ance.
fair.— J. P. Morgan.
was 6.4 percent
season peak.
*
for th«
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Three

of

Holland Draftees Are Rejected

ONE CONTEST

MEN

IN

Lamiiif in Foarth
Quarter Rally

Holland Christian fell by the

Coach John Tub* men

could

nowhere find a hole to slip into
the lead and were practicallyout
of the contest during the first
three quarters.They lost the half
14-9.

"imm*

Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special)

The other incumbent officials
are James Boyce, supervisor;
Herman Tien, clerk; John Henry
Scholten, Justiceof peace; Albert
E. Meyer, highway commissioner;
and Gerrit Heneveld, board of
review.
The constablecandidate* are
Harold Aalderink, Harold Elders.
William Becksvoort and Gerrit
Van Schuure.

24-21.

M.

Tbaa Pay Spewimy Fiat

Vander
LAKETOWN -Gerald
Spring Lake,

surer.

wayaide Thursday night in the
Urge Boys Vocationalgym in
Lansing before Lansing St. Mary,

and

Serve* Sentence Rather

—Tht Grand Haven

REPORT OVEN

-tsi
&

ON PROBATIONS

schools

been advtawd that 1)0
T‘ c*
units will be establishedin the
high school due to shortage of off-

Lanaing, Feb. 6 - The bureau
of probation, department of corThis Informationwas received
rections, reports in its biennial
In response to an inquiry from
report for the fiscal years 1938Mra. John A. Vyn tha| Investig*
1940 that the number of probaGeorge
V.
Hoffer
TMUrtday.
He
tlon
into
the
possibility'
of
estabprimary and thus are .automation cases increased from 59 to
lishing a unit here be made by the
elected to serve the flve days.
tically elected.
101 from* July 1, 1938, until June
board of education.
Bert Breaker, incumbent, U
30, 1940, In the 20th judicial cirMra. Vyn appeared at a recent cuit composed of Ottawa and
being opposed by Henry Van Oss
meeting.On Monday night the •Allegan counties.
in the race for township trea-

Ckrittimt Outicore Foe

Apparently handicapped by the
unusually large Lansing floor, the
Tubmen got off to a slow start
that had them on the tail end
of a 22-13 score at the end of the
third quarter From there on,
however, they developed a rushing
game which gave them an 8-2
edge In the final frame- but 3
point* short of a tie.
Lansing, with a barrage of side
and comer shots, led scoring in
the first three quarters. 10-6 4-3

1941

Wall, 17, route
2.
arrested by the
sheriffs department for speeding
Except for township treasurer, In Spring Lake last Wednesday,was assessed a fine of 55 and
incumbent officialsof Laketown
costs of 55.75, with an alternative
township, Allegan county, will be of five days in jail upon his plea
without opposition at the Feb. 17 of guilty before Justice of 'Peace

BY MjM
b

«,

Personals
Prior to their departure January 29 for Kalamazoo, Holland's
11 draftee* heard a farewell talk by Mayor Henry Qeerllngs (with
back to camera).The draftee* (against the wall, Isft to right) art
Eugene Batema, Walter Bollea, Loula Brondyke, Seth Vander
Ploeg, James Niea. Frederick Veltmon. Jack Cobb, Simon Plerama,
Frank Llevenae, Jr., John Keen and Maynard Stoel. Seated In
front of Mayor Geerllnga are Leon Moody and Vaudle Vandenberg,
membera of the local draft board. (Veltman, Stoel and Bollea wert
rejectedat Kalamazoo Thursday in the final physical examination.
Tha deficiencywill be made up in the February quota which will
be increased from 22 to 25.

Arts Tuls, forward, roped a dozen points for the Maroons but received little support from his
mates, especially not from the
itartere,two of whom did not
Bcore at all. Crissey,Lansing forward. had 11 points and also had
littlesupport.
Tuls and Dell Boersma each
garnered three points in the first
stanza. Tuls kept going with three
in the second quarter but was the
One of the features of tne paronly Holland man to do so.
Holland got no scoringfrom cen- ade during the Holland semi-center. but Meyers. Lansing center, temal will be a float containing a
backed up their high-scoring for- group of young ladies representing
ward with seven points. Coach the different states,according to
l\iJi substitutedliberally in an at- a news item appearing in the Autempt to get things rolling for the gust 20 issue of the Ottawa County Times published in 1897 by M
Hollander*.
In a Fruitport varsity-ChristianG. Manting. The following Grand
reserve prelim in the local gym. Haven young ladies will participate in this feature: Gara Vyn,
Holland won. 40-17.
FO FT TP Allie Juistema.Mary Slaughter,
2 12 Jennie Pellegron,Helen Baar,
.......... ...... 5
Tula, F
0
2 Clara Roland. Gertrude Van den
.... ....... 1
n*
Bosch. Jennie Van dor Zalm. Hat4 tie Cook, Jennie Bos. Maggie
2
0 Powell and Fanny Bolt.— Grand
0
Sjaarda. G . ............. ...... 0
1 Haven Tribune.
........
n
1
Vander Plo« g. F
The First Wesleyan church of
0
2
Hlet brink, ( ....................
i

In The

Good

Old Days

tie.

Wash

, Is

(From Friday’* Sentinel)

HUDSONVILLE MAN
IS SENTENCED FOR
STARVING ANIMALS
Grand Haven. Feb. 6

Sunday.
Mrs. Nicholas Gosselink plans
to return to her home here
police Friday on a charge of Tuesday after a visit of more
cruelty to animals. Upon his ar- than a week with her parents,
raignment before Justice George Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Roelofs, in
V. Hoffer later Friday he entered Edgerton, Minn. Mr. and Mrs.
a plea of gtiilty and was ordered Roelofs celebrated their birthday
a fine of $lf> and costs of 53.75 or anniversaries this week.
serve ten days in the county ail.
Between 15 and 20 members of
Clifford Thurkettle. 44. route

3,

in the city, the guest

Werkman, Eleventh St.
Correspondenceincluded: West
Qli\c A few years ago wood, ties,
and bark were the chief exports
of this town Now rye. wheat and
(armers- produce have taken their
place.

A

Sheldonparty from
Chicago called on Chris Cook and
had him show them over J. Lillies property at the mouth.

Mr. and Mrs. Bourton spent
Sunday here, and also Mrs. L.
Hoggers of Oucago. and a daughter of R. Palmer of Cedar Rapids,
la

Noordeloos- Born to Mr and
Mrs. Arend Raak, Monday, Aug.
16. a girl.
Mr. McCrossen and family have
arrived from Grand Rapids and
taken up their abode in the new
house of Judge Schilleman.

PAYS FINE FOR

board will probably study and disThe report also shows that
cuss the pouibility of establishing probationers paid 51,768.65 from
a unit and Confc. Bartel Jonkman July 1, 1938 to June 30, 1939. and
has advised that any application g.753 from July 1, 1939, to June
should be made to the sixth corps
area headquarters in Chicago.
During the fiscal year of 1938The matter of applicationrests 39, 46 new cases were received
Grand Haven. Feb. 6 (Special) with the board and one member Is and six "otherwise”in the cir-Charles P. Tufts, 26, Grand definitely against the proposition. cuit. Of those discharged, 11 were
Haven, waa found guilty Jan. 31
listed as improved, one as abat 4 p.m., after an hour's delibsconded, two as probation violaMiss
Den
Herder
Is
eration by a jury, of a charge of
tions, two as new offenses and
reckless driving. He was sentencthree
died. Those on probation at
Candidate for Zeeland
ed to pay a fine of 525 and costs
the end of the year totaled 92
Announcement
is made of the
of 529.90,or serve 60 days in the
and during the year 75 investicounty jail. The jury recommend- selection by the Zeeland High gation* were made.
ed that leniency be shown Tuft*. school faculty of Joyce Deh‘ Her- . For the fiscal year, 1939-40.45
The case consumed most of the der, senior student, as a candi- new cases were received and one
date for the Daughters of the "otherwise." Nineteencases were
day.
Tufts, when sentenced, asked American ' Revolution good citi- listed as improved, eight as unimthat he be allowed until Monday zenship tour to Washington,D.C., proved, one absconded;four for
to pay the fine and casts. The re- this spring. With Marilyn Ault of violation of probations, and one
quest was refused by Justice Holland High school and Dorothy new offense and four dismissed
George V. Hoffer In whoae court Van Loo of Holland Christian for other reasons. One hundred
the case was tried and Tufts im- high. Miss Den Herder will go td investigations were made during
mediatelyobtainedfunds to pay the state D.A.R conference lo the year.

OTTAWA CRASH

’

DAR

March. The three candidates are
Tufts, employed In Muskegon sponsoreedby the Elizabeth
was involved In an accident Jan. Schuyler Hamilton chapter,
11 north of Ferrysburgwhen It is D.A.R., of Holland.
Miss Den Herder has taken an
alleged his car skidded into and
upset an oil tanker driven by active part in school affairs in
Jerry Porr, 20. of route 3, Holland, additionto pursuing her interwhich disruptedtraffic for four ests in music. She has been •
member of the Girl Reserves,
hours.
The justice also told Thurkettk’ the Senior-Intermediate Christian
The
jury
consisted
of Louis Brei- holding several offices, and has
that if he did not dispose of his Endeavor societyof First Reformbeen a leader in her class. She
stock within five days he will ed church enjoyed a toboggan tels. Garence Reenders. John Ver- is a member of National Honor
seput, Charles Bugielski, Hobart
again be brought into court.
party Thursday night at the
society,was manager of the Jun
Thurkettle. a VVPA worker, was country club. Later the group Bell and Earl Hill.
ior class play, j»d is to hold the
arrested upon complaint of neigh- returned to the church for resame office for her aenior class.
bors. Officers said they found freshments and games.
She Is on the staff of thq peeper,
three head of cattle, two hogs and
The Outdoor club will hold Us
school publication and has been
four goats In a starving condition. toboggan party tonight at the
on the honor roll for the four
'Hiurkettle was ordered to sell country club. Young men and
years of High school.
his stock or turn them over to the women wishing to attend are
In the musical field, Miss Den
neighbors where they will receive asked to meet at the front enHerder has been in the\)rchestra
proper care.
trance of the .city hal at 7:30
and band and has served as acAfter sentence was passed. p.m. According to a representacompanistfor chorus and soloist*,
Thurkettlewas removed to the tive of the club, tobogganinghas
The body of Mr*. Anna Ver- both vocal and instrumental. She
county jail when unable to pay the been excellent.Large crowds have
burg, 61. who died at her home presentedher own piano recital
been taking advantage of the
fine and costs.
last fall, and plans to continue
in Columbus,Ohio, last -Wednesday
Hudsonville.was arrested by state

of Mrs. K.

Port

Holland hospital today reported
continued improvementin the
condition of John Maassen, Hope
colege junior, who received head
injuriesin an auto accident Monday morning.He plans to return
(Special) to his home in North Holland

icer*.

the amount.

VERBURG RITES

ON SATURDAY

costs, $311.50 for restitution, $662

as oversight,$107 for family support. Earnings of probationers as
reported were given at $44,197.61.
As of June 30. 1940. fhere
were 10,871 on probation in Michigan, the report showed, in comparison with the 10,351 on probation July 1, 1938, a gain of 520.

Justice Officiates
at

Wedding in G.H.

—

Grand Haven, Feb. 6 (Special)
William Sokolow of route 2. West
Olive, and Frances Skop of Detroit were married last Thursday
her musical career at the Univer- by Justice George V. Hoffer in the
sity school of music in Ann Ar- presence of Ola Conrad of Detroit
bor.
and William M. Lee of Grand Haven. The couple will reside in West

flood lights.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Venhuizen morning after an illness of two
weeks, arrived in Holland SatSPECIAL
went
to Chicago Thursday to atRev. and Mrs. Van Westenberg
tend funeral servicesfor Miss Leah urday morning. Funeral services
of Albany, N. Y., visited their
SCOUTS,
Ten
Cate, 46, who died in Chi- were held Saturday at ? p.m.
uncle C. L). Schilleman last week.
chapel
cago
Tuesday after a short Ill- from the Nibbelink-notierHolland,on north River street,
Drenthe— Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Letters, inviting all scouts and ness. Miss Ten Cate was one of Burial wai in Pilgrim Home
will
be
dedicated
on
Sunday,
Aug.
8
5
21
Total*
Tanis and Mr. and Mrs. Smith cuhs to attend special church the twin daughters of Mr. and cemetery.
FG FT TP 28. At the dedication Rev. H. A. from Muskegon visited friendsand
Mrs. Verburg,wife of the Rev.
services in Third Reformed church Mr*. Arie Ten Cate, formerlyof
1
11 Day of Grand Rapids, will officiQriatey. F ....................5
relativeshere.
Sunday. Feb. 9. at 7:30 p.m. as Holland. There are many friends James A. Verburg,pastor of the
2 ate.
... 1
0
Keenoy. F .
Memorial Presbyterian
Mr. 'and Mrs. Van de Schou part of the scout anniversary and relatives in Holland. The
7
1
Meyer*. C. ..................
... 3
Locals included: Born to Mr.
week program, wer: mailed Fri- Venhuizens were accompanied to church of Columbus, was born In
and
family
from
Englewood
are
0
0
.„ 0
Rahar. G
and Mrs. Paul Tams on Saturday
visiting friendsand relativeshere. day by Scout Executive M. P. Chicago by Mr. and Mrs. Martin Oakland, Mich., and was grad4 a
Farhat, G . ...... ....... . 2
0
*
Russell to all troops and Cub Weersing of Grand Rapids and uated from Hope college. She went
Miss Sena Cambers is visiting
Rev. G. De Jong of Vriesland
packs of the central district of Mrs. Homer Ten Cate of Holland. to Columbus in 1921 as directer
2 24 has declined the call as Education- relativesin Grand Rapids.
Total*
11
the, Ottawa- Allegan Boy Scqut
The Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Poppen of religious education for the
Official*: Referee - Wheller; al Agent for Hope college.
Miss Rekr Hunderman has reand
children.Anna Ruth and Wal- lynod of Ohio and head of- the
. umpire
Singerland.
Cards are out announcing the turned from a two weeks visit in
Boy scouts throughoutthe cott, left Monday for New Bruns- high school department of the
Substitutes: For Holland— Kal- wedding of George J. Den Herder Graafschap.
country will observe Ihe anni- wick, N. J., and will occupy an Northmln*t{r Presbyterian
mink, H. Van Wieren, C. Van •nd Miss Serepta Cobum of BeaGraafschap Revs.
Kriekard versary week, Feb. 7 to 13, Inapartment at 9 Seminary place, .church.She also directedpageants
Wieren and Vryhof; for Lan- verdam on August 24.
and J. Van We.stenbrugge, con- clusive, and the special church yin/ Brunswick, until July J. The and the Whit* Christma* at the
»ing— Rettelle,Noonan, Abraham.
A marriage license was granted ducted the services at the Reform- sendees will be part of the proTuesday to Nicholas Rynbrandt of ed church last Sunday in the ab- gram. Parents and friends of the Poppen* are on furlough from church.
In 1928 she directed the stewJamestown and Maude Edson of sence of Rev. Jack Vander Meulen. scouts and cubs also are invited China. Another son, Kenneth, will
remain in Holland to attend Hope ardship pageant at Memorial hall
Hudsonville.
Rev. F. J. Zwemer and family to the service.
In Columbus in which 24 churches
college where he la a junior.
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Bert Slagh of Pella, Iowa, are visitinghere
Various troops plan to place
The Rev. William G. Flowerday, took part with a cast of 485 an^l
comer Fourteenthstreet and Col- at present.
display* in the windows of varwho has been convalescing from three choirs.In 1932 the directed
lege Ave. yesterday an eight pound
John Du Mez and family arrived ious stores in the downtown disthe ‘710.’’has been taken to Hol- the pageant at Wooster celebratboy.
trict
during
anniversary
week.
here for a short stay with relatives
ing the 50th anniversary of the
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van
Two troops, No. 7 of Third Re- land hospital for observation. The
the early part of the week.
organization of the Ohio synod. In
Rev.
Paul
E.
Hinkamp
of
Hope
Ark on Saturday, a nine pound
Benton Harbor— Fire Sunday formed church, and No. 12 of
college will occupy th4 pulpit in 1937 she directed the pageant
boy.
parents’
night
programs
witha
evening, destroyed the French
On August 23 at 10 am. the House, owned by A Jeru. the resi- Trinity Reformed church will hold First Methodist church Sunday which celebrated the 100th anniDr. Simon Blocker of Western
commissionerof highwaysof Hol- dences of John Holmes and John pot luck supper. Troop No. 12 will morning, and. the Harold Mac- versary of the board of foreign
Theologicalseminary in an address
key. student at Hope college who missions.
land township will let ihe job of
Fonger, the Colby Company's hold their event Feb. 10.
before the Holland Rotary club
Rev. Verburg was pastor of the
serve* the Saugatuck Methodist
buildingon Lake St„ near the reScout
troop
No
129
of
Saustave mill. Perry's shop and two
list Thursday noon in the Warm
Second
Reformed church in Grand
church,
will
preach
in
the
evening.
sidence of Mr. Conkev.
Mend tavern pointed to four fac- Born to Mr. and Mrs. Charles barns, entailing a loss of several ga tuck and Sea Scout ship No.
Mr*. T. L. Kennedy and daugh- Rapids from 1913 to 1915.
128
of
Saugaturk
will
hold
a
thousand dollars. A hard wind was
tors which have sought to desVander Schaaf on Wednesdaya blowing toward town and lor a joint parents' night program and ter, Jane Lee, of Oak ^ark, 111.,
troy the Christian church and
are spending a feW days ' In the
girl.
time it was thought the entire City •upper Feb 12 at Saugaturk.
which are still present. His topic
home of the former * mother, Mrs.
Jerry Houlihan of Chicago, one
was "Will the Church Destroy of the oldest and most prominent was doomed. The St. Joseph fire
A. C. Keppel. They will return
department
was
called.
The
guests
Christianity T”
Captain Colson of G.H.
Sunday.
policeman on the force there, and
of the French House lost all their
He pointed first to scientific criThe Ladles’ Missionary and Aid
Willis F. De Cook. 5 West 15th
daughte.-,are spending a few belongings and some escaped in
ticism of the scriptures, which, beto
Receive
Promotion
•ociety
was entertainedin the
St.,
reported
to
police
his
car
had
weeks with William Bourton and their night robes. The fire was set
gan In England, and which would
been involved in an accident home of Mrs. D. Elzinga last
famil).
by tramps in one of the barns.
destroy the Christian religion by
Grand Haven. Feb 6 -- t'pon Thursday at 24th St. and Washing- Thursday afternoon.
Misses Josie Pfanstiehland
The Farmers picnic will be held completion of his training course
underminingfaith in the Bible. A
At the annual business meeting
ton Ave. with a car driven by HarStella Flieman re turned last Satat the Agriculturalcollege in at Fort Benning. Ga . Capt Viccounter-movement, arose however,
of the League for Service the folold Slighter.
urday from a five weeks visit at
Lansing in August. This is the tor L. Colson of Grand Ha\en is
he pointed out, in which believing
lowing were elected to office:
Shelby. Hart and Peach Ridge
first in several years that the far- scheduled to be promoted to the
scholars studied the scripturesjust
Mrs. Henry Vander Wal, presiwith friends.
mers and others interestedin the rank of major.
as diligently to defend them as the
dent; Mrs. Harold Vruggink, viceMiss Nellie Vander Zalm of Agricultural college have had an
president; Miss Cornelia Zwygothers did to destroy them. The\r‘2™
‘Tr* ,~\T
Captain Colson has been granted
excursion for the sole purpose of a leave of absence for 10 da>s beIS FINED IN
movement to underminehas been ^ra,ld JIaHVCn fretUrnod 0
huizen, secretaryand treasurer,
a failure, he said, becau.sebeliev- 1 h°c7hMonda>h ffrhom an ex (:nded allowing them to visit the college. ginning Feb. 8. He has been atand Mia# June erum. aulatant
l
r . i wsit here with the Misses Hattie Special arrangements have been
secretary and treasurer.
tending an army training school
>^cn„e Fe>™
made to make this visit pleasant at Fort Benning since company F
Mr. and Mrs. M. GerriU, Mr.
J B. Streeter of Allegan and his
Zeeland, Feb. 6 — Jacob Elen- and- Mr*. H. Brink of Georgeand profitable.Tables will be set of the nationalguards left here for
the Bible stand on their own
j *.on Hiram of Grand Fork.'.,North
baa* of Zeeland, who served as a town, Miss Cornelia Bothnia of
in the parks and grmes for use Camp Beauregard. La
ground.
i Dakota, visited friends here Tuesdeputy sheriff under Sheriff Hudsonville, Milton Vruggink of
during the dinner hour. All buildWhen the great Savior breaks
Grand
Haven.
Feb. 6 Special)
: day. Mr. Streeter is one of the old
ings and the entire grounds will —Word has been receivedin Frank Van Etta was found to be Beaverdam and Mr. and Mrs. J.
Into the universe, he questioned,
settlersand will be .here at the
be open for inspection and com- Grand Haven that Fred A Mast- guilty of a charge of injuring, de- Wabeke were recent visitors at
what scientist can do anything
Semi-Ce.itennial.Hiram is cashier
facing and breaking a street sign the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
petent guides provided.
about it with his microscope?
enbrook, who left Grand Haven
in a bank at Grand Forks.
He next discussed liberal theoIronwood— Fire yesterday morn- with Company F for Fort Beau- which had been installedto con- Vruggink.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Sprietsema and
The local C.E. aociety received
logy. the preachers of which, he
ing burned four buddings and John regard as a first lieutenant has trol speed regulations on a itreet
daughter left Saturday evening
stated, admit that it is now "playRamota and family narrowly es- been promoted to captain of the here In violation of a city or- the banner for having the largest
for Chicago, called there by the illed out.'’ In his attack on this
c.iped with their lives. Henry infantry. Mastenbrook is spend- dinance. His trial was held on percentage of membera present
ness of their daughter, Mrs. Jacob
Lensol, who recently opened a ing three months at Fort Benning, Friday before Justice of Peace at the Golden Chain meeting held
type of philosophy he pointed out
Van Reenen.
George Caball.
at the Jamestown Reformed
that if the believersof it carried
M,
W
i* w
*ma11 cand>' *tore >n one of the Ga. He entered the national guard
Elenbaaswas assessed a fine of church last Thursday eveniqg.
It to the logicalconclusion the>
a
number
of
year*
ago
and
rose
in
row. and Jennie Sce.sie visited in
65 and costs of 55.85 which he
Mr. and Mrs. C. Spoelman of
would be atheists, that liberal thestarting the fire, and a crowd the rank*.
Zeeland this week at the home of
paid, he court also ordered the Bauer are the parents of a son
ology is dead although it doesn't
gatheredand attempted to lynch
defendant to pay for damage to born on Jan 25 at the home of the
him.
know It's dead, and that it is ex- Miss Clara Schulamyers.
The Misses Mary Madderon and
the sign.
latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Twins, 78, Celebrate
ploded by events in the world toJennie Prms of Roseland, 111., viCity AttorneyJ. N. Clark pre- John Vandef Wal.
day.
sited with Mrs. J. Hieftje, Jr., on
Anniversary
sented the city's case with John
Mrs. G. Hoezee and Miss Mabel
Under the heading of "social
Monday.
Saturday was of significance Boes, also a former deputy sher- Schut of Hudsonville entertained
gospel" he discussed our economic
Miss Mary Van Dyke of Fast
for Mrs. Anna De Witt of Hoi iff and Fred Bosma, Zeeland with • a bridal shower for Miss
order which, he stated, wouldn't
Holland will leave in a few days
A large number attended the land and her twin sister Mrs. Su- chief of police,as witnesses. No Harriet Vruggink Monday. Jan. 27,
be so bad if "we had an element
for Kensington, 111., to visit rela- meeting of the PTA in the local sie Postma of Sheldon. Iowa, as defense testimony was offered at her home here.. There were
of Christ in It." The spirit of Jesus
tives.
school last Friday night, Jan. 24. they observed their 78th birthday nor did Elenbaas take the wit- about 20 present. Miss Vruggink
should be carried in business,he
Mrs. Homer E. Hudson, of Grand The president,Gerrit Van Doomik,
ness stand.
was presentedwith several useemphasized.
anniversary.The sisters were born
Rapids, wife of Homer E. Hudson, presided, Mr. Knopcr led in comThe alleged Incident occurred ful gifts. Games were played and
in Friesland, the Netherlands, In
“Old-time religion is the only
one of ihe early pioneers of this munity singing. Prayer was off- 1863 and when they became or- Dec. 31, 1940, about 6:30 p.m. lunch was served by tha hosthing that can save the world." he
city, after whom Hudsonville was ered by Rev. Aalberts. The provt
h•ttted in his fourth point-religious
phans at nine years of age enter- at Main and Maple Sts. In which
named, is visitingwith Mrs. Dr. gram consisted of a violin-piand ed the Neerbosch orphanage.
it was charged that Elenbaas cut
Mr. and Mrs. H., H. Vander
education both old and new. His
B. B. Godfrey and Mrs. Hoyt. selection by Niles Hanson and
the corner, drove through the Molen of North Blendon viaited
Mrs. De Witt came to America
mother taught him, he continued,
When Mr. Hudson came here he Keith Soderberg. The Baker sis- at the age of 38 and went to Sioux driveway of a gasoline filing sta- Mr. and Mrs. J. H. PosKey '.Wedthat a person was a sinner and
came by way of Grand Haven and ters sang several numbers, accom- Center. Iowa, where she met San- tion and over
yard before nesday
' ,
should jvay for a new heart, but
striking the street sign.
polled his boat and goods along panied by mandolin and guitar
the new religiouseducationuses
dros Schutt to whom she was
the shore of Black Lake.
music. Charles and Mary Jane married a year later. She stayed
no such approach. He stated that
Lecttrt
Heard by
Prof, and Mrs. C. Doesburghave Brown sang a duet and a dialogue
be believed his mother was closer
there until 1925 when she marreturned from a four weeks visit "No wait Barbershop"was given
Graaftehap
tonality.
with their children in Detroit/
by five boys. After the business
The two classes In Home Hy; ,
George W. Browning, manager session.Rey. G. Aalberts gave an
At present Mrs. De Witt is makThe
Rbyal
Neighbors
society giene and Care of the Sick sponAnd Carp
of the Ottawa Furniture Co., wife address telling of a trip he made
ing her home with Mrs. Albert held a .businessmeeting Thursday sored by the American Red Cross
and daughter, returned Friday
Palled Fi-mb Lake from a trip of a few week* in the through the west. Mr. and Mrs. Clafk of 669 Michigan -Ave. She Jan. 31 in the hall. After the busi- under the direction of Mrs. R.
Bauman, Mr. and Mrs. Elzinga, attends Trinity church regularly ness meeting a birthday pahy was Schlecht of Holland Held a 'comeastern states, Mr. Browning visit*
ber of the WomeM' held celebrating the anniversaries bined meeting in the Christlari Re.
made on Jan. 30 in ed New York city, Bostdh and and Mr. and Mrs. Slagh were on
the program committee.
»
^
class.
Her daughter, of Harriet Hori,, Melva Cw*le, formed church of Graafschap
bayou of Lake Macatawa Providence on business.
The annual banquet of the A.
Linnie Sly, MUly
last Thursday to hear an Illuspoint, 900 pounds of
G. T. Huizinga was in Chicago P. was held in CbopersviUe TuesLizzie Knipe and
trated lecture on maternity and
and 250 pounds of this week and returned Wednesday
day night, Jan. 28. Mr. and Mn.
Infant care by Dr.
CampMrs. Postma came to this coun- 'G*mes were j
IT caip were taken from the accompaniedby his daughter JenClarence Raak, Mr. and Mn. try a few years later than her sisa is- were awarded to
bell outstanding gynecologist and
the Holland Fish and Game nie and Mrs. A. G. Huizinga and
John Nienhuis and Mr. and Mrs. ter, She and Mn. De Witt visited
tad Martha ga,Wltta
------ consultant In Maternityin Grand
The fish were sold to a St daughter.
Gerrit Lievense attended from ea4h other in Sheldon last sum- Doreen Mokma, Blanche Shaffer Rapid*. The lecture was sponsored
•ttmraercial fisherman.
: Mrs. R. E. Werkman, from Seat4
*1
and Anne Roaa.
by the K*»ib>gg foundation. j,
...

Of the amount paid during
the 1938-39 fiscal year. $343.50
was for fines, $555 for coats.
5242.15 in restitutions,5358 as
oversight. $270 for famiy support. Earnings of probationers as
reported were listed at 530,137.12,
During the 1939-40 fiscal year,
17 waa paid in fines. $665.50 for
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like a staggering order, doesn't

it? But to Western Electric

it’s

common-

place. The resources of this central
supply unit are great enough to meet
stupendous demands. Through scientifie
purchasing and standardized,large-scale

production,it provides the companies
of the Bell System with the best of
telephone equipment at low cost At
this time,

when rapid expansion of

telephone aerviee is a defense necessity,

the Michigan Bell can rely on this
dependable source

of supply.
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